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’fhis thesis is an c:<a:~nination of the transformation of public opinion
in Ireland during the period ].912 to 1918. The first part of the thesis
is an attempt to trace, the development of the forces ~.Jhich shaped the
climate of opinion existing in Ireland in 1912. An overview of the
cultural, social, economic and political development of Ireland is
presented in order to set the scene for ~hat occurred from 1912 to 1918.

The second part of the thesis examines in greater detail historical
data, mostly gleaned from contemporary ne<~spapers, in an analysis of the
forces influencing Irish opinion as it evolved. The relevance of this
data is evaluated in the light of findings in studies of the po].itics
of protest and resistance. Emphasis is placed on those-forces and events
~.,ihich account for the unfolding of Irish public opinion in a progressively
more radical direction, transforming the relative contentment of 1912
into the uncompromising rejection of established political norms in 1918.
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The conc].usion reached is that, while actual events were of course
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PREFACE

"THE PARLIAMENTARY PARTY AND THE REVOLUTIONARY MOVEMENT

IN IRELAND,    1912 - 1918"

This study is an examination of the changes which

occurred in Irish public opinion between 1912 and 1918, a

period of considerable interest in the political development

of modern Ireland. It saw the defeat of the Home Rule move-

ment not so much by the British as through the changing

aspirations of its supporters and the replacement of the

Irish Parliamentary Party by the openly separatist Sinn Fein

movement. It also saw the existing division of the island

into two antagonistic political entities consolidated.

The history of the period is well documented and needs no

extensive retelling. What needs to be done, however, is to

re-examine the events of the period and, to a more limited

extent, of the history of Ireland, in the light of some of the

relatively recent studies of nationalism, violence and

revolutionary development. These mainly theoretical formulations

attempt to provide explanations of shifts in popular opinion

accounting for the transition from acceptance to rejection of

existing institutions.

Party from 1912 to 1918

The final years of the Irish Parliamentary

mark such a development. The emergence

of Sinn Fein as the victor of the general election of 1918 in

Ireland may not have entailed acceptance of violent revolution,

but it did mean the rejection of gradualism and of evolutionary

constitutionalism.

formal confirmation

In terms of violence,

of the recognition of

it involved the

threatened violence
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as a political instrument in the south of Ireland. The

re-emergence of the Irish Volunteers following the rising

of 1916 had already given a strong indication of such a shift

of opinion. The north-east of Ireland had made a similar

choice earlier in this period. The factors which led to this

were not all evident at the time, nor can they all be revealed

by a simple examination of historical events. Modern social

theory, by exploring the sociological and psychological

implications of historical events and situations, leads to a

better understanding of the historical process. It is commonly

agreed that the change in the political climate of Ireland

between 1912 and 1918 was of great magnitude and shaped the

future history of the country. It is, therefore, of considerable

interest to examine this change and to see what the application

of theoretical formulations reveals about Irish history in

the period.

When dealing with questions of public attitudes and opinion,

one is concerned with psychological states; these are difficult

to measure even when those subject to these states are directly

available. The difficulties are obviously much greater when

attempting to provide explanations or clarifications of past

events. However, inferences can be drawn from current studies

and applied to the historical situation under examination,

provided that the assumption that human nature has remained

fundamentally constant during the hiatus separating the present

from the period under examination is accepted. It is clearly

possible to maintain in this case that no profound changes



in human nature have occurred since 1912,

political circumstances may have altered.

iii

however much

The actors in the drama of a revolution are unlikely to

be aware, or indeed very concerned about, the roots of their

discontents and frustrations. The existence of these dis-

contents is sufficient to launch the revolution regardless

of the obscure motivations and psycho-social factors which

make for them. To the student of revolution, seeking to

understand why they occur rather than how, these factors

assume far greater significance. It seems quite clear that

leading or participating in revolution is a very different

form of activity from that of providing explanations of

revolution.

Explanations of what occurred in Ireland between 1912

and 1918 must obviously take into account the previous history

of the country. Here there is a dual concern: the facts of

history are clearly relevant to explanations of subsequent

events; however, in many cases, it is perceptions of that

history which are crucial. Idealogical distortions and the

rhetoric of propaganda are very important in explaining

revolutions and sometimes more important than the history

itself. Popular Irish history, like all such history contains

a number of historical myths involving distortions or

simplifications of history. This was a prominent feature of

nineteenth century history largely because the romantic

movement had influenced the writing of it. Good examples of
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that phenomenon are to be found in the economic history of

Ireland in the nineteenth century, and in the conception of

the past of Ireland which had evolved from the work of

Standish O’Grady and which was being challenged in the early

twentieth century by Eoin MacNeil while simultaneously being

given far wider circulation by MacNeil’s own Gaelic League

colleagues. It was the popular nationalist conception of

Irish economic history and the Standish O’Grady vision of

early Ireland which inspired the Irish revolutionaries or

rebels, at least as much as the actual facts of history them-

selves.

In the conflict between Irish nationalists and the

British government, the nationalists were acting within an

international context of romantic nationalism, a form of

nationalism which from 1914 the British encouraged on the

continent as part of their overall war strategy. Britain,

on the other hand, was asserting in Ireland a right to rule

resting partially on the concept of a poly-ethnic or multi-

national state, a concept she was simultaneously disparaging

in the attack on the Austro-Hungarian Empire. It is not the

purpose of the present study to examine British motivations

in any detail; but it should be realized that in the period

discussed here, the materially stronger protagonist suffered

from serious ideological ambiguities and conflicts which had

deleterious effects on its capacity to respond to a challenge

to its authority.
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By the end of 1918 the stage was set for what was to be

the final confrontation between Irish separatists and the

British government. In the general election of that year,

the Irish separatist party, Sinn Fein, displaced the old

constitutional Parliamentary Party and obtained a mandate

sufficiently impressive to allow it to press forward its

demands with considerable moral and physical vigour in the

struggle which ended in the Treaty of 1921. The question at

issue here is how that mandate was secured from the people

who had in 1912 jubilantly greeted a measure of local govern-

ment within the United Kingdom and in 1914 had rushed in

considerable numbers to enlist under the Union Jack.

In 1912 it seemed for a brief moment as if the Irish

question was finally to be settled peacefully and with all

constitutional propriety: the Irish Parliamentary Party was

triumphant. In 1918 the Irish electorate returned only six

of the Party’s candidates, standing for a policy of self-

government within a British political context. Seventy-three

seats went to Sinn Fein, demanding complete separation: and

the Unionists won twenty-six seats concentrated in the north-

east. They were committed to remaining within the United

Kingdom. As a major historian of the period commented:

"Nothing would ever be the same again.’’I The present study

attempts to provide some tentative answers to the question of

why this happened.

IF. S. L. Lyons, Ireland Since the Famine (London, Weidenfeld

and Nicolson, 1971), p. 397.
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CHAPTER I

THE UNION AND INDUSTRIALIZATION

Ireland in 1912 was an agricultural country, showing

remarkably little evidence of contact with the Industrial

Revolution; politically it was an integral part of that

state, which in the nineteenth century had been the pre-

eminent example of a modern commercial and industrial state.

Economically, Ireland constituted a backward hinterland of

the United Kingdom from which it was geographically distinct.

It was itself geographically divided on economic lines

between an industrially developed corner in and around Belfast,

extending westward to Londonderry, and the almost exclusively

agricultural south and west of the island dominated commercially

by Dublin, the old capital and the seat of Irish administration.

Portentously this division was not only economic but religious

and cultural as well.

This economic and geographical description is of course

totally inadequate and will be expanded later, but it does

reveal three crucial factors of the Irish situation. First,

Ireland was a geographical unit distinct from the rest of

the United Kingdom. Second, Ireland, though politically

integrated into the United Kingdom, was not economically

integrated into the larger unit. In fact it was not socially,

culturally or religiously integrated either. Third, Ireland

was divided into a geographically large area which was not
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integrated, and a smaller area which was economically,

culturally and socially far better integrated into the

United Kingdom.

Geography had considerable influence on the failure of

political integration to extend to other spheres, and it

also affected the direction of political developments.

Great Britain was herself a relatively small island off the

coast of continental Europe; and while the narrowness of

the English Channel for centuries allowed English kings to

assert claims to ancestral territories in Normandy and else-

where in France, in the end it proved an obstacle of sufficient

magnitude to prevent them making their claims effective.

The Irish Sea served much the same function on the west coast

of Great Britain as that of the English Channel on the east.

Ireland was close and politically weak and divided. It was

too close to ignore for military reasons and yet too far to

be fully integrated, at least before the advent of steam

navigation. By then religious, cultural and economic

differences made full integration more difficult, and the

spirit of the age made it seem less desirable and unjustifiable

to many.

In the early twentieth century both the north-east and

the south of Ireland rebelled in succession against the British

government and both won considerable victories. This is

indicative of the weakness of the third major participant

in the Irish political system. This weakness was neither
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military nor financial but moral. Britain was powerful enough

at this time to coerce the Ulster Unionists into a Home Rule

settlement in 1912-14 and could in all probability have

crushed the separatist movement in the south had it found the

will to do so.1 In the end Britain allowed the initiative

to rest with those in Ireland who opposed government policy.

The Liberal Government which came to power in 1910 was

resigned to enacting a measure of self-government for Ireland;

and in anticipation of that event, they loosened the reins of

Irish administration and governed the country in consultation

with John Redmond, who it was anticipated, would soon have

the responsibility for Irish government anyway. However,

Redmond did not yet have responsibility for the administration

of Ireland; and when it became apparent that no smooth

transition to Home Rule was possible, the British Government

of the time was unwilling and therefore unable to re-assert

firm control. Lack of determination allied with inconsistency,

2
what Norman Cantor describes as Britain’s "spastic behaviour",

greatly assisted both the Uls~er Unionists and Sinn Fein in

turn to demonstrate that Parliament’s writ did not run

unchallenged in Ireland.

i
Such is the opinion of Katharine Chorley, Armies and the

Art of Revolution (London, Faber and Faber Ltd., 1943)
5-O ff. See also Edgar Holt, Protest in Arms: The

Irish Troubles 1916- 1923 (London, Putnam, 1960), p. 257
and Norman F. Cantor, The Age of Protest: Dissent and

Rebellion in the TwentTe-th Century (London, George Allen
and Unwin Ltd., 1970), p. 41.

2Op. cit., p. 41.



The Act of Union between Great Britain and Ireland of

4

1800, which accomplished the political integration of Ireland

into the United Kingdom, was passed some years before the

evolution of constitutional convention in the United Kingdom

firmly established the responsibility of the executive to

the legislature. The irresponsibility of the executive to

the Irish Parliament was not anomalous and made the translation

of the legislature to Westminster all the easier; but when

responsible government became established, the lack of

government responsibility to the Irish members of

would add to southern Irish political frustrations.

members of parliament from both the north-east and

south did serve in the British Cabinet and thus exercised

direct influence on Irish administration whenever a Conservative

government was in power. Home Rule members of parliament

held themselves aloof from both British political parties

tactical reasons and refused office on principle. In an

which was becoming increasingly concerned with democratic

values, this aloofness reinforced their case for Home Rule;

but, in the event of their close dependence upon the Liberal

Party to obtain their end, it also prevented the growth of

strong bonds of mutual obligation between the two parties.

The alliance between the Liberals and the Irish Nationalists

became a purely pragmatic association; and when that

began to promise the Liberals more difficulties than

advantages, it lost whatever pragmatic justification it had.

parliament

Unionist

from the

for

age

alliance
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The Nationalists in the past had found it expedient to

withdraw their support from the Liberals on certain issues,

and in 1914 the Liberals found it expedient to modify their

stand on Home Rule.

The British statesmen who saw through the Act of Union

could entertain some hope that the legislative union with

Ireland would in time prove as successful as had the union

with Scotland accomplished a century earlier. However, in

modern times, a century is a very long time in political life.

The Scottish union, which was strongly resented at the outset,

had been favoured by a number of factors. The Scottish union

occurred before the growth of modern nationalism, which

followed the French and American Revolutions, and was made

more acceptable by common dynastic loyalties. The English

language, in displacing the various Gaelic dialects as it

had displaced the Norman conquerors’ French, provided a source

of cultural loyalty as did to some extent the need to maintain

a Protestant front against Rome. In Ireland the Union occurred

after the French Revolution and after there had been

nationalistic stirrings inspired by the theories which

ideologically were linked with that event. There was no

common dynastic loyalty, and geography had retarded cultural

penetration and left religious antagonisms intact. When

cultural and political nationalism came to the fore, it was

able to build upon a distinct cultural tradition, retaining

considerable vitality despite linguistic penetration. The



nineteenth century was beginning to think of society as

being bound by horizontal ties of community rather than

vertical ones which had hitherto dominated political

This enhanced the danger to the

Daniel O’Connell’s fight for the

Roman Catholics demonstrated the

democratic

community,

iveness.

state from

political

increasing

parochial

emancipation

vigour of

influences and strengthened horizontal bonds

while the Irish perception of

Be fore

6

the

thought.

loyalties.

of

enhancing

O’Connell’s campaign in the 1820’s,

of

distinct-

the Irish

middle class and the Roman Catholic hierarchy could probably

have been assimilated into the English "establishment"; but

they were repulsed and not permitted to do so. The refusal

to allow the integration of these groups has been described

as "the greatest blunder ever committed by a British Government

4
in its dealings with the Irish people"; but after that it

was too late and vertical loyalties, where they developed,

merely entailed contempt for the individuals who accepted

them and the designation of "Castle Catholics". Increasingly

such individuals came to be considered as traitors to the

national cause or as pariahs, and they were unable to bring

any mass allegiance with them.

3

3On "The Hazards ofthese questions see Reinhold Niebuhr,
Racial, Linguistic and Religious Pluralism"; in Reinhold

Niebuhr and Paul E. Sigmund, The Democratic Experience:
Past and Prospects (New York, Frederick A. Praeger, 1969),
pp. 16 - 25. See also Terence de Vere White, Ireland
(London, Thames and Hudson, 1968), p. 40 and Alfred Cobban,

The Nation State and National Self-Determination (London,
Co---llins, 1969), pp. 41 and 113.

4E. Strauss, Irish Nationalism and

Methuen and Co. Ltd., 1951), p. 91.

British Democracy ( London,
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In exchange for their own legislature, the Irish were

given one hundred seats in the Westminster Parliament, which

was now to legislate for the whole of the United Kingdom.

By the general election of 1918 the one hundred Irish seats

had increased to one hundred and five. Initially the one

hundred seats given to Ireland only added to the frustrations

of those who opposed the Union: They meant, on the basis of

population, an insulting under-representation of Irish interests.

The great decrease in population, associated with the Famine

and with the subsequent high level of emigration, then led to

over-representation on a considerable scale. Surprisingly,

few British politicians raised any serious objections to Irish

over-representation. Both the initial under-representation

and the lack of concern at over-representation are symptomatic

of the psychological failure of the Union. British politicians

simply did not consider Ireland to be a part of the state on

the same terms as England, Scotland or Wales. Much of the

history of Anglo-Irish relations throughout the Union

demonstrates the lack of Irish integration into the United

Kingdom. The proclivity of British politicians and of the

public to think of Ireland as distinct and to treat her

differently made the Home Rule movement more easily acceptable

as well as providing the government with greater flexibility

in dealing with the Irish Question and with particular Irish

problems. It was nevertheless a negation of the idea of union.

In the end, Britain, while considering the Union as a
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strategic necessity, was unable to live up to it. It failed

to assimilate the Irish and was unable to accept them as

equals. Even separatists

injustice of this failure.

smarted under what they saw as the

5
Religious differences and a

value system typical of a rural society which had become

alien to the urbanized English bred fear, suspicion and

contempt for the Irish, an attitude which was not unnaturally

reciprocated. Irish nationalism would have arisen in any

case during the nineteenth century, but it would not have

been so pervasive had the Irish Roman Catholic middle class

not been denied opportunities to identify with a wider British

Imperial form of patriotism. Instead of being welcomed and

finding allies within the English middle class, the Irish

bourgeoisie was forced to ally with the Irish peasants in

order to gain its ends such as political emancipation and

6
later the disestablishment of the Church of Ireland.

One of the most persistent and widespread historical

assumptions among Irish nationalists was that British rule

had meant the economic ruin of Ireland. That assumption was

qualified by the conviction that the parliament Ireland had

at the end of the eighteenth century brought prosperity to

the country for the first time since the original invasion

and that the Act of Union had resulted in ruin once again.

The Irish perception of the economic history of the nineteenth

5p. S. O’Hegarty,_A History o_ff Ireland Under the Union, 1801

to 1922 (London, Methuen and Co. Ltd., 1952), pp. 97 and 328.

6Erhard Rumpf, Nationalismus und Socialismus in Irland

(Meisenheim am Glan, Anton Hain KG, 1959), p. 22.
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century was understandably dominated by the memory of the

Famine which was bound to cast a pall on the period. In

addition the century had been one of industrial depression

in contrast to the booming industrial economy of Great

Britain. In the interpretation accepted in Ireland, this

depressed state of the economy was blamed on the hostility

and malevolence of British commercial interests supported

by Parliament. Any suggestions that part of the fault was

to be found in Ireland were dismissed or ignored. Obviously

the widespread conviction that the undeniable economic

backwardness of Ireland could be attributed to English

hostility is of greater significance in explaining the

channelling of Irish resentment and frustration against

England than is a realization that there were physical and

psychological factors in Ireland contributing to the depressed

state of the economy. The actual condition of the Irish

economy in the nineteenth century goes part of the way towards

accounting for Irish discontent and frustration then and in

the early twentieth century, but the consequences of that

frustration were largely determined by the perception of its

source. The point illustrates the significance of ideology

in the development of attitudes. The cognitive dissonance

which prevented

explanations of

Britain not only as

lined, but also as

nationalists from accepting self-critical

Ireland’s state led to the perceptions of

an alien ruler, which nationalism under-

a scapegoat upon whose back all the
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shortcomings of Ireland could be loaded. Since the north-

east corner of the island was well integrated into the

British economy and participated equitably in British

prosperity, the same perception of Britain was impossible

despite Protestant Ulster’s long tradition of rebelliousness.

This contributed significantly to the polarization of Ireland,

north and south.

Economic factors were not alone in accounting for

divergent attitudes towards the Union within Ireland, but

they were symptomatic of a process which occurred in many

fields, economic, religious, social and political. Idealogical

distortions in both parts of Ireland led to a situation wherein

Irishmen discussing the condition of their own country hardly

spoke the same language, and in which the class conflicts

which were agitating the rest of the United Kingdom became

largely irrelevant to the main Irish struggle.

One of the main features of nineteenth century Anglo-

Irish history was the negligible impact of the Industrial

Revolution upon most of Ireland. The difficult question is

why it failed to influence Ireland to a much greater extent

than it did if one does not fully accept the nationalist

explanation of British malevolence.

Nationalist historians and commentators, including

Arthur Griffith, stressed the beneficient role of Grattan’s

Parliament on the Irish economy. They made use of this to

support their contention that an Irish parliament would
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restore economic prosperity to Ireland. It might have done

so but to base the argument on Grattan’s Parliament involved

several difficulties. Grattan’s Parliament was exclusively

Protestant in composition as was the limited electorate. It

was able to provide some encouragement for Irish industry

and commerce, but it must be borne in mind that this on the

whole favoured Protestants and not the Roman Catholic majority.

A more serious difficulty is that, as L. M. Cullen has argued

convincingly, the beneficial influence of the Irish Parliament

was quite limited and that other factors, technical and

organizational, as well as inflation were in fact responsible

7
for the prosperity of the period.    Nationalists tended to

look back upon the years 1783 to 1800 as an economic golden

age due almost entirely to the existence of an Irish parliament.

This perception or myth provided a potent argument for Home

Rulers and separatists alike.

The Irish economy was backward in comparison with that of

England in the eighteenth and in the nineteenth century, but

otherwise it has been described as fairly typical of nineteenth

8
century economies.    This backwardness in relation to England

was made all the more galling by England’s geographical

7"The Irish Economy in the Eighteenth Century" in L. M.

Cullen, ed. : The Formation of the Irish Economy (Cork,
-r----

the Mercier Press, 1968) and An Economic History of
Ireland Since 1660 (London, B~-T. Batsford Ltd., 1972), ch. 5.

8Edward Norman, A History of Modern Ireland (London,

Lane, The Penguin Press, 19--71), p. 22.
Allen
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proximity and also because it was attributed to the English

connexion and to free trade in direct competition with highly

efficient English industry. This attribution was sufficiently

correct to win wide acceptance. The British were using free

trade to guarantee their access to international markets; and

while this policy benefited Belfast industry as much as it

did the rest of the United Kingdom’s export-minded manufacturers,

it merely repressed the development of southern Irish home

oriented industry.

The British statesmen who arranged the passage of the

Act of Union saw it not merely as a solution to English

strategic problems but also as a remedy to Irish problems.

It seemed to provide an opportunity to overcome, or at least

mitigate, some of the religious tensions which existed in

Ireland without fundamentally challenging protestantism. It

also allowed the government to allay the apprehensions the

English commercial interests entertained towards Irish

competition by locating the regulation of commerce in

Parliament, making Parliament the paternalistic but benevolent

arbitrator between the commercial interests of all parts of

the Kingdom. What they could not foresee in 1800 was that

t/%irty-two years later the Reform Act would place English

commercial interests in a position to dominate the House of

Commons and put paid to any pretence of impartiality in dealing

with Irish economic affairs.

One factor which, from a later vantage point, tended to
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make the Union appear to have been more of an economic

watershed than it actually was, emerged during subsequent

political agitation in favour of Home Rule. In an effort

to totally discredit the Union, nationalist propagandists

blamed it for all Irish difficulties, economic as well as

political. Hatred of the Union, which represented a

strengthening of the connexion denounced by Wolfe Tone,

was the touchstone of Irish politics from O’Connell to the

9
Treaty.    In fact the economic effects of the Union were

more ambiguous than the propagandists pretended. Belfast

had prospered remarkably under the Union, the population of

Ireland almost doubled in the years 1800 to 1846, and Dublin

itself experienced a considerable upsurge of trade during

i0
the first years following 1800.     The economic decline so

characteristic of nineteenth century Irish history began not

with the Act of Union but with the coming of peace in Europe

ii
in 1815.

The economic plight of Ireland under the Union must be

traced to causes other than the Union itself. However, it

must be granted that a native government might have proved

9L. M. Cullen,                 "Irish Economic History: Fact and Myth"

in L. M. Cullen,__ed-, The Formation of the Irish Economy,
op. cit., pp. 113- 124.

10j. j.

London,

Webb, Industrial Dublin Since 1698 (Dublin and
Maunsell and Company Ltd., 1913), pp. 32 ff.

liE.R. R. Green,               "Industrial Decline in the Nineteenth
Century" in L. M. Cullen, ed., The Formation of the Irish
Economy, op. cir., pp. 89- 100.
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better able to compensate for the shortcomings of the Irish

economy than the British government. Against this must be

counted the Irish medical services, which in the early

nineteenth century were the most advanced in Europe, and

the fact that more state aid was made available for education

in Ireland than in England. The elementary school system

which the British government built up in Ireland during the

nineteenth century was more democratic than its English

counterpart with the result that, in the words of a modern

historian, "perhaps no country with nearly so low a per

capita income as Ireland had nearly so high a literacy rate

12
in the second half of the nineteenth century".     This

development did not benefit British rule because it led to

greater frustration, by increasing Irishmen’s perception of

their relative deprivation when compared with conditions in

Britain, the United States and the Dominions.

It can be argued that the Union was in fact never given

a chance to work by Britain. Ireland was too often treated

as a colony rather than as an integral component part of the

same state. There were some cases where, on the basis of

the vastly differing economic structures of the two islands,

it would have been more unjust to Ireland to enforce the

spirit of the Union than to deviate from it and treat Ireland

as a special case; but instead of Ireland being treated

specially in specific instances, it was only exceptionally

12Oliver MacDonagh, Ireland (Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey,

Prentice-Hall, Inc. 1968), p. 31.
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that she was treated as a part of the United Kingdom. The

Poor Law System, which was the same all over the United

Kingdom, was one of these exceptional occasions, and it was

a failure in Ireland. It failed because of structural

differences, particularly because the British Poor Law System

was designed for a country with an expanding industrial

economy where alternative employment was available for those

the land would no longer support.

alternative employment available.

In Ireland there was no

Consolidation of land for

pasture instead of tillage and the resultant evictions and

clearances of peasants were not phenomena peculiar to Ireland

nor was the process less brutal elsewhere; but in most other

areas in Europe when this occurred, the evicted could find

alternative employment in the expanding industrial cities,

however murderously unhealthy and dehumanizing they may have

been. In Ireland the process drove them into equally unhealthy

and possibly even more dehumanizing workhouses or into cities

abroad. However, the failure of trade and industry to

provide alternatives in Ireland cannot be blamed entirely on

the Act of Union.

In 1800 when the Act of Union was passed there seems to

have been little opposition to the measure on the part of the

Roman Catholic middle-class or on the part of the clergy.

In many cases they believed that their interests were likely

to be better served through the Union than through the



13perpetuation of an Irish Protestant Parliament.

16

Later on

the realization that their expectations were not being

fulfilled would lead to an increase in frustration, direct

it against the Union and create a feeling that the Irish had

been duped. This feeling was nourished by the constant

retailing of the story of the bribing through which the

support for the Union of the members of Grattan’s Parliament

was secured. It has recently been argued that nationalist

propagandists exaggerated the magnitude of this bribery, and

that what would strike a more democratic era as being deeply

14
disturbing, was in fact not unusual at the time.     Despite

the fashionable fulmination of nationalist historians of the

early twentieth century, it must be remembered that the major

opposition to the Act of Union came from Protestants belonging

to what is usually labelled the "Ascendancy", who feared a

downgrading of the predominant position of their interests.

The bribery was designed to secure them sufficiently in

their position before they would pass the Act.

The problems of the agricultural community throughout

the United Kingdom were exacerbated by the Industrial

Revolution which led to a relative downgrading of the social

13Owen Dudley Edwards, "Ireland" in Owen Dudley Edwards,Gwynfor

Evans;    Ioan Rhys; Hugh MacDiarmid, Celtic Nationalism
(London, Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1968), pp. 80 ff.

14Robert Kee, The Green Flag: A History of Irish Nationalism
(London, Weidenfeld and Nicolson, 1972), p. 160.
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position of farmers and of the agricultural middle class in

comparison with the industrial and commercial bourgeoisie.

The south and west of Ireland offered fewer opportunities

in industry than most of the rest of the United Kingdom,

and these were mainly seized by Protestants. One of the

major factors accounting for the lack of development was

the scarcity of raw materials, particularly of coal during

the age of steam. As to the predominance of Protestants,

they tended to have access to greater capital resources,

but Irish Roman Catholics had a conservative and rather

contemptuous attitude to trade. Those Roman Catholics who

ventured into trade and industry established a pattern of

withdrawing profits and even capital from successful enter-

prises. They provided dowries for their daughters, educated

their sons for the liberal professions or bought land rather

than reinvesting and building up their enterprises. Father

Walter McDonald commented about the Irish that, "A race that

despises trade, and will not fight for it is pretty sure to

be dependent.’’15 The Union provided a convenient rational-

15Walter McDonald, Some Ethical Questions of Peace and War

with Special Reference__t° Ireland (London, Burns and Oates
Ltd., 1919), p. 217. McDonald’s book questioned many of
the assumptions of nationalist propaganda; but since he was
challenging the Irish attitude towards conscription at a

time when utterances such as this were considered treason,
his arguments were largely ignored except by Unionist writers.
W. Alison Phillips, a Unionist but also a recognized pro-
fessional historian, was influenced by McDonald. See his

The Revolution in Ireland 1906 - 1923 (2nd. ed., London,
Lo----ngmans, Green and Co. Ltd., 1926). On the Roman Catholic
attitude to trade and industry as distinct from the Protestant

see also J. Lee., "Capital in the Irish Economy" in L. M.
Cullen, The Formation of the Irish Economy, op. cit., pp. 53 -
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ization to explain the failure of Irish industrial enter-

prises in the south and west of Ireland. There was enough

truth in assertions of English hostility to Irish prosperity

to make this explanation convincing for many. The prosperity

of Ireland had been a factor in the struggle of Parliament

to control the Crown.16 Later on discrimination against

Ireland had continued; but some of the causes for industrial

failure in the south and west of Ireland must be sought in

Ireland and must include the short sighted labour movement

which in the 1820’s destroyed Dublin’s ship-building industry

17and seriously damaged other industries notably silk-weaving.

Among the most serious long term consequences of the failure

of the Industrial Revolution to take root in Ireland was not

only the resultant strain in Anglo-Irish relations but also

the growing estrangement between the north-east and the rest

of Ireland¯

The failure of the Union is quite clearly related to the

63; F. S. L. Lyons, Ireland Since the Famine, op. cit.,
¯ "Economic Life" in Michaelp 43 ff. and James E. Meenan,

S. J. Hurley, ed. Irish Anglicanism 1869 - 1969 (Dublin,
Allen Piggis, 1970), p. 139.

16Maurice "The Future of Ireland" NineteenthWoods,
Century, LXXIII (1913), pp. 231 - 244 and George O’Brien,
"L’Irlande: Causes historiques de son manque de develop-

ment industriel", La Revue Economique Internationale,
February, 1926, pp. 350 - 360.

17
j. J. Webb, op. cit., pp. 43 ff. See also John J. Horgan,

Parnell__t° Pearse (Dublin, Brown and Nolan Ltd., 1948),
pp. 120 ff.
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an integral
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nineteenth century may

part of the United Kingdom,

to rule this overwhelmingly

precisely similar fashion as the

of the kingdom. Part of the

Protestants generally,

problem

and those

with a Calvinistic background in particular, found trade,

commerce and industry more congenial occupations than did

Roman Catholic Irishmen. The

have underlined the connexion between

capitalism and the relationship

studies of Weber and Tawney

protestantism and

obtained in Ireland as else-

18
where.     The north-eastern corner of Ireland was predominently

Protestant and, as such, more congenial to Britain; but linked

with this religious factor, it was industrializing, and this

also did much to improve the relationship between ’Ulster’

and Britain which had been strained during the eighteenth

century. When British liberal opinion began to develop a

more sympathetic outlook towards

by a growing economic gulf which

understanding. The religious

Protestant denominations when

Catholic majority proved

Ireland, this was undermined

interfered with mutual

antagonisms among the various

confronted with a Roman

not to be serious obstacles to

18Max Webber, The Protestant Ethic and the Spirit of
Capitalism, translated by Talcott Parsons (London, Allen
and Unwin, 1930); Richard H. Tawney, Religion and the
Rise of Capitalism: A Historical Study (Hammondsworth,
Middlesex, Penguin Books, 1947).
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co-operation, and the animosity between landlords and

tenants was not as great in Protestant areas as it was in

those areas where the landlords were mostly Protestant

and the tenants mostly Roman Catholic. Religion led to a

modicum of non-antagonistic contact between the upper and

middle classes of ’Ulster’ and later extended to the working

class once Home Rule was perceived as a serious threat. The

’!Ulster Custom" granting tenant farmers some tenure rights

in their farms had been established largely as a result of

the less acrimonious relations between tenants and landlords

19
which prevailed in Ulster.     The "Ulster Custom" did involve

the payment of higher rents for poorer land than elsewhere

in Ireland, so that it was not an act of disinterested kindness

to their co-religionists on the part of landlords, but it

did facilitate the accumulation of capital and thus the

2O
industrialization of the north-east.

The results of the Industrial Revolution in so far as

it affected Ireland were that the south and west of the

country emerged into the twentieth century in an industrially

very backward position when compared to Britain and to Ulster;

this had serious cultural and political consequences. What

industry there was in Ireland was labour intensive. Figures

! "Historical Introduction" fo E J Riordan,19George 0 Brien, . .

Modern Irish Trade and Industry (London, Methuen & Co. Ltd.,
1920), p. 45.

20D. R. O’Connor Lysaght, The Republic of Ireland (Cork,

The Mercier Press, 1970), p. 13.
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for 1907 reveal that in that year the ratio of persons

employed in industry to industrial horse-power was for

Great Britain 0.64, while the ratio in Ireland was 1.12,

indicating that industry in Great Britain used roughly

twice as much mechanical horse power per person employed

than it did in Ireland.21 This helps to explain the low

productivity of Irish industry. The net output per person

employed in industry in Great Britain in 1907 was ~103

22
while in Ireland it was only ~78.     Only in the food and

drink trades did Irish productivity exceed that of Great

Britain, and in such trades as mining and metal-working,

which were closely linked with prosperity in the early

twentieth century, Irish productivity was between one quarter

and one half of that of British firms engaged in these trades.

Industrially then, Ireland as she approached the period 1912 -

1918, was relatively deprived in comparison with Great Britain

and with ’Ulster’.

23

21This ratio is based on statistics contained in "Final
Report on the First Census of Production of the United

Kingdom (1907)" Cd 6320, Parliamentary Papers 1912- 13
Vol. CIX p. iii.

22
Ibid.

23Ibid., p. 19.



CHAPTER II

THE LAND

Industrial backwardness in Ireland in the early years

of the nineteenth century contributed to the land problem.

As industry declined in the 1830’s, unemployment placed an

increasing proportion of what was then a rapidly expanding

population into a position of direct dependence on the land.

The soil of Ireland was fertile; but when the problems posed

by an increasing population were answered by subdivision of

existing farms rather than by urbanization, farmlands tended

1
to become exhausted.    Ownership patterns backed by land

laws which treated property rights as sacred were a fruitful

source of peasant agitation everywhere in the eighteenth and

nineteenth centuries; in Ireland they made it impossible for

most of those directly engaged in cultivating land to earn

2
more than a bare subsistence.    This situation had prevailed

for at least a decade when the Famine came and decimated the

poor peasants of the west and south-west of Ireland. Those

who survived were generally in a weakened state induced by

starvation, and they became prey to fever. As these disease-

ridden and starving poor migrated from the west to the east

in search of help and means of survival, they spread the

fever to the rest of the country. The cholera epidemic of

IK. H. Connell, Irish Peasant Society (Oxford,
University Press, 1968), pp. 115 - 116.

Oxford

"Historical Introduction" op. cit ,2George O’Brien, , . p. 50.
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1849 then swept through and pushed the death rate up to

horrific proportions which were to affect Irishmen for a

long time to come and increase land hunger.

Some changes in the pattern of land utilization were

inevitable and would have occurred even in the absence of

the Famine; but the Famine, though not particularly severe

by world standards, was a brutalizing experience in nine-

teenth century Europe. The measures taken by the British

Government to mitigate its effects were radical within the

context of early nineteenth century economic theory, but

they were characterized by inadequate knowledge and lack

of understanding of Irish conditions. Here again the effects

of the Industrial Revolution are to be perceived; and what,

in particular, British statesmen failed to understand was

the almost complete lack of alternative means of livelihood

to land in Ireland. There was not enough land to satisfy

all those who were driven to it, but it was the lack of

industrialization which was to deny a large mass of Irish

3
peasants the very prospect of survival in Ireland.    The

Irish obsession with land can be traced to the combination

of the Famine with the lack of alternative employment.

The land question was to dominate Irish politics and Anglo-

Irish relations for the next fifty years; and the fact that,

in Irish nationalist opinion, the British Government took

3L. M. Cullen, An Economic History, op. cit., p. 134.
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an inordinate length of time to tackle the land problem

greatly added to Irish resentment of British rule. Professor

T. W. Moody has remarked that:

Had good government been forthcoming quickly and in
abundance under the union it is possible that the
will to self-government would have been undermined.
In fact, British policy for nearly three quarters
of a century was marked by inconsistency, ignorance,
short-sightedness and lack of imagination. Ireland
gained many advantages from the union, and yet
fundamental reforms, especially those related to the
Catholic Church and the land system, were so long
delayed that they earned no popular gratitude for
Britain. Through her 100 representatives in the
British parliament, Ireland was enabled to take part
in the political life of the most liberal and
progressive state in Europe, and yet she was ruled

as a province by an irresponsible - though often
well-meaning - administration.

In saying this he was confirming the opinion voiced more

than sixty years earlier, long before the final struggle

for Irish independence, by one of the most remarkable

Irishmen of the time, Sir Horace Plunkett.
5

The differences, economic, cultural and religious,

between Ireland and England made the Union difficult to

operate even given the best will in the world; and it is

clear that good will did not always characterize Anglo-Irish

relations. Good government may not be a substitute for self-

government, but Ireland was not even given this alternative.

Yet if the capture of popular support be counted as evidence

of success, then by 1912 the Union demonstrated that it had

4 "The Fenian Movement in History" in T. W. Moody, ed., The

Fenian Movement (Cork, The Mercier Press, 1968), p. 101.

5
Ireland in the New Century (London, John Murray, 1904), p. 22.
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succeeded in the northeastern counties of Ulster where

substantial numbers declared themselves ready to die in its

defence. This did not prevent rebellion against the British

Parliament, but the aim of the rebellion was to retain the

position attained by that section within the United Kingdom

rather than an attempt at secession. As democratic values

had gained wider acceptance, the earlier opposition to Union

with Great Britain had been transformed by the realization

that the numerical preponderance of rural Roman Catholics

would entail their political predominance within a Home Rule

Ireland. The Union came to be perceived by the more urbanized

Protestants of Ulster in particular as essential to preserve

not only their economic prosperity but also their political

significance and their way of life.

In Ireland outside Ulster there was a wide gulf between

the way of life of the peasants and that of the landlords,

there were no institutions capable of bridging that gulf,

nor were there common outlooks such as a shared enmity to

Rome to act as a unifying factor. The result was continuing

violence against landlords throughout the nineteenth century.

The landlords, faced with a rebellious peasantry, appealed

for and obtained government support. The executive thus

became enduringly linked in the popular mind with the oppressors

of the peasants. The defence of the property of landlords

was seen more as an attack against Roman Catholic Irishmen

and as of one piece with the religious persecutions of earlier
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centuries. This identification became an important factor

in the conflict between the Irish and the British. James

Fintan Lalor, whose opinion had been swung by the Famine

from that of wishing for the speedy suppression of the Irish

to that of championing the rights of the peasants, earned

himself a place among the major figures of the Irish

revolutionary tradition, by linking the political question

firmly to the land question and thus driving further the

wedge between Ulster and the rest of Ireland.

The conflict between landlords and peasants stemmed

partly from the utter neglect by many landlords of their

Irish possessions and partly because the Irish had an

ancestral and traditional Celtic conception of the partner-

ship rights of a tenant which conflicted with the British

principles of free trade in land and of vesting full owner-

6
ship rights in the legal proprietor.    The agrarian conflict

was to provide men and a driving impetus to both the Home

Rule and separatist causes. Agricultural labourers and

small farmers were attracted to Fenianism, and later on their

discontent reinforced Parnell’s hand in his dealings with the

British government. The Irish Parliamentary Party built up

its support primarily among farmers and among the tradesmen

who were linked with the agricultural community. It took a

6john E. Pomfret, The Struggle for Land in Ireland 1800 -

1923 (Princeton, Princeton University Press, 1930), p. 52.
See also Sir Horace Plunkett, op. cit., p. 221.
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great deal of British activity following the 1916 rising and

the threat of conscription to shift that support to Sinn Fein;

but when the shift occurred, it enabled the separatists to

fight the war with Britain for the independence of Ireland.

By then the land question itself had largely been settled

through Wyndham’s Land Act of 1903; but it had left a legacy

of bitterness and resentment on the part of Irish peasants,

not only towards landlords but more ominously towards the

forces of the Crown which had enforced the rights of the

landlords and towards the Irish administration which had

allowed the question to fester for so long.

The history of Ireland during the second half of the

nineteenth century was dominated by agrarian unrest; and this

contributed considerably to the establishment of a tradition

of violence in pursuance of objectives which were at least

partially political, even though it was generally directed

at individual landlords or at their agents. This tradition

of resorting to violence made later violence easier to

countenance when it merged into the already existing tradition

of violence to Britain. The Fenians exploited the profound

sense of grievance of the Irish peasant in the separatist

cause, and the British took far too long to discover how bad

the system of land tenure really was. The result was that

agrarian violence was linked with the violence associated

with a cause which the Irish intelligentsia saw as far nobler

than mere greed for land. It also made a large section of
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the peasant population familiar with force and diminished

any psychological inhibitions they may have had concerning

its use. In the land question violence was eventually

perceived as having been successful in obtaining a substantial

measure of reform. This perceived success increased the

7
attraction of violence as a means of responding to grievances.

Violence thus came to be seen a normal response to deprivation

and as a part of a political struggle extending back over

centuries; this tended to make the use of force normatively

acceptable and its potential success conduced to justify its

use on utilitarian grounds. All of this greatly increased

the likelihood of violence being used again in the future.

Irish farms in the nineteenth century were quite different

from the farms which were familiar to British politicians.

They were in most cases smaller and commercially uneconomic

despite the high fertility of the soil. The lack of industrial-

ization had left the land as the sole means of survival for

most of the Irish rural population and survival was the limit

of the productivity of many small farms - they provided nothing

beyond subsistence for their occupiers. The Famine did ease

the pressure on the land but at a terrible cost which, again

in the absence of industrialization, increased the Irish

obsession with land for those who both survived the Famine

7
See Ted Robert Gurr, Why Men Rebel (Princeton,

University Press, 1970), p. 218 ff.
Princeton
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and remained in Ireland. However, the Famine did ease the

pressure on land sufficiently to raise the surviving peasants

above the starvation level and, therefore, to increase their

capacity to rebel. Agrarian conflict in Ireland reached a

peak after the Famine. The land agitation before the Famine

had been characterized by secret societies operating in the

8
dark.    After the Famine land agitation became far more open

and widespread, though it did shed some of the indiscriminate

brutality characteristic of secret conspiracy. It was not

the threat of starvation which led to the greatest upsurge

of agrarian unrest but that of regression, of loss of what

had been acquired since the Famine. It is only when survival

has been assured, that organized mass action becomes likely.

Insecurity is a far more politically explosive element than

9
physical deprivation.

Political programmes which promised an end to the in-

security of tenant-farmers’ hold on the land they tilled were

highly attractive.    The acuity of the problem and the strong

8john E. Pomfret, The Stru@gle for Land, op. cit., p. 25.

9james C. Davies, Human Nature in Politics (New York and

London, John Wiley and Sons Inc., 1963), p. 18. See also
George Wada and James C. Davies, "Riots and Rioters" in
James C. Davies, ed., When Men Revolt and ~ (New York,
The Free Press, 1971), pp. 57 ff.; Carl Leiden and Karl M.
Schmitt, The Politics of Violence: Revolution in the
Modern World (Englewood-s Cliffs, New Jersey, Prentice-

Hall Inc., 1968), p. 208; Brian Crozier, The Rebels: A

Study of Post-Wa_{r Insurrections (London, Chatto and Windus,
1960), p. 31.
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desire for a solution led to easy acceptance of Home Rule

or of separatism. National independence, however defined,

appeared to the peasants as a simple solution to the complex

problems of Irish economic life. The tensions of life on

uneconomic farms, even after the solution to the ownership

and tenure question seemed within reach, facilitated this

i0
reductionism.

The Famine and its results led to an increase in the

potential for violence in Ireland. There was strong resent-

ment at the reaction of the British Government to the crisis,

which it was felt would have been far more energetic had the

catastrophe occurred in England. The improvement in the

standard of living which followed the Famine and the consequent

population decrease was insufficient to overcome this resent-

ment. The scope of the improvement was in any case unequal:

Protestants benefited more than Roman Catholics. This probably

reinforced the rivalry between religious factions and led to

ii
a sense of deprivation among Roman Catholics.     The development

among groups of people of a sense of "relative deprivation"

defined as "a perceived discrepancy between men’s value

expectations and their value capabilities" has recently been

described as the major determinant of the potential for

10This is a universal tendency of people experiencing social

tensions. See John C. Davies, Human Nature..., op. cit., p. 113.

ii
F. S. L. Lyons, Ireland Since the Famine, op. cit., p. 88.
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collective violence and when allied with an attribution of

the blame for this discrepancy on the political system and

its agents, as the major determinant of the potential for

12
political violence.

The farmers of rural Roman Catholic Ireland shared with

their compatriots involved in business the same unfortunate

proclivity for withdrawing whatever small capital they

managed to accumulate from the land to provide dowries for

their daughters rather than improving their farming tech-

niques. Thus even the more successful farmers were "con-

13
servative, ignorant, technically incompetent".     The rural

culture of Ireland was predominantly of the type known to

sociologists as a "subject" political culture wherein govern-

ment is perceived as alien to the individual, as beyond his

constitutional influence, and as the source of decisions

14
which affect the individual and his surroundings.     When

government decisions were perceived as having adverse effects

on farmers’ interests or as denying them rights which, in

the increasingly liberal and democratic political climate of

the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, they felt

were theirs, they experienced relative deprivation and tended,

12
Ted Robert Gurr, Why Men Rebel, op. cit., p. 12 ff.,

quotation from p. 13.

13
F. S. L. Lyons, Ireland Since the Famine, op. cit., p. 89.

14Sidney Verba and Gabriel A. Almond, "National Revolutions

and Political Commitment" in Eckstein, Harry, ed., Internal
War (New York, The Free Press of Glencoe, 1964), p. 210.



in the light of their traditions and subject political

culture, to manifest their discontent violently. Pre-

vailing attitudes throughout Europe were changing at this

time, and there was emerging a myth of universal rights

inherent in humanity as such. This notion affected Irish

public men and propagandists and through them raised and

reinforced popular expectations already grounded in

traditional tribal survivals, including pre-eminently the

32

notion of tenure rights to land vested in those who tilled

it. Improvements in the standard of living and in social

services which did not satisfy the deep craving for the

right to hold on to the land and to derive subsistence from

it failed to elicit much response from the peasants.

The demand for self-government was influenced not only

by the European climate of opinion and by romantic

nationalism which moved the intelligentsia but also by the

land question. The repressions which were an inevitable

concomitant of violent attempts to satisfy aspirations to

the right to land led to pressure for Irish control over

the land system and over the forces of repression. The gulf

between the peasants and the landlords, looked upon as the

representatives of English ideas and rule, yawned even wider.

As Emile Durkheim pointed out:

What is needed if social order is to reign is that
the mass of men be content with their lot. But
what is needed for them to be content, is not that
they have more or less but that they be convinced
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right to

increase

the labour movement in Britain

Suffrage Movement in the pre-

war years affected Irish attitudes to politics and so did

the extension of the suffrage.

in 1884 and

Politicians made

societies emerged

obtained the vote

to the people¯

and political

League which

for

Male agricultural labourers

this brought politics closer

Irish

increasing use of propaganda

such as the United Irish

stood behind the Irish Parliamentary Party and

years acted practically as an electoral

constituencies. The effectiveness of

was enhanced in therural areas particularly

the twentieth century by the open

college in many

propaganda in

early years of

support given to the Irish

parish clergy and by the

The proportion of

16
1911 was only 9.2%,

overwhelmingly in favour

Parliamentary Party by the local

comparatively high level of

illiterates over nine years

and the southern Irish press was

of Home Rule. Thus the Irish

discontented by the miserable

literacy.

of age in

to survive on small inefficient

peasants, who were objectively

conditions involved in trying

farms, subjected to high

15Socialism and Saint Simon (London, Routledge and Kegan

Paul, 1959), p. 200.

16Cd 6663 "General Report on the Census of Ireland 1911"¯ 8

Parliamentary Papers 1912 - 1_.~3 CXVIII.



rents and insecurity of tenure,

began belatedly to recognize

vigorous propaganda playing

natural xenophobia

Nationalism in

base of society.

bourgeoisie

nationalist
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at least until the Land Acts

their plight, were exposed to

on their discontents and on the

of peasant societies.

Ireland was largely shaped

The leaders

of the towns and

17
movements :     but if

become a mass movement,

from the rural farming

base explains many of

by the rural

came from the emerging

cities as is characteristic of

Irish nationalism was to

rank and file had to be recruited

community. This reliance on a rural

the characteristics of Irish nationalism.

Irish nationalism exhibited

associated with continental

ethnocentric and resistant

none of the anti-clericalism

nationalism and was far more

to outside influences. Much of its

appeal depended on hatred of England as much as on love

Ireland, catering to the xenophobic element of peasant

nationalisms. Even if one were to

of

reject Kee’s conclusion

and accept that of P. S. O’Hegarty and

Sinn Fein that the motive power in the

rather than land hunger, the nationalism which

describes remains quite unlike its continental

18

the self-analysis of

land war was nationalism

O ’ Hegarty

counterpart :

17Karl W. Deutsch,
(Cambridge, Mass.,

Nationalism and Social Communication
The M. I. T. Press, 1966), p. 130.

18
On the differences between forms of nationalism associated

with urban and rural communities, see Anthony D. Smith,
Theories of Nationalism (London, Duckworth, 1971), pp. 106
ff.



The Agrarian or Land War was at rock bottom a war
waged by the Irish people, with such weapons as
they could command, waged with cudgels and pitch-
forks and schythes and stones, with secret com-
binations, with intimidation and violence of all
sorts, with cruelty very often against individuals,
with injustice, brutality, callousness in very many
cases, but a War coming from the root of things,
from the Irish national consciousness that if the
nation was to survive it must stay on the land.
The Ribbon men, the Whiteboys, Captain Moonlight,

and similar Combinations and Associations, were
Ireland’s last ditch defense against national
extinction, they were Irish civilization digging

itself in, under ~ound, in the only place where
it could survive.

This is a portrait of a form of

the modern world and all innovation,

doctrine quite at variance with the

century nationalisms

xenophobic solipsism described

20
based nationalism.     The fear

nationalism which rejects

an inward looking

norms of nineteenth

but one which is identifiable as the

35

by Smith as typical of rural

and resentment of nationalist

politicians at measures which seemed likely to diminish

Irish discontents stemmed from the conviction that Home Rule

could be killed by kindness, a Conservative Party guideline

policy before 1906. Sir Horace Plunkett in his

introduce Irish farmers to co-operative methods

deal of resistance on political

might lead to a diminution of the

on Irish

attempts to

met a great

his success

Home Rule as the panacea for all Irish ills.

grounds, because

pressure for

Irish nationalist

19A History of Ireland, op. cit., p. 462

20Theories of Nationalism, op. cit., p.

- 3.

106.
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politicians were fully aware that much of the mass support

behind their movement rested on resentment of the British

government and on alienation from British society and culture.

As long as the Union with Britain could be portrayed as the

source of all Irish difficulties, they could count on strong

mass support.

As long as the Land Question itself, as distinct from

the general characteristics of rural society, was of

paramount importance in Ireland, the nationalist movement

remained, on that question, radical in relation to the

existing structure of society. As such, it had at best very

limited support from the Roman Catholic hierarchy, and it

frequently met with outright opposition. The British govern-

ment, when it finally put forward an acceptable solution to

the Land Question, took away much of the pressure behind the

nationalist movement and its agitational activity; it also

drastically reduced the political significance of the southern

unionist upper class, But one of the most significant long

term political consequences of the solution of the land

question was the creation of a conservative peasantry thor-

oughly socialized by years of agitation into a vague form of

nationalism congenial to their peasant xenophobia. Since

this peasant-ownership society no longer had radical social

goals, a serious obstacle to clerical involvement in the

nationalist cause had also been removed.

The early twentieth century, therefore, was marked by
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improvements in the situation of the peasants; but the

agricultural character of the country could only mean in-

creasing cultural alienation from Great Britain even in

the absence of such culturally separatist organizations as

the Gaelic League and the Gaelic Athletic Association. But

while the size of farms in Irish hands was increasing and

while crop yields per acre were higher on the whole than

21
British yields,    Irish agriculture had remained labour

intensive and inefficient. The agricultural output of Great

Britain in 1907 was ~81 18s. per person employed in

22
agriculture, while that of Ireland was ~46 6s.     This was

one of the reasons why, despite the Land Acts, there was

still agricultural unrest in Ireland as attempts were made

to enlarge farms and make them more productive. Attempts

to reduce the labour intensity of agriculture and to meet

British demands led to incre’asing the area of arable land

being turned into pasture; by 1915 only 16.2% of arable land

was under the plough, this being the lowest proportion of

23
any country in Europe.     Nevertheless,~ agricultural wages

increased and after 1898 agricultural labourers in Ireland,

21Cd. 6636 "Returns of Produce of Crops in England and

Wales with Summaries for the United Kingdom 1912", P. P.
1912 - 13 CVI.

22Figures

p. iv.

derived from data given in Cd. 6320, op. cit.,

23E. J. Riordan, Modern Irish Trade...op. cit., p. 58.

See also L. Paul-Dubois, Contemporary Ireland (Dublin,
Maunsel & Company Ltd., 1908), p. 231.
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independence ;

counterparts, enjoyed

24
but the de-

market which made pasture

did nothing to contribute

opinion that land hungry Irishmen had of

while paid less than their

better housing and greater

pendence on the British

profitable than tillage

provement of the

continuing rural social organization

affected Anglo-Irish relations. The

more

to im-
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of Ireland

wide bonds of

Britain.

The

greatly

kinship, the distrust of reason, the emphasis on sacramental

the peasant. As the two

25
religion    all made the Irish seem

English eyes, and to this was added

the town dweller for

became economically more and more dissimilar,

intellectual and emotional contact, a problem

exacerbated by other cultural differences

such as the Gaelic League emphasized

the early twentieth century. In 1911

ployed Irishmen whose occupation was

roughly 44% while the same proportion

increasingly alien in

the usual contempt of

islands

they lost

which was

which organizations

to a greater extent in

the proportion of em-

in agriculture was

for England and Wales

24L. M. Cullen, An Economic History...op. cit., p. 156.

25Alexander J.
and the Irish
1966), pp. ii

Humphreys, New Dubliners: Urbanization
Family (London, Routledge and Kegan Paul,
ff. There are numerous works which discuss

the characteristics of rural and urban societies and the
difficulties which arise when they confront each other.
For a discussion which is directly relevant here see

Chalmers Johnson, Revolutionary Change (Boston, Little,
Brown and Company, 1966), pp. 144- 5.



was 8% and for Scotland 10%.26 This gives some

of the gulf which separated the two islands.
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indication

26These were estimated on the basis of data contained
in Cd. 6663 "General Report on the Census of Ireland

1911", Parliamentary Papers 1912 - 13 Vol. CXVIII and
Cd. 7018 "Census of England and Wales 1911", Parliamentary
Papers 1913 Vol. LXXVIII.



CHAPTER III

RELIGION AND EDUCATION

The Roman Catholic Church in Ireland had suffered

considerable persecution over the years; and following

the English Reformation, there had been a number of

attempts at suppressing it. Official discrimination came

to an end with Catholic Emancipation in 1829, but long

after that there continued to be unofficial discrimination

in many spheres including public life. In the United

Kingdom as a whole Irish nationalism never became an in-

tegral feature of Roman Catholicism; but in Ireland this

type of identification was far closer even though there

always were a number of Irish Roman Catholics who, either

through self-interest or conviction, supported the Union.

Irish nationalists have always tended to minimize any

element of conviction in such an attitude; and they con-

temptuously referred to such people as "Castle Catholics",

an appellation which acquired strong negative emotive force.

Because of the identification of Roman Catholicism with

Irish nationalism in the popular mind, the presumption was

that a Roman Catholic who supported the Union was a traitor

to Ireland. Unionism could be understood and forgiven for

a Protestant but not for a Roman Catholic. This attitude

contributed much to the denominational character of the

struggle for Home Rule and later for separation.

The Roman Catholic clergy in Ireland exercised consider-
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able political leadership in the late nineteenth and early

twentieth centuries. They had emerged into a position of

intellectual and political leadership during the campaign

waged for Roman Catholic emancipation by Daniel O’Connell’s

Catholic Association, and they have retained this position

1
with some fluctuations down to the present day.    Cardinal

Cullen, who died in 1878, had conceived the mission of

Roman Catholic Ireland to be the conversion of Great Britain.

Politically, this conception favoured the union with Great

Britain; but after his death, the Irish Roman Catholic

hierarchy came under the domination of men who did not share

his apostolic horizons and whose spiritual concern was more

parochial. This change of emphasis on the role of the church

diminished its antagonism to the nationalist movement.

The Roman Catholic hierarchy in 1908 obtained from the

British Government the establishment of a university which

was to be Catholic in all but name. This represented the

culmination of a long struggle with various British

Governments, but it was also the satisfaction of the last

major expectation the hierarchy had of the British Government.

In 1869, the disestablishment of the Church of Ireland had

been a great victory for Irish Roman Catholicism; but it

could only have been won by convincing the British Government

1
David Thornley, "Irish Identity"

April 1966, pp. 182- 3.
, Doctrine and Life
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that the Roman Catholic Church, as such, presented no threat

to the stability of the United Kingdom. The pressures in-

volved in the pursuit of disestablishment combined with

Cardinal Cullen’s apostolic vision had largely concealed

any clerical sympathies for nationalist aspirations; but

the clergy were, it seems, drawn predominantly from peasant

stock and bound by ties of sympathy to the aspirations for

2
land and for self-respect of the rural population.

Emancipation and the removal of professional disabilities

imposed upon Roman Catholics had improved relations between

the small Roman Catholic professional middle class and the

Irish administration, but it accomplished very little towards

the relief of the peasant’s insecure lot. The agitation

which took place from the Emancipation to the solution of

the land question did not involve the professional classes

or the hierarchy to any great extent. But with the settling

of the University question, the hierarchy’s expectations

from the British government were satisfied and the way was

open for increasingly close identification with the nationalist

cause - which at the time was Home Rule. The Roman Catholic

hierarchy still had goals, which it appeared unlikely that a

British Government would satisfy, whereas an Irish Government

might well be influenced to concede them.

The Lenten Pastorals issued by Irish Roman Catholic

Bishops in the early twentieth century reveal that the chief

2K. H. Connell, Irish Peasant Society, op. cit., pp. 123 ff.
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preoccupations of the hierarchy at this time were drunken-

ness, immoral literature and relations with Protestants.

It was most unlikely that the British Government would in-

volve itself in support of the hierarchy in any of these

areas. A predominantly Roman Catholic Home Rule Government,

on the other hand, might be reluctant to do much to curb

drunkenness since much of the Irish Parliamentary Party’s

support came from publicans; but it might be expected to

treat favourably the hierarchy’s representations on other

matters. In almost every town or parish there existed

clerically dominated Vigilance Committees which policed news

vendors, cinemas and theatre managements to prevent the

distribution or presentation of what they held to be immoral

literature or spectacles. Almost all the literature and

films or theatre presentations which were found objectionable

came to Ireland from Britain, and the campaign against this

literature took on a strong anti-English bias. The definition

given to "immoral literature" by the clerically led Vigilance

Committees was very wide: It tended to include much which

was merely liberal in sentiment and not patently pro-Catholic

in the eyes of bishops. Bergson’s works as well as Darwin’s

theories were denounced; and "Reynold’s Newspaper", a liberal

periodical which carried frequent contributions by T. P.

O’Connor and other prominent members of the Irish Parliamentary

Party, was at times confiscated from the newsagents, bundled
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3
up and publicly burnt in the streets¯

The Home Rule question had roused the apprehensions of

Protestants, had defined fairly clearly the demarcation line

between the religious communities, and had given a definite

religious dimension to the political controversy, placing

Roman Catholics and Protestants firmly on different sides¯

The effect of the Home Rule agitation had promoted the

emergence of a sense of shared community among the various

Protestant denominations confronted by the numerically over-

whelming Roman Catholics¯ In 1908 the Roman Catholic Church

provided a further impetus towards Protestant consolidation

with the publication by the Vatican of the Ne Temere decree¯

This had a strong oecumenical effect on the Protestant

churches while, at the same time, deepening the gulf which

4
separated them from the Roman Catholic Church¯    John M.

Barkley wrote that when the decree was published on Easter

Sunday, 1908,

Public meetings of protest
and Dublin and attended by
Subscribing Presbyterians,

were organized in Belfast
Presbyterians, Non-
Anglicans, Methodists,

Congregationalists and Baptists. These meetings are
probably the first example of united_action by all
the Protestant Churches in Ireland.’’b

3Arthur Lynch, Ireland: Vital Hour (London, Stanley Paul,

1915), p. 140.

4See the articles by John M. Barkley, "Anglican-Presbyterian

Relations", by Frederick Jeffery, "Anglican-Methodist
Relations" and by Thomas P. O’Neill, "Political Life 1870 -
1921" in Michael S. J. Hurley, ed., Irish Anglicanism 1863 -
1969, op. cit., pp. 65 - 78, 79 - 92 and I01 - 109.

5"Anglican-Presbyterian Relations" op cit , p. 67
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In Ireland the Ne Temere decree was interpreted in a narrower

fashion that it was in Britain; and while in England and

Scotland conferences on public morals were held between

representatives of all Christian churches including Roman

Catholics, in Ireland Roman Catholics resolutely refused to

participate in such inter-faith meetings.6 Inter-faith con-

tacts were not popular with the Roman Catholic hierarchy;

and in his 1912 Lenten Pastoral, Cardinal Logue referred to

the Old Testament prohibition against Israelites having any

7
dealings with the Amorites or with the Hittites.    This

attitude was instrumental in solidifying the hostility be-

tween Roman Catholics and Protestants which was magnified

in any case by the political divisions of the country. These

divisions led in time to the virtual identification of Irish

nationalism with Irish Roman Catholicism. To be truly Irish

in nationalist eyes, eventually came to imply being a Roman

Catholic, though there were a few notable exceptions. Eamon

de Valera’s reply to those who questioned his Irishness

because of his foreign sounding name reflects the perception

of one Irish republican leader of what it meant to be Irish:

My father and mother were married in a Catholic
Church on September 19, 1881. I was born in
October, 1882. I was baptized in a Catholic
Church. I was brought up in a Catholic home.
I have lived among the Irish people and loved
them and loved every blade of grass that grew

6Rev. Thomas C. Hammond, "The Religious Question in Ireland",

Nineteenth Century, Vol. LXXIII (1913), pp. 343- 4.

7
Irish Weekly Independent, 24 February, 1912.



in this land. I do not care who says,
tries to pretend that I am not Irish. 8
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or who

This sectarian conception of the meaning of being Irish

would contribute to the erection of mental and emotional

barriers between the Protestants and the Roman Catholics;

and where the Protestants were concentrated and in a majority,

it led to a division which ironically corresponds fairly

closely with the Black Pig’s Dyke, which in ancient times

had cut Ulster off from the rest of Ireland. The nationalists

whether separatists or Home Rulers naturally wanted to carry

the Protestants of Ireland with them into Home Rule, but

fear and suspicion in both camps prevented any serious attempts

at communication over the barriers separating the two

communities. As Owen Dudley Edwards points out: "in practice,

nationalism south of the border tacitly accepted partition

to the extent of losing ideological, intellectual and social

contact with the people of Northern Ireland.’’9 The

separatists’ insistence on a republic and nothing less was

matched by the Ulster Unionists’ policy of "not an inch",

and neither side was prepared to examine and to take account

of the other point of view. The Irish Parliamentary Party

was willing to make a number of significant concessions in

order to avert partition; but these concessions were

offered once partition had emerged as a distinct possibility,

and they were rejected by the northern unionists who did

8
Quoted in Mary C. Bromage, De Valera (London, New English

Library, 1967), p. 13.

9Celtic Nationalism, op. cit., p. 184.



not trust the nationalists

form of Home Rule. The
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independence

southern unionists

merely confirmed

eventually

numerical weakness

factors did

Protestant

reasons to

and
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and
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Unionists from that area saw
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to be content with only a limited

expressed hopes of men like Pearse

Rule would be a step towards greater

unionist apprehensions. Many

came to terms with their

their geographical dispersal. These

Ulster, and the

no compelling

in order to placate

cultural separation between Roman

was the sectarian educational system.

The Roman Catholic hierarchy had long resisted the British

government’s efforts to set up a non-denominational school

system in Ireland. The government was at a disadvantage on

this question, particularly in the three provinces of

Munster and Connaught where the Roman Catholic

of the population was over 85%. Eventually a

solution was reached which on paper satisfied

Leinster,

proportion

compromise the

British government, but in practice the school system which

was established was thoroughly sectarian. Control over the

schools was placed in the hands of clerical managers,

generally the local parish priest, who resisted extensions

10See Patrick Buckland, Irish Unionism: The Anglo-Irish

and the New Ireland (Dublin, Gill and Macmillan, 1972),
Vol. I ch. iv., pp. 83 - 128.
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of centralized control beyond the initially established,

centrally run inspectorate and examination system. The

clerical nature of the Irish education system would have

been difficult to avoid in the nineteenth century. In

Ireland there was no source of the extensive private en-

dowment which would have been required to provide private

denominational education for the Roman Catholic majority.

State aid to education was a radical new departure, but it

had to be implemented without guiding precedents. The

system which was established did provide for some central-

ization, but it gave the National Board of Education far

less control than the government would have wished. The

Board issued textbooks and supervised examinations, but it

had little control over the selection of teachers.

The Irish system was in advance of popular education in

Britain, and it reduced the level of illiteracy in Ireland

to an insignificant level; but this did not endear it to

Irish nationalists who never ceased to point out its

shortcomings. The most serious of these, in the eyes of

nationalists, was that it neglected to promote love of

Ireland and of things Irish. For them, this was all the

more serious a deficiency since Irish nationalism was of

a strong ethnocentric character. One of the earliest

Commissioners of the National Board, Dr. Whately, the Church

of Ireland Archbishop of Dublin, had provided in one never-

to-be-forgotten phrase a description of the aim of
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national schools which would provide nationalists with

potent propaganda against the British government’s educational

planning until the end of British rule. The Archbishop,

who accepted the principle of religiously integrated education,

had described the purpose of the national schools as that of

making every pupil "a happy English child". This did not

accord well with the aims of nationalists of making every

pupil unhappy with British rule. Not surprisingly they

found the system, and the textbooks in particular, object-

ionable. Teachers did manage to subvert the purposes of

the National Board and to emphasize a version of Irish

history which concentrated on those numerous events which

were to the discredit of England, and which in many cases

was derived from the mythical view of early Irish history.

As Sean De Freine pointed out there was a reaction to the

British oriented textbooks in the late nineteenth century

particularly in the teaching of history:

Thus with the quickening of the pulse of nationalism,
it was seen that where knowledge of their country’s
story was concerned Irish schoolchildren had been
pitifully provided for. Facts they needed, and facts
they got. It was no time for delicate shading or
subtle delineation: these could come later. For the
moment, the paramount necessity was the provision of

a simple, easily understood picture, drawn inl~Old
strokes and painted in plain black and white.

National teachers in considerable numbers sympathized with

liThe Great Silence (Dublin, Foilseachain Naisiunta
Teoranta, 1965), p. 55.
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12
Fenian agitation,    and later they continued to be a major

socializing influence in a strongly nationalistic direction

which thwarted the aim of the National Board of Education.

The Board was attempting to foster an

polyethnic form of state nationalism,

to the monocentric nationalismCeltic

imperialistic,

diametrically

of the Irish

opposed

pro-

pagandists such as Arthur Griffith and D. P. Moran which

was shared, to a lesser degree, by most Irish nationalists.

Any change in the Irish educational system which would

have involved a measure of rationalization from the top

implied as a necessary political corollary an extension of

control by the Westminster Parliament over Irish domestic

13

matters. Such changes were naturally anathema to the Irish

Parliamentary Party; the Roman Catholic hierarchy saw in

them a threat to their control of education, and some

educational reformers such as Patrick Pearse, who wanted to

12Marcus Bourke, The O’Rahilly (Tralee, Anvil Books, 1967) ,
p. 12.

13Norman Atkinson, Irish Education (Dublin, Allen Figgis,

1969), p. 79. See also Sean S. J. O’Cathain, Secondary
Education in Ireland (Dublin, The Talbot Press, 1958),
p. 3 and Morley Ayearst, The Republic of Ireland: Its
Government and Politics (London, University of London
Press, 1971), p. 88. There are many references in
biographical studies of participants in the Irish fight
for independence to the revolutionary influence of teachers.
See works such as Sean O’Luing, I Die in a Good Cause
(Tralee, Anvil Books, 1970), p. 29 ff., Dan Breen, My

Fight for Irish Freedom (Tralee, Anvil Books, 1964), p. 13
and Piaras Beaslai, Michael Collins and the Maring of a
New Ireland (London, George G. Harrap and Co. Ltd., 1926),
Vol. I, p. 5.



extend the teachers’

also opposed to such

massive opposition,

plans to change the

Secondary education was

Catholic religious orders,

Christian Brothers stand

nationalist views.15 The

influence over the curriculum, were

proposals¯ In the face of this

the British Government abandoned its

14
Irish educational system¯

largely the preserve of Roman

and among these the Irish

out as transmitters of strong

Irish Christian Brothers also

education and were in-made their contribution to primary

dependent of the National Board of Education. In this

sphere they won the admiration of Sinn Fein.

published in 1907 reproducing Arthur Griffith’s address

the First Annual Convention of the National

In a
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pamphlet

to

28th November, 1905 he praised the Brothers

only primary school system in Ireland which

Council

saying:

recognized

on the

"The

Ireland

was that of the Irish Christian Brothers.’’16 In 1911,

out of 325,458 male primary school children were being

by the Irish Christian Brothers, but at secondary

education; 14,900 out of 29,778 were enrolled in

17
extensive secondary school system.

The National School system failed to earn kudos

Sinn Fein, but its lack of concern with Ireland was due to

Irish Education, op. cit., p. 120.

cit., p.

Pamphlet-B,

Atkinson,

7,227

taught

leve i

table

the Brothers’

14Norman

O’Hegarty, A History o_ff Ireland, op.

Sinn Fein Policy", National Council

15
P. S.

16 ,, The

17Cd. 6663 "Census of Ireland 1911", op. cit.,

395.

from

p ¯

39.

¯
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the lay
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any great loyalty to the

teachers staffing the schools.

Irish National Teachers’

most of the teachers present refused

loyal toast at the banquet.18 The general

teaching in Irish schools at this time was

subversive of the British connexion.

factors making for this, there

feature which helps to explain

was their relative deprivation

British counterparts. In 1868,

the salary of Irish national

19
salary of English teachers.

relative terms improved slowly,

for male and female teachers in

Besides any ideological

was an important objective

the teachers’ attitudes; this

when contrasted with their

according to Vere Foster,

teachers was one third of the

Though the situation had in

by 1917 the salary minima

Ireland were ~63 and ~50

respectively, while the English minima were £150 and ~140

2O
respectively.     T.W. Rolleston, whose sentiments were

unionist, was led to complain that "...the British legislature

commits the task of forming the minds of Irish youth to a

body of men and women seething with discontent and with a

bitter and perfectly justified sense of national wrong".21

18T. J. O’Connell, History of the Irish National Teachers’
Organization 1868 - 1968 (Dublin, the Irish National Teachers’
Organization, n. d.), p. 26.

19Ibid., p.    i0.

20T. W. Rolleston, "The Irish Malady", Nineteenth Century
LXXXVI    (1919) , pp.    324 - 5.

21Ibid., p. 326.
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Thus, as in so many other areas, the Union was also shown

to have failed in the matter of the remuneration of teachers.

Irish teachers might still have been nationalists, and even

extreme nationalists, if they had been paid at the same rate

as their English colleagues, but their ideological committment

would not have been exacerbated by a personal sense of

grievance. The British government’s neglect of Irish teachers

was but one more example of the contemptuous attitude towards

the Irish which prevailed in British official circles and

was, in addition, just as short-sighted as the much earlier

failure to make vigorous attempts to convert the Irish to

the new religion after the English Reformation. Both had a

profound impact which helped to make the Irish question

insoluble within a United Kingdom context.

Despite its remarkable achievements, the Irish educational

system met with severe critics. Patrick Pearse’s rhetorical

description of the system as a "Murder Machine" being the

best known critique from an extreme nationalist standpoint.

Pearse’s critique used as models with which to contrast Irish

education both the ancient Celtic practice of fosterage and

medieval education. He attacked early twentieth century

educational theory which favoured centralization and aimed

at uniformity. But he was naturally most vituperative when

dealing with the absence of an Irish national outlook in the

curriculum. With his usual somewhat paranoiac concern with

"manhood" pearse in his attribution of the Irish educational
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system to the English, said: "They have planned and estab-

lished an education system which more wickedly does violence

to the elementary rights of Irish children than would an

edict for the general castration of Irish males.’’22 Allowing

for the element of hyperbole in this statement, the attri-

bution of such a vicious system to the English shows that

Pearse, who as a headmaster knew the system well, was

identifying the commissioners of the National Board with

the English. This identification may have been in harmony

with his conviction that a free Ireland had to be Gaelic,

but it conflicted with his avowed acceptance of Tone’s

ideas on Irish unity. There were other critics

educational system such as Sir Horace Plunkett23

of the Irish

and Arthur

24
Lynch , both of whom condemned it for not being

modern and, in particular, for its lack of emphasis on

sufficiently

scientific training.

Roman Catholic Church,

scientific enquiry he

Irish schools. Irish

oriented cramming

designed

Arthur Lynch was highly critical of the

whose traditional suspicion of

blamed for the neglect of science in

education was not only an examination

system; but it was also overwhelmingly

to prepare the abler pupils for theliterary,

liberal professions.

economic

It was largely unconnected and uncon-

realities of Irish life.cerned with the

22
"The Murder Machine" PoliticalPadraic H. Pearse,

Writings and Speeches (Dublin, The Talbot Press, 1952), p. 7.

23
Ireland in the New Century, op. cit., pp. 128 ff.

24
Ireland...op. cit., pp. 322 ff.
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Irish educational

of those who wished to see

century, therefore, the

to satisfy any

in Ireland. It failed alike to impel the

economic integration into the United Kingdom

Gaelic culture. Its one great

been the virtual elimination of

not enough for the modernizers; and

extreme nationalists clearly felt that

high a cultural price for that benefit.

nationalists probably benefited most from the

recent historian of

they were paying

In the end the

system. As a

system has pointed out:

job of nationalist

the Irish school

...the national schools aided the
propagandist and agitator by providing a populace
that could read and hence could be reached by news-
paper and pamphlet; when the Irish revolution event-

ually took place it was n~ a revolution conducted
by or for illiterate men.

Ernest Gellner has emphasized the importance of

factor on the development of modern nationalism saying: "The

minimal requirement for full citizenship, for effective moral

26
membership of a modern community, is literacy."

the educational

Only those who conceived of the defence of religious

orthodoxy as the prime value of an educational system could

feel any degree of satisfaction with the system; but since

25Donald

National
(London,

Akenson, The Irish Education Experiment: The
System of Education in the Nineteenth Century
Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1970), p. 384.

26Thought and
1964) , p. 159.

Chan@e ( London, Weidenfeld and Nicolson,



on the whole they were the people

were unlikely; and even since the

major change

a rigorously

orientation.

has been to formally

clerical system and not
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The

a valuable source

the denominationalism of the system,

advantages to its alleged spiritual

sult was described as follows in 1920:

who controlled it, changes

Anglo-Irish Treaty, the

add a national element to

to alter its basic

Roman Catholic clergy found in the system

27
of patronage;    this helped to reinforce

by adding material

benefits. The end re-

The system which began by promoting the co-education
of the two creeds, ended by a segregation of the
population from infancy into hostile camps. This
accomplished the end which was designed by nobody
but reached by everybody, that of breaking down the
feeling of national unity and perpetuating feelings
which it had been the aim of patriots to obliterate.

28

The "patriots" of the twentieth century, mostly products of

this educational system in practice, fought against the

Union along the lines wished for by the Duke of Wellington

"Let the question of Repeal or no Repeal be a question of

29
Protestant and Catholic."     The theory and the ideal of

Irish unity were defeated by the educational system and by

the Irish-Ireland Movement.

27
Donald Akenson, The Irish Education Experiment, op. cit.,

p. 385.

28
Robert Mitchell Henry, The Evolution of Sinn Fein (Dublin,

The Talbot Press Limited (1920)), p. 47.

9Quo "Daniel O’Connell"2     ted in Norman Harrison,

Hawthorne, ed., Two Centuries__°f Irish History
British Broadcasting Corporation, 1966), p. 40.

in James
( London,



CHAPTER IV

IRISH- IRELAND

The major organizations which contributed to the

development

usually referred to

the Gaelic Athletic

of heightened cultural nationalism in

as the Irish-Ireland Movement,

Association and the Gaelic League.

These arose in the late nineteenth

size during the years when Ireland was

vacuum following the death of Parnell.

if not dead, at least in abeyance

re-established a unity of purpose.

Ireland,

century

we re

seemed to some to offer a

and grew in

in a political

Home

until Irish

Rule was,

politicians

Cultural nationalism

substitute for political agitation,

and it was a form of expiation for the

British Liberal Party over the

ship. Youth and a significant

reacted sharply against

timatum by the majority

The Parnellites, as

lived in the past, acting as

would have wished them to do,

question

portion

the acceptance

surrender to the

of Parnell’s leader-

of the intelligentsia

of Gladstone’s ul-

of the Irish Parliamentary Party.

Michael Hurst has expressed it, "either

they thought their dead leader

or

concepts

,, 1
master.

attitude

constitutional

they could not

being British, this

gravitated away from

into contempt for the

The majority referred to

reinforced the desire for

strictly

majority

here

1
Parnell and Irish

Paul, 1968), p. 99.
Nationalism ( London, Routledge and Kegan



a separate

modernists

fringe of

challenge

revival of

self-identity; it fell in with the

2
such as Eoin MacNeill and with the

the Irish Republican

to English

the Irish

Brotherhood who

ideas and who, therefore,
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views of anti-

fanatical

we Icomed any

supported the

language and of Irish culture through

the Gaelic Athletic Association and the Gaelic League¯

The Gaelic Athletic Association began ostensibly to

promote the development of Irish athletic sports; but the

aim of its founder, Michael Cusack, and of his ecclesiastical

patron, Archbishop Croke, included the promotion of separate

national consciousness. The G. A. A. early displayed its

xenophobia by imposing a ban against all those who belonged

to the British forces and also against those who in any way

involved themselves with foreign sports. In Ireland at this

time "foreign" could only be applied to English sports. The

ban, in effect, meant the exclusion from the G. A. A. not

only of servicemen and policemen, most of whom were Irish

Roman Catholics, but also of Protestants and of most of the

and P. S. O’Hegarty affirms

urbanized population of Ireland. Inevitably it became a

centre of Roman Catholic, rural nationalism which was pro-

foundly reactionary in social outlook. Seven men were

present when the Association was founded in Thurles in 1884,

that at least four of the founders

¯ "Griffith, MacNeill and Pearse", Studies LV2C. p Curran,

(1966), p. 22.
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were Fenians and that it is quite likely that all seven

3
were.    The G. A. A. did play an important role in the pro-

pagation and popularization of extreme nationalist ideas;

and while the advocates of physical force lost some of their

influential prominence in the organization after their

tactics had become too obvious in 1887, they continued to

be well represented, and the ranks of the Association were

a fertile recruiting ground for the Irish Volunteers in the

4
next century.

The G. A. A. developed the sense of Irish distinctiveness

as well as encouraging anti-English feelings; and it con-

tributed to the strengthening of Irish self-confidence in

their administrative ability since it spread all over Ireland

under purely Irish leadership and inspiration without the

leavening of constitutionally oriented politicians or

Protestants which characterized the upper echelons of most

other Irish organizations. By 1911 the G. A. A. was clearly

separatist in sentiment, and it was described at a meeting

held in Wexford in late January of that year as "an organ-

ization to keep the bone and muscle of our country from

donning the red coat or the black coat of England", and it

was further stated that its members wanted "...our men to

3A History of Ireland, op. cit., p. 611

4David Greene,             "Michael Cusack and the Founding of the

G. A. A." in Conor Cruise O’Brien, ed., The Shaping of
Modern Ireland (London, Routledge and Kegan Paul, 196-~),

p. 84. See also F. S. L. Lyons, Ireland Since the Famine,
op. cit., pp. 222 ff.
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be physically strong, and when the time comes the hurlers

will cast away the caman for the sharp bright steel that

will drive the Saxon from our land.’’5 It is not surprising,

therefore, that police reports on secret organizations in-

cluded reports on the G. A. A. What may be more surprising

is that the authorities took very little notice of these

reports.

The origins of the Gaelic League were quite different

from those of the G. A. A., though the ultimate political

effects of both organizations were in many respects quite

similar. There had in the early nineteenth century been an

antiquarian interest in the past of Ireland including the

ancient Gaelic language which had attracted foreign scholars

such as Kuno Meyer. The various scholarly associations and

societies which were concerned with Gaelic culture had much

the same effect on a small band of enthusiastic intellectuals

as the G. A. A. had on many athletic youths in rural Ireland.

It made the ideology of nationalism more easily acceptable

by reinforcing people’s pride at being Irish and made them

conscious, however vaguely, of being heirs to a civilization

distinct from that of England. Dr. Douglas Hyde, one of the

intellectuals involved in the reexamination of early Irish

culture, went from this to a rejection of modern English

civilization and indeed of modern civilization itself. In

the revival of the then vanishing Irish language, only in

5Wicklow People, 21 January, 1911.
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every day use in the more remote rural districts of the

south and west of Ireland, he saw a protective barrier

against the corrupting influence of modern ideas and of

modern English ideas in particular. Dr. Hyde’s

notoriety in 1892 when he delivered his lecture

Necessity for de-Anglicizing the Irish Nation".

of this lecture he quoted Mazzini and referred explicitly to

the "new" nationalism of the nineteenth century. Dr. Hyde’s

later insistence on the non-political nature of the Gaelic

League and his resignation as president of the League when

it became overtly separatist in 1915 suggest that he was

unaware of the political implications of Mazzini’s "new"

nationalism. He summed up the import of his lecture by

stating

is most

Irish,

in the

views

at the

that "...we must strive

racial, most smacking of

because inspite of the

north-east corners, this

core.’’6 Dr. Hyde displayed

who had chosen to imitate and to

elements

on

Japanese

cultural

achieved

"The

In the course

to cultivate everything that

the soil, most Gaelic, most

little admixture of Saxon blood

island will ever remain Celtic

great contempt for the

rather than adopting an

aloofness from the modern

7
Ireland.    The worst fate

in fact, that they should

absorb foreign

attitude of insular

world such as Dr. Hyde proposed for

he could envisage for the Irish was,

8become the Japanese of Europe.

6Sir G. Gavan Duffy,

of Irish Literature
and Unwin, 1894), p.

7

8

Ibid., p. 160.

Ibid.

G. Sigerson and D. Hyde, The Revival
and other Addresses (London, Fischer

131.
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Dr. Hyde’s influence on the Gaelic League was strong, and

his presidency of the League lasted from its foundation to

1915. Many adherents of the League shared Hyde’s contempt

and distrust for the modern world; and as the Gaelic League

was one of the major ideological seed-beds of Irish nationalism,

this attitude had implications for the development of that

9
nationalism.    The highly conservative stance of the Roman

Catholic Church on many social questions made the anti-modern

views of the League all the more compatible to a people of a

predominantly Roman Catholic, rural and peasant background.

Irish intellectuals, whose role in this agrarian and religiously

conservative society was ill defined, were attracted to the

10
League in order to discover new roots for themselves.

Dr. Hyde and the founders of the Gaelic League came to

prominence in Ireland after the defeat and death of Parnell,

when political nationalism was in sharp decline and when

politics had lost its appeal for Irishmen. During this period

of political apathy, cultural nationalism seemed to promise

more success than political involvement in either constitutional

9On the attitude of Hyde and Yeats to the modern world see
Oliver MacDonagh, Ireland, op. cit., pp. 64- 5.

10SeeZ. Barbu,              "Nationalism as a Source of Aggression" in

CIBA Foundation: Conflict in Society (London, J. and A.
Churchill Ltd., 1966), pp. 193 ff. He states in the course

of a discussion on the Russian Revolution that "the
members of the intelligentsia escape their marginality
only by a fanatical re-identification with their native
culture and people. They leap from inferiority to superiority
by admitting their "Russianess", but by at the same time
trying to convince themselves and to convince everybody that
to be a Russian is of value." p. 194.
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or physical

nationalism

the national

basis

on by

past and

inspired

force nationalism.

tended to be a cultural movement

sentiment which had provided an

In the nineteenth century

in contrast to

ideological

for the American and French Revolutions. It was spurred

scholars and poets who were primarily concerned with the

who extolled ancient traditions rather than being

by the liberal and rational outlooks which had fuelled

the two great eighteenth century revolutions. It became far

more concerned with the national "soul" than with individual

ii
liberty.

Irish nationalism belonged to this category of ideology;

according to a recent commentator, it included as its most

durable characteristic "...the Irishman’s dismissal of evil

from his consciousness of Ireland.’’12 This attitude, which

corresponds to a major trait of paranoia,13 is also linked

to a society’s potential for violence as a reflexion of a

socialization pattern which emphasizes extra-punitive responses

to frustrations.14 The combination of these features meant

that whatever frustrations occurred in Ireland, their cause

would not be found within the country and the reaction was

llHans Kohn, Nationalism: Its Meaning and History (Princeton,
New Jersey, D. Van Nostrand Company, Inc., 1955), pp. 29 ff.

12William Irwin Thompson, The Imagination of an Insurrection

(New York, The Oxford University Press, 1967), p. 39.

13See H. V. Dicks,                   "Intra-Personal Conflict and the

Authoritarian Character" in CIBA Foundation Conflict
Societz, op. cit., pp. 94 - 5.

in

14Ted Robert Gurr, Why Men Rebel, op. cit., pp. 165 ff.
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likely to be violent. A cause for Irish setbacks and disasters

could be found in Britain; this identification was easy be-

cause Britain obviously bore a large share of responsibility

for some of the misfortunes of Ireland. It was thus easy

and convincing, given this element of extra-punitiveness,

to blame Britain for all these misfortunes. History and even

literature in Ireland became for many nationalists a political

weapon with which to wage the fight to restore Ireland to

that greatness which it was felt was her due. The historical

myth of an ancient Ireland, glorious, happy, united, and free

before the coming of the English conquerors, developed out of

the romantic history of Standish O’Grady. It was also accepted

that it was the rule of the conquerors which had ruined the

country economically, destroyed a vastly superior culture and

kept the Irish in ignominious subjection for centuries. The

history of these centuries for those influenced by the ro-

mantic tradition was the history of the struggle of the

immortal spirit or soul of Ireland to undo this conquest.

The earlier nationalists like Daniel O’Connell and to a large

extent the Irish Parliamentary Party were intent on undoing

the Union; the romantic nationalists, inspired by the Gaelic

League, wanted to undo the conquest.

Ironically, it was Eoin MacNeill, one of the founders of

the Gaelic League and later to be the front man in the setting

up of the Irish Volunteers, who began the demythologization

of this history while, simultaneously, his Gaelic League
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colleagues were spreading the myth and making it even more

popular. Patrick Pearse, like Faust in the witch’s kitchen,

was blinded by a vision which was a creation of his own

mind formed by a romantic tradition. As a good orator and

teacher he spread his

youth of the nation.

vision of Ireland to the alienated

Many who did not respond to his call

for a blood sacrifice were nevertheless influenced by this

vision, particularly when his death at the hands of the

source of all Irish miseries made him a martyr and a prophet.

The survival of the unconquered soul of Ireland was a

potent myth maintained by the extreme nationalists in the

face of the numerous formal acts of submission by Irish

leaders beginning with that to Henry II in the twelfth

century. There is some room for discussion on the signifi-

cance of such acts of submission because of differing inter-

pretations in English feudal law and in Irish law. These

differences in legal systems led to problems throughout the

history of Anglo-Irish relations, but the significance of

these acts of submission was easiest to deny through the

extra-legal terminology of romantic nationalism. The in-

difference, incompetence, ignorance and vague contempt of

the English towards the Irish was also transformed, in the

eyes of Irish nationalists, into a myth of sustained and

systematic English viciousness.

affected by the romantic spirit

of

The Gaelic League was deeply

and did not shirk the use

hyperbole and metaphor to condemn British attitudes and



values and to praise Irish ones.

which was often well meaning, led

tyranny; and the metaphor was

pointed out, "When it works, a

identification into

a mere extravagance.

value judgements on

Dislike of British rule,

to claims that it was
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successful. As Clifford Geertz

an apt analogy:

,,15
The Gaelic League

all aspects of British

metaphor transforms a false

when it misfires it is

encouraged

influence in

adverse

Ireland, and Irish history was presented by nationalists as

a long succession of broken treaties and wanton persecution.

Thus, the history of Ireland was a presentation of value

judgements disguised as facts; and as Gustav Bergman observed,

"The motive power of a value judgement is often greatly in-

creased when it appears within the rationale of those who hold

it not under its proper logical flag as a value judgement but

,,16
in the disguise of a statement of fact.

The Gaelic League remained

society; and on the whole, its

the pressures exerted on Irish

on the right and James Connolly on the

bring the ideal into closer touch with

social developments. The Gaelic League

urban, middle class movement, and it

much the same function that the G. A.

resolutely opposed to modern

ideal was Arcadian despite

nationalism by Arthur Griffith

left in an attempt to

twentieth century

was predominantly an

performed for this class

A. was performing for

15,,Ideology as a Cultural System" in David Apter, ed.,

Ideology and Discontent (New York, The Free Press of Glencoe,
1964), p. 59.

16"Ideology", Ethics, Vol. LXI (1950 - 51), p. 210.



the farmers. It established a forum for the

change of ideas which were nationalistic at

the cultural level, and it provided auspices

ment of a stronger sense of Irish identity.

proved the process of social communication

Irish intellectuals in particular. It also

growth of Irish self-confidence,

out that other forces were also

though

working

here

in

land reform, the co-operative

consciousness on the part of

these forces. The announced

cultural - the revival of

movement and

the urban

objects

Irish as a

cultivation of a modern Irish

and dissemination of existing
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discussion and ex-

the very least on

for the develop-

It greatly im-

among discontented

encouraged the

it must be pointed

the same direction;

a growing self-

proletariat were

of the League were

spoken language, the

literature and the

Gaelic literature.

this politically neutral programme

was able to attract some

thus unwittingly contributed to

some of

purely

rediscovery

Because of

the League, unlike the G.A.A.,

Protestant and unionist

the breakdown of

order; for as Augustine Birrell later observed,

was from the outset "intensely disloyal

The movement also attracted a number of

who believed that the revived Irish

barrier against the immorality of foreign

18
with almost pathological apprehension.

supporters, who

their own social

the Gaelic League

to the English Connexion" 17

Roman Catholic clerics

language would be an effective

origin which they viewed

In the end, the Gaelic

17
Thin@s Past Redress (London, Faber and Faber, Limited,

1937), p. 215.

18
R. Dudley Edwards, A New History of Ireland (Dublin

and London, Gill and Macmillan, 1972-~, p. 197.
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League became what the G. A. A. had been from the beginning,

an agency for spreading the concept of a separate Irish

nation- state.

The Gaelic League provided an entry into separatist ranks

for many who otherwise would not have been found there. Its

function in this has been so very clearly defined by students

of revolutionary movements that a few rather lengthy quotations

from general theoretical works help to understand what happened

to the Gaelic League between 1893 and 1915. The role it played

in converting many to separatism is described in general terms

by Herbert Blumer, who speaks of one function of social move-

ments in the progression towards the development of new

attitudes :

The gaining of sympathizers or members rarely occurs
through a mere combination of a pre-established
appeal and a pre-established individual psychological
bent on which it is brought to bear. Instead, the
prospective sympathizer or member has to be aroused,
nurtured, and directed, and the so-called appeal has
to be developed and adapted. This takes place through
a process in which attention has to be gained, interests
awakened, grievances exploited, ideas implanted, doubts
dispelled, feelings aroused, new objects created, and
new perspectives developed. 19

Thus, having attracted intellectuals discontented by their

marginality, it proceded to build a bridge into separatism

for them; and this it did, in large part, by arousing in

Gaelic League members what has been referred to as the

"oppression psychosis", described in Lyford P. Edward’s

19"Collective Behaviour" in J. B. Gittler, ed., Review of
Sociology (New York: Wiley, 1957), p. 148.
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classical study of revolution:

It is an attitude of mind that is always looking
for trouble. Groups dominated by it always "have
a chip on the shoulder". They are always expecting
slights, disparagements, and injustices. They see
oppression even where there is none. They become
violently self-assertive at the least opportunity.
The oppression psychosis is important in the
revolutionary process because it turns the previous
more or less passive discontent of the repressed
group into the active emotion of hate of the re-
pressors. Hatred of a common enemy is the most 20
powerful known agency for producing group unity.

Edwards also highlights another important feature of the

revolutionary process which was a technique employed,

albeit without revolutionary intent by the Gaelic League:

The technique consists in putting a very great
stress upon the worth and value of the repressed
class. Their importance is brought out in the
clearest light. History is ransacked to provide
them with an illustrious background. Their cause
is linked up with the famous popular revolutions
of all ages. The events of past time are inter-
preted as a preparation for their advent to power.
Their virtues are exaggerated. Their faults are
minimized or entirely overlooked. They are pro-
vided with a common body of tradition and a long
list of heroes, largely manufactured ad hoc.
However apocryphal this common body of traditions
may be it serves to give the repressed class a
feeling of dignity and self-respect. It is an
important factor in promoting their unity, and of
reinforcing the solidarity produced by the more
powerful emotion of hatred of the repressor. The
more the sense of their own importance increases
the greater appears the wickedness of their re-
pression and the more keenly they resent any sign
of that repression.21

It is not surprising that as the process went on, it be-

came more and more difficult for the Gaelic League to remain

20The Natural History of Revolution (New York, Russell
and Russell, 1965, first published 1927), pp. 54 - 55.

21
Ibid., p. 58.
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non-political and to continue to attract Protestant unionist

adherents. What appeal it might have made in time to Ulster

Protestants in particular was rapidly lost; but that appeal

had never amounted to much, as the language which the League

wanted to revive was that of a rural people and adapted to

their conditions. It had little relevance to the urbanized

and industrial environment of Belfast.

The League’s appeal was mainly to the Roman Catholic

intelligentsia, those members of the middle class who had

a literary education but found themselves to be functionally

marginal in a society displaying little need for their

particular talents. Some members of the Ascendancy had been

drawn into its ranks initially as they found in the League

a means of identifying with a specifically Irish ideal which,

superficially at any rate, did not appear to threaten the

22
interests of their class.     Ascendancy support became more

tenuous as the League became increasingly separatist. At

the close of the nineteenth century, cultural nationalism

all over Europe was taking a political dimension; and in

Ireland as elsewhere the relationship between cultural and

political nationalism became ideologically coercive. The

identification of the two drove out of the League those who

would not accept it and largely converted those who remained.

22
David Green, "The Irish Language Movement" in Michael S.

J. Hurley, Irish Anglicanism, op. cit., pp. Ii0 - 119 and
Myles Dillon: "Douglas Hyde" in Conor Cruise O’Brien, The
Shaping of Modern Ireland, op. cit., p. 55.
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The Irish Parliamentary Party on the whole ignored the

cultural movement in Ireland~ it had its eyes set firmly

on Westminster where the fight for Home Rule was to be waged,

it had only settled the dissensions within its ranks at the

turn of the century. From the split which followed Parnell’s

downfall, it emerged united under the leadership of John

Redmond. But the indecorous squabbles between factions had

made politics appear sordid to many idealistic Irishmen.

The great goal of the Party appeared sadly neglected while

the leaders of the factions heaped abuse upon each other,

and cultural nationalism appeared as an attractive alternative

to political nationalism thus discredited. The Party of John

Redmond was in some respects a more mature party than before;

for one thing, it had become more professional, but it

exercised its profession in London and was less open than

before to the eager and gifted amateur. The new cultural

movement appeared innocuous enough; it had the virtue of

absorbing the energies of many who otherwise might have been

a disruptive influence at Westminster, and morally it

strengthened the Party position by demonstrating that Ireland

was a distinct cultural entity. The leaders of the Irish

Parliamentary Party were also in contact with English political

ideas which did not equate cultural and political nationalism.

The English concept of the nation relied on will and on the

territorial extent over which the writ of a government ran,

rather than being based on a natural characteristic inherent
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in people as it was for the newer continental concept of

nationalism.

Ideologically the Irish Parliamentary Party looked back

to Grattan’s Parliament; but the Gaelic League, involved

in the romantic re-evaluation of ancient Ireland, looked

back to a myth encrusted age pre-dating the conquest. The

shortcomings of men in the dim past were easier to ignore

than those of Grattan, and the freedom for enthusiasm and

initiative in the Gaelic movement was more attractive than

the cautious decorum of the Party. The intelligentsia and

the youth of Ireland found cultural nationalism more

stimulating intellectually and emotionally than the mundane

slow progression tewards an ill defined but obviously limited

form of self-government.

The attitude of John Redmond towards the Empire would

incline him to view the Irish-Ireland movement with some

suspicion. John Redmond sought to combine pride at being

Irish with pride at being part of the British Empire. There

were many unionists who were proud to be both Irish and

British - proud of being citizens of the most progressive

state of the early twentieth century, of the Empire over

which the sun never set. Redmond himself, though not a

unionist, saw the Irish associated with the British as one

23
of the parent nations of the Empire.     The xenophobia and

23j. j. Horgan, Parnell to Pearse, op. cit., p. 57 and

Nicholas Manserg~, "John R--edmond" in Conor Cruise O’Brien,

The Shaping o_~f Modern Ireland, op. cit., p. 38.
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aroused

that it
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which derived from Mitchel, Griffith and Pearse

or re-inforced the apprehensions of those who felt

must be possible to reconcile an Irish consciousness

with wider loyalties.

were nationalists or

Genuine cosmopolitans, whether they

unionists, were bound to view the

movement with even less enthusiasm than didIrish- Ireland

the bulk of the Irish Parliamentary Party. The objections

of such a man as Professor Mahaffy of Trinity College were

naturally twofold; he feared the political consequences on

his class of cultural nationalism but he also feared the

provincialism which seemed to be

withdrawal from the cosmopolitan empire

24
Kingdom was the head.     His fears on behalf of his class

were widely shared by the Ascendancy, but his fears of

provincialism were shared by some nationalistssuch as

Tom Kettle25 and Arthur Lynch. Arthur Lynch had fought

as a colonel on the Boer side in the South African War,

the consequences of

of which the United

narrow

had served as president of the

and had collaborated with Maud

Paris of the review, Irelande

separatism identified with the

Irish Amnesty Association,

Gonne in the launching in

26
Libre;     but he feared a

Gaelic revival and with

24W. B. Stanford and

of a_~n Anglo-Irishman
1971) , pp. 107 ff.

25B. Herbert,
1967, p. 424.

26
Arthur Lynch,

1924), pp. 113

R. B. McDowell, Mahaffy: A Biography
(London, Routledge and Kegan Paul,

"Tom Kettle 1880 - 1916", Capuchin Annual,

My Life Story (London, John Long Limited,
ff. and p. 147.
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27
worship of the past.     These men, the Irish Parliamentary

Party and most of the Irish unionists, whatever the wide

differences which separated them, shared a determination

to propel Ireland into the twentieth century. This aim was

also pursued in the extreme nationalist camp by Arthur

Griffith’s then tiny Sinn Fein movement and James Connally’s

equally small Irish Socialist Republican Party, the policy

of the one based on Marxist theory, the other’s on the

economic theories of Friedrich List. But on the separatist

side, these two small groups were vastly outnumbered by the

culturally and often socially reactionary forces of the

Gaelic League.

These factors contributed to the indifference of politicians

towards the Irish - Ireland movement; but by failing to under-

stand the frustrations which fed the movement and attempting

to regain their popular appeal, they lost the battle for the

minds of the youth of Ireland¯ Myles Dillon has expressed

as his judgment on the contest that, "The Party had to

capture the movement or be beaten by it... The Gaelic League

was captured in effect by Sinn Fein, and the march of events

was unavoidable.’’28 But if the Gaelic League undermined the

support of the Irish Parliamentary Party and contributed to

its downfall, the separatists, having captured the League

for themselves, used it as a political weapon and undermined

27Arthur Lynch, Ireland, op. cit., pp. 295 ff.

28
"Douglas Hyde" op cit , p 56, ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯
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its main goal. The judgement of J. J. Horgan on the League

may be harsh, but it does reflect what happened to the

League once it gave up its political neutrality:

The Gaelic League made the mistake of believing
that by the revival of the Irish language alon~
Irish culture could be revived and, that if the
language died, the Irish nation would also cease
to exist. It failed to see, or it forgot, that
to restore Gaelic culture something more was
needed, namely to raise the general cultural
standards of the people; and that the language
was only one element, and not necessarily a
vital one in that culture. All people speak
some language but not all are cultured. In
truth if language were a vital ingredient of
nationality the Irish nation would no longer
exist, a proposition with which few people,
least of all the Irish, are likely to agree.
The Gaelic League also forgot that the extreme
form of nationalism which it eventually pro-
pagated, is destructive of all culture for it

ipso facto refuses to learn from other lands
and other times. In effect it closed the door
on the common heritage of civilized man and be-

came narrow minded, intolerant and insular.
The simple, unsophisticated, and often boorish,
native speaker was elevated to the scholar’s
throne. His standards of speech, manners and
literature became the criteria of the new
movement. Finally it was captured by the
politicians for their own purposes and with
the coming of the new Irish state ceased to
count.29

In its rejection of everything English and its veneration

of ancient Ireland and of its language, the Gaelic League

fostered reactionary nationalism which became a dominant

strain in Irish separatism. England was the epitomy of a

twentieth century nation, and the Gaelic League’s efforts

were largely directed at preventing Ireland from resembling

29parnell to Pearse, op. cit., pp. 106 - 7.
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England. The Anglo-Irish literary revival which arose at

the time also tended in the same direction. It arose partly

under the inspiration of the Gaelic League and was of the

romantic tradition, profoundly hostile to the rationalism

and pragmatism of comtemporary society. The effects of this

Arthur Lynch described in the following terms: "It became

an article of creed to despise science, to look superciliously

on all modes of accurate reasoning, and to endeavour to

reach for distant truths not by the toil or devotion demanded

by such humdrum methods, but by the cultivation of debile

moods.’’30 The Anglo-Irish dramatists and poets, linked by a

31
common dedication to Theosophy,    helped to create and pop-

ularize an Irish prototype free of the corruption of civil-

ization and modernity which was already being made familiar

by the propagandists of the Gaelic League. This was the

Irishman as he had been before being corrupted by alien

English influence and as he would be again if English in-

fluence were removed. The image was what Norman Cantor has

described as "a familiar compound of nineteenth century

romantic stereotypes, a kind of noble savage and village

32
Milton in one."     Another commentator has described the

effects of these movements in Dublin at the turn of the

century :

30
Ireland, op. cit., pp. 296- 7.

31F. S. L. Lyons, Ireland Since the Famine,

32The A~e of Protest, op. cit., p. 28.

op. cit., p. 230.



For a decade since the death of Parnell, the
writers and journalists had elaborated a new
ideology with its new values expressed as
antitheses: past vs. present, agricultural
community vs. industrial collective, small
moral nation vs. decadent empire, intuition
vs. reason, Gaelic vs. English. But for the
unsophisticated mind of the man in the street,
it meant simply Ireland vs. England.33

It must not be forgotten that the Irish-Ireland
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movement

and the movements associated with it were representative only

of a small though highly vocal minority. For the vast

majority of Irishmen, living conditions,

between wages and prices, and the question

were all far more important than the

but the movements were important in

discontent and in creating feelings of

which assumed increasing prominence as

deprivations began to be relieved. The

vided the Irish Republican Brotherhood,

alienated element in Irish society, with open

which they could infiltrate and manipulate in

direction. The Irish Parliamentary

response to counter the attractions

movement. It had many

this seemed to obviate any

bad housing, the gap

of land purchase

revival of Irish culture;

coalescing intellectual

cultural deprivation

economic and political

movements also pro-

the most politically

public movements

a separatist

Party made no positive

of the Irish-Ireland

supporters among Gaelic Leaguers, and

in the movement or support

they failed to realize the

necessity for open involvement

for its goals. Unlike the I.R.B.

political tendencies of the move-

33William Irwin Thompson,

op. cit., pp. 58 - 9.
The Imagination of an Insurrection,
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ment and to take steps to ensure that if and when these

tendencies became overt, they should benefit the Party.

As Robert Kee has pointed out, the thoughts and emotions

34
which aroused Gaelic Leaguers were new;    they sounded

exciting when contrasted to the ponderous progress of the

Irish Parliamentary Party. The Party had become rigid and

middle aged, but more important still it was moving towards

a goal which was no longer novel. Home Rule Bills had

twice been introduced by Gladstone; and while the provisions

of any new measure were not known before 1912, the general

tenor was. Home Rule had been dissected and discussed in

all possible forms by the nationalist press, and it left

little room for new enthusiasm. The shortcomings of any

possible measure of self-government had been so thoroughly

canvassed that any measure which Westminster was likely to

pass was bound to be inadequate in the eyes of at least many

nationalists.

The Gaelic League, despite its politically neutral stand,

did become involved in some political activity in connexion

with its revivalist goal. Before 1912 the Irish-Ireland

movement presented no direct threat to the Irish Parliamentary

Party. Even if one includes Sinn Fein as part of the move-

ment, there was an obvious willingness after the elections

of 1910 to allow the Party a free hand in waging the fight

for Home Rule; however, it did mean that there was in the

wings alternative organizations carrying on to some extent

34
The Green Fla~, op. cit., p. 435.



the function of political socialization. The Gaelic

without challenging the Irish Parliamentary

out relying on it either, had taken steps

teaching in the schools and had secured a

in 1909 when Irish was made a compulsory

ulation

Ireland. There was
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League,

Party but with-

to secure Irish

notable victory

subject for matric-

in the newly established National University of

also friction with the Post Office over

the fate of letters addressed only in Irish, with the Local

Government authorities

officials in the few

with the Royal

on the part of

Irish

over the appointment of Irish speaking

remaining Irish speaking districts, and

Constabulary over responses to enquiries

Irish. Significantly

Irish- Ire landers

and thus helped

Patrick Pearse’s

Gaelic Leaguers who insisted on replying in

most of these activities involved

in conflicts with the Irish administration

barristeryoung

to determine its

first, only and

involved a cart on

was shown only

the Gaelic League

until 1915, after the

future political orientation.

unsuccessful brief as a

which the owner’s name

in Irish. However, the official policy of

First World

the Irish Parliamentary Party had

highly damaging to its prestige.

continued to involve political neutrality

War had begun, and after

suffered serious reverses



CHAPTER V

THE IRISH PARLIAMENTARY PARTY

In the early years of the twentieth century the Irish

Parliamentary Party reunited following the Parnell split

and recovered its political ascendancy over the south of

Ireland. The Party was faced by problems at home. Many

supporters of Parnell and of his party’s policies had moved

away from politics and were devoting their energies to the

Gaelic movement; some of the wounds inflicted upon the

1
Party by the split were incurable, and the new leader,

John Redmond, was never able to attain the personal ascendancy

over the Party that had been Parnell’s. The Irish Party

was basically a single issue party: Home Rule was its one

and only goal and all other issues were treated as peripheral.

This devotion to a single goal was a source of both strength

and weakness. In the short run it gave the Party a coherence

which lent strength to its presentation of the Irish case at

Westminster; but the strain of maintaining such unity led to

the ignoring of initiatives coming from Ireland and of the

new forces which were stirring Irish society. As Tom Kettle

pointed out, "The Irish Party is compelled by the elemental

necessities of the situation to speak with one voice on

matters regarding which there would probably be at least

two voices in an Irish Parliament precisely identical in

IF.S. L. Lyons,           "Decline and Fall of the Nationalist Party"

Irish Times, 7 April, 1966, Special Supplement.
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personnel".    Unfortunately for its long-term

was often compelled by similar pressures to

when it could not agree on what to say.

The question of Home Rule also dominated

The need for a united front

and the vacillating

of Liberal Unionism

either withdrew

which seemed to

the Union. One
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popularity it

remain silent

the Unionists.

against the threat of Home Rule

Liberal Party had led to the disappearance

from Irish politics. Liberal Unionists

from politics or joined the Conservative Party

offer the best guarantee for the survival of

of these converts to the Conservative Party

was Edward Carson

to stand as a "No

who had once been approached by nationalists

3
Rent" candidate for the House of Commons.

At Westminster,

Parliamentary Party

as Home Rule seemed

but in Ireland some

the exclusive concentration of the Irish

interests which

themselves

on Home Rule had its advantages as long

attainable through constitutional means

severe frustration resulted. Those Irish

sought parliamentary action frequently found

without representation. The Irish Labour movement

in the absence of

rely on the

but this

Congress

support or

Irish champions

small British Labour Party

was not a happy solution. The

at Athlone in 1906 was unable

affiliate

at Westminster tended to

to defend its interests

Irish Annual Trades

with the British

to decide whether to

Labour Party or with

2T. M. Kettle, The Open Secret of
Ham-Smith, 1912), p. 130.

Ireland (London, W. J.

3H. Montgomery Hyde, Carson

Ltd., 1953), p. 36.
(London, William Heinemann,
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the Irish Parliamentary Party.4 The pull exerted by

nationalism was at least as strong as that of class-based

interests, a phenomenon which was to create an ambivalence

within the Irish labour movement which persisted for many

years and retarded the emergence of a significant Labour

party in Ireland until after the Anglo-Irish Treaty. A re-

formist Labour party might have been able to provide a link

between the Belfast and Dublin working classes, but under

the impact of Home Rule agitation international working-class

solidarity failed to extend even over so short a distance as

that between the two cities. The polarization on the Home

Rule question prevented open manifestations of class con-

flict, and in Belfast the large Protestant working class

population was drawn into political unity with the employers

in the face of the perceived Roman Catholic menace. In

terms of class the situation in Dublin was less ambiguous

since the Protestant proportion of the working class was

small and most Protestants were of the middle or upper classes.

Here it was possible to combine class warfare with a

nationalistic outlook as demonstrated by James Connolly’s

small party which was both socialist and republican. The

shift of the nationalist cause from Home Rule to separatism

only split the working class further.

The Irish Parliamentary Party had grown rigid in the

4j. Dunsmore Clarkson, Labour and Nationalism in Ireland

(New York, Columbia University Press, 1925), p?--207.
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pursuit of Home Rule and as Redmond’s biographer put it:

The long years of suspense during which the demand
for Home Rule had been kept alive by a rigorous
enforcement of party discipline had stifled free
discussion, and had killed enthusiasm. The younger
men impatient for bolder methods of raising the
Home Rule issue, were constantly rebuked for ad-
vocating immediate policies which could only
embarass the small group of experienced leaders
who were directing the tactics of the Nationalist
Party at Westminster. The impression grew inevitably
that the old leaders were tired men, unable to exploit
the possibilities of political obstruction in the
daring spirit of Parnell in his prime.5

The leadership of the Party included only one comparatively

young man, Joe Devlin, but he was a Belfast man and deeply

involved with the Ancient Order of Hibernians, a Roman

Catholic counterpart to the Orange Order, without any interest

in the cultural revivalist movement which was attracting

the younger intelligentsia of Dublin. The Party was never-

theless secure in its support in Ireland and the main task

it set itself was to win over the British Liberal Party to

a Home Rule policy. In order to accomplish this, however,

it resisted any involvement in causes which might arouse

controversy within its ranks. This favoured the development

of highly centralized leadership as there was little need

for individual members to develop specialized expertise.

The fact that in most of southern Ireland the Party swept

the polls at every election and in many constituencies with-

out even a contest also tended to prevent the rise of any

5Denis Gwynn, The Life of John Redmond (London, G. Harrap

and Co. Ltd., 19---32) , p.-~46.
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challenge to the leadership. The Party was so secure that

it felt that it could safely ignore any nascent movement

representative of new ideas hoping that the movement would

wither away in time. John Dillon, who was Redmond’s second-

in-command and who exercised a great influence in the Party,

was particularly wary of movements at home which might

weaken the pressure for Home Rule by increasing the level

of well-being. He had been apprehensive about the land

6
question settlement, and under his influence the Party

had opposed Sir Horace Plunkett’s schemes for the co-operative

organization of Irish agriculture. Had Home Rule come

speedily such attitudes might have been justified for posterity

but in the absence of positive results a considerable amount

of resentment was provoked which severely damaged the Party

once it became obvious that Home Rule was eluding its grasp.

Having staked all its resources on Home Rule, it had no

appeals to invoke when it failed to secure it.

Redmond was more willing than Dillon to accept piece-

meal improvements for Ireland; and being himself a conservative,

he was less opposed to accepting with good grace the benefits

which Ireland received from the hands of Conservative ad-

ministration. Indeed, it has been said that Redmond would

have preferred to make a deal with the Conservatives in order

6William O’Brien, The Irish Revolution and How It Came About
(Dublin, Maunsel and Roberts Limited, 1923), pp?--77 ff.



to obtain Home

but there was no

the Conservatives

Dillon viewed any

Rule rather than depend on

possibility of obtaining

and, within the Irish

co-operation with the

"unorthodox to the verge of blasphemy".

who as a Unionist attempting to

and to revive the Irish economy

nationalist eyes, commented that for the

...to suggest that there was any use
home to make the best of things as they
indicative of a leaning towards British

the

Home

Party

Conservatives

8
Sir Horace

Liberals ;

Rule from

leadership,

as
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7

Plunkett,

improve the lot of farmers

was doubly suspect in

to attempt to give practical effect
was to draw a red herring across the
Nationalism. 9

Irish Parliamentary Party propaganda

Party:

in trying at
were was
rule ; and

to such a heresy
path of true

consisted largely

of the creation of very high expectations from Home Rule.

The Party manifested the general Irish tendency to blame

all the difficulties of Ireland upon England and also main-

tained that the grant of Home Rule would solve all problems.

These expectations, built up over decades, were later simply

taken over by the separatists and made more appealing still

through the simple logical connexion that if limited self-

government entailed great improvement, then more independence

7j. j. Horgan, Parnell to Pearse, op. cit., p. 179; Denis

Gwynne, "John Redmond and English Politicians", Studies,
XXI    (1932) , p. 24.

8William O’Brien, The Irish Revolution..., op. cit., p. 93.

9
Ireland in the New CenturY, op. cit., p. 31; see also

Oliver Mac-Donagh, Ireland, op. cit., p. 67.
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would result in even more magnificent results. Party pro-

paganda, despite the constitutional commitment of the Party

and the tone of Westminster speeches, also kept alive a

physical force tradition which would eventually benefit its

more extreme opponents. Dorothy Macardle in her strongly

republican history of modern Ireland quotes a number of

John Redmond’s speeches intended either for home or American

consumption, where, in the style of Parnell’s later speeches,

he came close to identifying himself and the Irish Party with

I0
violent revolution.     This perpetuation of the Parnell style

has been credited with making the transition from consti-

ii
tutionalism to insurrectionism all the easier.     This style

also had effects on the Party which Robert Kee pointed out in

discussing the rhetorical identification of the Party with

the United Irishmen indulged in by Redmond, Dillon and O’Brien

on the occasion of the centenary of the 1798 rebellion:

This sort of double talk was eventually to rebound on
the party in several ways. In the first place it
enabled the party to deceive itself and by unending
self-indulgence in such pseudo-heroics to believe that
it embraced as much national vigour as it supposed.
Second, it sickened those who saw through the intel-
lectual dishonesty and thus sent some of the Nationalist
Party’s supporters in search of other leaders. Third,
while reviving talk of the principles of the United
Irishmen and the Fenians as cliches, it gave them
renewed currency without being able to ensure that they
should always remain mere cliches.12

10The Irish Republic (London,
pp. 73 ff.

Victor Gollancz Ltd., 1937) ,

llowen Dudley Edwards, et al, Celtic Nationalism, op. cit.,

p. 178.

12The Green Fla@, op. cit., p. 425.
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Annual participation in the commemorative ceremonies

honouring the "Manchester Martyrs" continuously renewed this

illusory dedication to past violence. At the time this

dedication to sword-rattling had advantages: it made it

more difficult for the extremists to outflank the Party

and gave it a broader appeal, but above all it was necessary

in order to keep the flow of money into Party coffers going.

Before 1911, when members of the House of Commons voted

themselves a subsidy, the Irish Parliamentary Party had been

forced to rely extensively on American funds to keep its

Members of Parliament in England as well as to finance its

organization and propaganda in Ireland; but the Irish-American

13
contributors to the Party were violently anglophobic.     The

Irish Party was, therefore, driven by financial exigencies,

among other considerations, to adopt a very ambiguous stance

with regard to separatism and to physical force. If it

hoped to obtain Home Rule from the Westminster Parliament,

and this had been its goal since it had been founded by

Isaac Butt, it had to make moderation and the preservation

of United Kingdom ultimate sovereignty key planks in its

platform. If it hoped to continue to be financed by Irish-

American supporters, it had to make anglophobia and the

determination to obtain full independence major elements of

13Charles Callan, Tansill, America and the Fight for Irish
Freedom 1866 - 1923 (New York, the Devin-Adair Co., 1957),
Ch. 4.
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As communications improved, the incom-

patibility of the Party’s stances became ever more obvious

and seriously impaired its credibility on both sides of

the Atlantic. The Unionists were also quick to make full

use of the Party’s American propaganda to argue plausibly

that Redmond could not be trusted either by Unionists or

by the British public. Among Irish nationalists it aroused

further confusion, distrust, contempt, and alienation from

politics.

As long as the Irish Parliamentary Party hoped to ob-

tain self-government through constitutional means, it had

to remain transparently loyal in the House of Commons and

it had to accept that financial autonomy, in particular,

would be limited. The reasons for this were stated by E.

Strauss:

Home Rule clashed not only with the ideology of
Empire unity but also with the underlying economic
interests and motives of a strong section of the
Imperialists: The endeavour to use the special
position of the Empire as a means for overcoming
the stubborn depression which afflicted British
industry. An Irish Home Rule Parliament with the
power of making anti-English trade laws would have
been regarded as intolerable by practically the
whole of the British business classes.15

John Redmond himself, possibly under the influence of his

14Alan J. Ward, Ireland and Anglo-American Relations
1899 - 1921 (London, Weidenfeld and Nicolson, 1969),
pp. 19 ff.

15
Irish Nationalism, op. cit., p. 178.
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wife,

breaking away

to satisfy the

to this

Redmond was

for British

was

from the

extreme

quite sincerely

Empire; this

nationalists

acceptance of a measure of

also a parliamentarian

17
institutions.     This was

Irish nationalist leader and had proved

Butt in an earlier period. However, it

not desirous of

limited his

in Ireland.
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willingness

In addition

imperial patriotism,

with a genuine respect

a serious flaw in an

the undoing of Isaac

was difficult for

the Irish Parliamentary Party members, in daily contact with

British parliamentarians, statesmen, officials and

to maintain at white heat the hatred for all things

which was a manifest feature of Irish nationalism.

Dillon, more of a

resistant to the

fire-eater

institutions,

British

John

than Redmond and somewhat more

influence of the

perceived this danger many

freshly released prisoner he

insidious influences which

politicians in England:

If you sent angels into parliament,
controlled by a public body sitting
will betray the people.
for the future we will

years

British way of life,

before. In 1881 as a

warned the Party against

to "corrupt" Irish

had

unless they are
in Dublin they

us then resolve that
trust any parliamentary

tended

Let
never

had

the

16Nicholas Manserg~, "John Redmond" in Conor Cruise O’Brien,

The Shaping of Modern Ireland, op. cit., p. 39; Nora
Robertson, Crowned Harp: Memoirs of the Last Years of the
Crown in Ireland (Dublin, Allen, Figgis and Co. Ltd., 1960),

p. 120--

17
Lawrence J. McCaffrey, The Irish Question 1900 - 1922

(Lexington, Ky., University of Kentucky Press, 1968), p.
"John Redmond", op. citNicholas Manserg,

135;
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party who will not make it their highest duty and
pride to conform their action and seek their in-
spiration at the hands of men who have come fresh
from the manhood and brains of Ireland.18

This was, of course, spoken while Parnell was still leader

of the Party and when Dillon himself was "still indifferent"

to the tone of the House of Commons.19 The Parnell crisis

had drawn the Party into closer affinity to British ideas.

According to E. Strauss:

The positive result of the crisis was the elimination
of the left wing of Irish politics from the official
nationalist movement. This implied the subordination
of the Irish party in the House of Commons to the
Liberals and its subordination at home in Ireland to
the Catholic Church.20

The subservience to the Liberals was largely inevitable

since the Conservatives would not bargain over Home Rule,

whereas the Liberals could be influenced and indeed won

over as demonstrated in 1910. Subservience to the Church

was valuable in terms of support at home, but a high price

was exacted. Arthur Lynch, who admittedly represented an

anti-clerical element within the Party, described the re-

lationship of the Party with many Irish bishops in terms

which emphasized this subservience:

Certain of the bishops seem to think, and with a
fair degree of truth, that they are the real
government of Ireland; that County Councils and

18Quoted in F. S. L. Lyons, John Dillon: A Biography

(London, Routledge and Kegan Paul, 3968), p. 55.

19
Conor Cruise O’Brien, Parnell and His Party 1880 - 90

(Oxford, Oxford University Press, 1957), p. 51.

20
Irish Nationalism, op. cit., p. 209.
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the like are useful servitors for dealing with the
detail work of sanitation, road repairing and so
forth; and that the Members of Parliament merely
divert the attention of the masses and amuse the
gallery; but that on large issues or on critical
occasions, in questions of education or at the
turning-point of politics, then the real Govern-
ment, the Church steps in and decides.21

Meanwhile the "left wing" of Irish nationalism, eliminated

from the Party, constantly sniped at it from outside and

involved itself in the Irish-Ireland and Sinn Fein move-

ments when it did not revert to fenianism.

The disappearance of the "left wing" from its ranks

left the Irish Parliamentary Party in the hands of the

relatively small Irish middle class supported by the con-

servative peasantry created by the Land Acts and by the

clergy. The United Irish League, the grass-roots body

supporting the Party at home, spread over the entire south

and west of Ireland correspondingly extending the influence

22
of the middle class.     But the "left wing" was not com-

pletely ignored, and Irish Party members of the Dublin

Corporation were instrumental in voting the modified address

of welcome to Queen Victoria on behalf of the Corporation

in 1900 and in voting down similar addresses to King Edward

23
VII in 1903 and to King George V in 1911.     These moves were

designed to maintain the Party’s popularity with the poor

of Dublin in particular, but they thoroughly alarmed and

21
Ireland..., op. cit., p. 157.

22E. Strauss, Irish Nationalism, op. cit., p. 214.

3Se "Memoirs of Sean T "
2    an T. O’Kelly,

4th, 5th and 6th July, 1961.
, Irish Press,
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disgusted the Unionists. The case of the Irish Parliamentary

Party for Home Rule and even the Sinn Fein programme at

this time called for the retention of the Crown in Irish

government, so that gratuitous snubs to the person of the

Monarch were not designed to increase confidence in the loyal

protestations of the Party in the House of Commons any more

than did the Party’s utterances for Irish-American consumption.

One of the consequences of the Irish Parliamentary Party’s

single minded commitment to the Home Rule goal was the dis-

trust of the spirit of independence among its members. Many

24
were turned away from the Party which they sought to serve.

Arthur Lynch, for example, as a man who had served on the

~a4
Boer side in the South African War,~been condemned to death

and then granted a pardon, was impossible to turn away; but

as a cosmopolitan-minded intellectual he was never trusted

by the Party leadership, and he claimed to have suffered

from the demand for rigid orthodoxy and unquestioned obed-

ience. When he was selected by a nominating convention to

contest the West Clare seat on behalf of the Party but over

the objections of the representatives of the leadership,

these spokesmen argued that John McBride and not Arthur Lynch

had been the Irish hero of the Boer War. Ironically in the

earlier Galway election where Major McBride’s popularity had

endangered the Party’s prospects, the reverse argument had

24Denis Gwynn, The Life of John Redmond, op. cit., p. 146.
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leadership

26
Common s.

25
forward.     Lynch further claimed

would not allow him to speak in

The exclusive devotion to Home
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that the Party

the House of

Rule also re-

duced the Party’s effectiveness at Westminster. One of

Parnell’s lieutenants described with some nostalgia the

waning of the Party after 1896:

Some useful Irish Acts were passed through West-
minster in the years which followed, but nothing
of importance in connection with the land. Most
of these measures were not on the initiative of
the Irish Party. Since Parnell’s death, they
always seemed to be at the tail of an English
Party, who promised them some concession if they
behaved themselves - "Don’t embarass the Govern-
ment, or waste the time of the House or you will
lose your Bill." Morley and Balfour adopted the
same adroit procedure, which disenfranchised
Ireland for years together.27

O’Brien and Healy were potential rivals in popular esteem

to Redmond and Dillon. O’Brien found it difficult to

work with Dillon who,

The Freeman’s Journal,

in Dillon’slargely,

faction of agrarian demands by dimishing

28
reduce the pressure for Home Rule.

better psychologist when he had said

together with Davitt, Sexton and

had opposed Wyndham’s Land Bill

case, because he felt that the satis-

discontent would

Parnell had been a

that, "If the people

25Arthur Lynch, My Life Story, op. cit., pp.

26ibid., p.    262.

27
Andrew J. Kettle, The Material for Victory:

Memoirs of Andrew J. Kettle, edited by L. J.
(Dublin,--C. J. FalYon, 1958), p. 106.

28William O’Brien, The Irish Revolution..., op

pp. 77 ff.

243 ff.

Bein~
Kettle

cit. ,

The
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wax fat, then they will kick.
,, 29

In its efforts not to allow its united facade to crack,

the Party permitted frustration to develop to a dangerous

level in Ireland. A French observer, highly sympathetic

to the Irish cause and to the Arcadian ideal of the Irish-

Ireland movement, observed the Party’s performance in the

first decade of the twentieth century and reported that:

They seem to have scarcely any conception of the
complexity of social life. They have neglected
the intellectual, moral and economic progress of
the country, and the education of the democracy.
In their eyes England is responsible for every
evil. It is from England that every reform must
come, and in Irish autonomy alone lies salvation.
Under Home Rule everything will prosper, without
it nothing can prosper~ Perish Ireland as long
as the principle of Home Rule survives .... When-
ever fruitful initiative has arisen near them,
they have shown themselves jealous of it or have
set it aside. To work for the economic uplifting
of Ireland is to menace the cause of Home Rule

He later on gave his final summing up of the Party and its

intransigence :

Authoritative and exclusive, the politicians
reprobate all independence, are jealous of every
movement distinct from theirs, and claim a
monopoly of patriotism. Under the aegis of the
Members of Parliament, the "oligarchy of eighty",
they form a ring or syndicate, a mutual admiration
society whose narrow and intolerant orthodoxy
must be accepted: to criticise is to betray, and
at the slightest remark you are shown the door.31

29Quoted in Maire O’Brien and Conor Cruise O’Brien, A
Concise History of Ireland (London, Thames and Hudson,
1972) , p. 129.

30
L. Paul-Dubois,

148 - 149.

Contemporary Ireland, op. cit., pp.

31
Ibid., p. 169.
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Thus the Party remained aloof from all Irish concerns not

directly related to Home Rule. This detachment was not

obvious at the time because successive British governments

did move independently towards the solution of a number of

Irish problems. What might be called the feedback loop

between the administration and the administered, however,

remained inadequate.

The Irish Parliamentary Party was in no way responsible

to the electorate for the government of Ireland; and the

Irish administration, even a Liberal administration, had no

direct responsibility to Irish Members of Parliament as a

result of the self-denying ordinance which prevented Irish

Party Members of Parliament from accepting office. Under

these circumstances the information feedback, which in a

democracy operates between electors, representatives and

the executive, failed. This failure did reinforce the

pressure for Home Rule but only at the cost of increasing

frustration on the part of all concerned. The executive

faced with problems that the Irish refused to understand

found no spokesmen or intermediaries in Ireland. The

Members of Parliament had problems which the executive was

under no compulsion to consider. The electorate were

governed by a virtually irresponsible executive, ruling

them as best allowed by the pressures of British interests;

they were represented by men who dismissed all their problems

as insoluble without Home Rule and as automatically solved
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upon the granting of Home Rule.

If the Irish Parliamentary Party neglected the social

and economic needs of its constituents and showed itself

insensitive to many of their problems, it is hardly sur-

prising that it was even more insensitive where confronted

with the values held by those Irishmen who were not its

constituents - the Unionists, and in particular the Ulster

Unionists. As Maureen Wall has pointed out:

It was idle for Redmond to suggest that Protestants,
who had been politically and socially estranged,
not to say segregated from Catholics for centuries,
should overnight accept his vision of: ... a self-
governing Ireland in the future, when all her sons,
of all races and creeds, within our shores, will
bring their tribute, great or small to the grand
total of national enterprise, national statesmanship
and national happiness

There were many factors operating at the time which made

understanding the Ulster Unionists difficult for Irish

nationalists, not the least of which was the Celtic mist

in which so many were groping for a sense of identity. The

Irish Parliamentary Party, however, was relatively un-

affected by the Irish-Ireland movement, and Nora Robertson,

a southern Unionist, provided a key to the problem when she

wrote :

It did not occur to the Nationalists then - and
it does not now - that it was their own extreme
attitude which had helped to make the problem.
The myths dividing the two peoples are not just
the same thing in reverse. The Southern Irish-
man claims that the whole island is sacred, in-
divisible soil: The Northerner sees the affair

32
"Partition: The Ulster Question (1916 - 1926)" in

Desmond Williams, ed., Th__ee Irish Struggle 1916- 1923
(London, Routledge and Kegan Paul~ 1966), p. 91.



as human, as his particular freedom, he is less
interested in geography.33
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The concerns of the two communities were simply different.

In the economic sphere the Unionists, and those from Ulster

in particular, feared the protective tariffs which Arthur

and Sinn Fein were prescribing as a remedy forGriffith

Irish industrial underdevelopment. To a Belfast businessman

to shut himself off from the British market in order to gain

a monopolistic position in the agrarian economy of penurious

Ireland

Obc~urate

expected

34
could only appear as "inconceivable madness".

and implacable resistance was all that could be

to such proposals. Yet the Irish Parliamentary

bias, was

southern

Party,

able to

Nationalists

because of clerical pressure and rural

make concilliatory responses to those

who saw that Ulster’s economic

required

a chance.

concessions

apprehensions

un-

if Home Rule for all Ireland was to have

Healy and their All-for-IrelandO’ Brien,

might not have been able to placate

and secure its consent to Home Rule, but

Protestant Ulster’s

they were

ones in the Nationalist camp who tried. The Irish

Party reacted unfavourably to O’Brien’s proposal

ferences" to settle controversial issues, and it

the All-for-Ireland League, driving O’Brien from

Party.

In social

League

fears

of the

the only

Parliamentary

for "con-

denounced

the ranks

terms the Unionists were concerned with in-

33Crowned Harp..., op. cit., p. 121.

34E. Strauss, Irish Nationalism..., op. cit., pp. 231 ff.
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dividual rights and freedoms rather than with collective

liberty, and they feared the swamping of their individual

rights by the communal rights being demanded by the

Nationalists. They saw the British government as the best

guarantor of their individual rights as well as of their

socially dominant position, but the Nationalists only took

cognizance of this latter aim as a weapon with which to

attack the Unionists. It will be argued here that the mis-

understanding was a result of the two communities having

35
attained different levels of modernization.     In any case,

the nationalists, Home Rulers and separatists with the

exception of the All-for-Ireland League made no attempt to

win over the unionists. If this was understandable in the

south and west of Ireland where unionism was largely con-

fined to a small oligarchic class, it was catastrophic in

the north-east where unionism had a broad base and where

it was the political conviction of the majority, including

the working class. The nationalists deluded themselves by

quoting Tone, Davis, Mitchel and Parnell as proof that

Protestant Ireland was with them. They ignored the fact

that the views of these men were repudiated by practically

all of their co-religionists; and that since on the whole

these leaders had adopted a position more extreme than that

of the Party, they were disseminating propaganda on behalf

of the separatists rather than winning over the Protestants.

35Vide Infra, pp. 146-147.
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Despite its commanding position in Irish politics the

Irish Parliamentary Party suffered a number of major set-

backs in popular esteem in the years preceding the intro-

duction of the third Home Rule Bill in 1912. For the first

six years of the twentieth century the Liberals were out

of office, and there was no possibility of obtaining Home

Rule as long as the Conservatives were in power. In the

electoral campaign of 1906 the Irish Parliamentary Party

received a sharp reminder of the weakness of its position

when the Liberal Party campaigned on a platform which speci-

fically excluded the possibility of the introduction of

Home Rule legislation in the next Parliament. The Liberals

had been forced to reject Home Rule because of its lack of

popularity and because the Party was itself split over the

issue. However, the Liberals were sympathetic to the re-

vendications of the Irish and cautiously encouraged by

Redmond they introduced, in 1907, the Irish Council Bill

which was avowedly intended by the Liberals to be a prelude

or a first move in a gradual progress towards Home Rule.

The Bill was a devolution scheme which would transfer the

control of a number of Irish departments to a largely

elected Council. In Ireland, the supporters of the Irish

Party were unable to appreciate the difficulties of the

Liberals, and after years of being fed the idea that their

only goal was Home Rule and that only Home Rule could solve

any of their problems, they called on the Party’s Westminster
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representatives to move the rejection of the Bill. The

Irish Parliamentary Party’s propaganda work in Ireland over

the years had given Home Rule an ideological dimension so

36that by 1907 it "was an emotive issue or it was nothing".

It was the inadequacy of the Bill to meet the emotive needs

of the Irish which caused the National Convention of May,

1907 to call for its rejection. A few Home Rulers besides

the Party leadership saw value in the proposal and among

these was Patrick Pearse. Already a committed Irish-Irelander

he saw in the Bill an opportunity to gain control of Irish

education to serve the ends of the Gaelic League, but this

view was unrepresentative of Irish nationalist opinion.

Redmond was, therefore, forced to spurn an expression of good

will on the part of the Liberal Party which might have led

to a gradual approach to self-government, possibly not as

alarming to Unionists as immediate outright Home Rule.

F. S. L. Lyons commented on the rejection of the Bill

which was forced upon Redmond, pointing out that:

In reality, the fiasco of the Irish Council Bill
went deeper even than its melancholy public man-
ifestations. It had starkly revealed what many
of the middle-of-the-road nationalists had hitherto
failed to realize, the vulnerability of the party
in a situation when it was dependent on the beaux
yeux of its Liberal allies, without being able to
bring to bear the pressure which a more balanced
House of Commons would have allowed it to exert.
Redmond was indeed in an unenviable position.
The Liberal alliance was the only hope for Home
Rule, yet if it failed to produce the desired

36Robert Kee, The Green Flag..., op. cit., p. 454.
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solution then it, and those who supported it,
would come under heavy fire from public opinion
at home. 37

It is impossible to say whether the unionists would have

accepted the Irish Council Bill, but it would have had

behind it a comfortable Liberal majority in the House of

Commons which would have removed all grounds for cha~ges

of underhand dealing which later greeted the Home Rule Bill.

With the numerous checks in the hands of the Lord-Lieutenant,

the cabinet, and the Imperial Parliament and with its very

limited terms of reference it is unlikely that the Bill

would have presented such a grave threat as to justify armed

resistance. Working the Council might also have diminished

the mutual hostility of the two political persuasions in

Ireland. In the end the ideological and emotive demand for

Home Rule defeated an attempt which might have smoothed the

way for it and also confirmed for many Liberals the un-

reliability of their Irish political allies.

Despite this fiasco the Liberal Government continued to

display good will towards Ireland; a number of measures for

the improvement of social conditions were passed and the

long-standing problem of a university acceptable to the

Roman Catholic hierarchy was finally settled in 1908. The

attention of the Government was, however, directed away

from Ireland in 1909 when the parliamentary crisis which

eventually led to the Parliament Act 1911 began. The crisis

37 Ireland Since the Famine, op. cit., p. 261.
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was over the 1909 budget. The Liberal Government needed

more revenue and Lloyd George, the Chancellor of the Ex-

chequer in the Asquith administration, proposed income tax

revisions and various other new or increased taxes. The

Conservatives were prepared to use their overwhelming

numerical preponderance in the House of Lords to defeat the

Government on land taxes and increased death duties. The

Liberals, on the other hand, were prepared to use the

obduracy of the Conservative peers to effect the reform of

the upper house through the radical curtailment of its veto

powers. The Irish Nationalists, conscious of the fact that

the House of Lords stood in the way of the achievement of

Home Rule, were anxious to see the veto power abolished;

the rub for them was the measure over which the Lord’s veto

was to be challenged.

In order to curb the power of the House of Lords, the

Irish Party had to lend its support to a budget which,

through liquor licenses and additional taxes on spirits,

adversely affected both publicans and distillers. Much of

the support - particularly financial - enjoyed by the Irish

Party came from publicans and distillers. One reason for

this was that the drink trade, particularly the ownership

of public houses, was socially tainted and was consequently

shunned by Protestants. This left the field wide open for

the investment of Roman Catholic capital; but failing to

raise their social standing, it did not diminish the
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frustration which tended to make Roman Catholics support

the Irish Party. The position of the Irish Parliamentary

Party during the slow passage of the Budget through Parliament

has been described as that of "being stretched upon the

38
rack".     The Party leadership considered the removal of

the Lord’s veto power to be vital, and it lined up the Irish

Party behind the Budget but only at the cost of an erosion

39of support at home.     Uneasiness at home exploited by O’Brien

and Healy was such as to result in the return of eleven

"independent" nationalists at the General Election which

preceded the final victory of the Liberals over the Lords.

The elections, however, catapulted the Irish Parliamentary

Party into a position of holding the balance of power between

the Liberals and Conservatives, a position similar to that

briefly occupied by Parnell in 1885.

Redmond’s problem was that unlike Parnell he found him-

self allied to a Liberal Party which had, albeit reluctantly,

embraced Home Rule as the necessary price for Irish support

on the Budget while the Conservative Party held out no

inducements whatsoever. Redmond, while apparently dominating

the House of Commons, had in fact lost his freedom of

action because he could not be the cause of the parliamentary

overthrow of a government which had promised him Home Rule.

Home Rule was manifestly coming closer and yet Redmond’s

38F. S. L. Lyons,

39 Ibid., p. 313.

John Dillon..., op. cit., p. 308.
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position was being shaken both in Ireland and at Westminster.

This was imperceptible at the time and would not become

manifest for some years to come, but it was part of the pro-

cess which culminated in 1918. In 1911 the Party made

another move which would undermine its prestige at home and

provide its opponents both from Sinn Fein and from the All-

for-Ireland League with fresh propaganda. After passing a

resolution not to support the proposal for a Parliamentary

subsidy of ~400 which was being discussed that year, the

Party reversed itself ostensibly for the sake of the Labour

Party members and voted for the subsidy. The irony of the

situation was that when the voting took place, it became

obvious that the measure would have passed even if the Party

40 41
had abstained. Both Fitzgibbon    and William O’Brien date

the beginning of the end of the Irish Parliamentary Party

42
from this vote.

There also was in Ireland at this time considerable

dissatisfaction with the use of patronage made by the Irish

Parliamentary Party; and William O’Brien claimed, though

without giving his evidence, that: "There is expert

evidence for the calculation that the Board of Erin was

eventually in possession of patronage in the amount of three

40Constantine Fitzgibbon, Out of the Lion’s Paw: Ireland

Wins Her Freedom (London, Macdonald and Co. Ltd., 1969),
p. 32.

41
Ibid.

42The Irish Revolution..., op. cit., p. 108.
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million sterling per annum for distribution among their

brethren.’’43 This also provided ammunition for Sinn Fein,

wrapped as it was in the mantle of idealistic integrity

which the lack of immediate prospects of power encourages

politicians to don. The corruption, flagrant use of

patronage, and the rigid discipline of the Party alienated

from politics a significant section of the emerging Irish

intelligentsia. Many of them had no wish to join what has

been described as the "gelatinous nonentities whom Mr. Redmond

44
has gathered about him".     A more recent commentator has

written that "there is no doubt that the absolutist party

system was the most corrupting force in Ireland, undermining

45
the people’s faith in public honesty and justice."     Had

Home Rule been just around the corner as the Party leadership

never tired of announcing, the alienation of various groups

and interests in Ireland might not have had serious reper-

cussions on the Irish Party, but it never really turned that

corner; and the Irish Party, out of touch with Irish-Ireland

and with the growing urban section of Ireland, lost the

position it had held for so long.

43ibid., p.    123.

44Shaw Desmond, The Drama of Sinn Fein (London, W. Collins,

Sons and Co. Ltd., 1923), p. 106.

45Michael Sheehy, Is Ireland Dying: Culture and the Church

in Modern Ireland (London, Hollis and Carter, 1968), p. 210.



CHAPTER VI

IRISH SOCIETY BEFORE 1912

Among the complaints of Irish nationalists against the

British administration of Ireland was that of overtaxation.

There was a strong conviction in Ireland in the years be-

fore the First World War that the British Government was

milking Ireland dry, and this was advanced as being a major

cause of Ireland’s economic problems. In fact, by 1912,

Ireland was enjoying a modest industrial upsurge, but

industrial conflict and the war were to affect this re-

lative improvement as it began to bo felt. Between 1903

and 1910 imports into Ireland went from B54,000,000 to

~65,000,000, but in the same period exports rose from

~49,000,000 to ~65,000,000 indicating the achievement of

a balance in Irish trade. The total trade of Ireland in

1910 had been estimated at ~28 per capita while that of

1
Great Britain in the same year was ~20 per capita, and by

1912 Government expenditure in Ireland was ~20,000,000 in

2
excess of Irish revenue for that year.    The trade improve-

ments arose mainly in relation to agricultural produce when

3
the Land Acts had encouraged greater productivity, but

IEarl of Midleton, Ireland - Dupe or Heroine (London,

William Heinemann Ltd., 1932), p. 79.

2Edward Norman: A History of Modern Ireland, op. cit., p. 222.

3C. Desmond Greaves, Liam Mellows and the Irish Revolution
(London, Lawrence and Wishart, 1971), p. 26.
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4
there was also some revival of minor industries.    Again it

must be stressed that while all this had not yet made much

of an impact on the miseries of the country by the out-

break of the war, the general trend was towards improvement

which contributed to the peaceful state of Ireland at the

time and provided a partial explanation of the general

satisfaction with which the Home Rule Bill of 1912 was re-

ceived in nationalist Ireland.

The changes wrought by Wyndham’s Land Act were of great

importance to the popular rejection of political extremism.

The Chief Secretary for Ireland, Augustine Birrell, could

say at Halifax in April, 1907 that "you may take my word

for it that Ireland is at this moment in a more peaceful

condition than she has been for the last six hundred years.

With the solution of the land ownership problem there

seemed, on the surface, to be signs that there might be a

radical change in Irish attitudes towards Britain. More

Irishmen than for centuries past were acquiring a stake in

the community and becoming peasant proprietors. In 1870

only 3% of agricultural holdings had been occupied by their

owners; the remaining 97% being in the hands of tenants.

By 1906 the proportion of owners had risen to 29.2% and in

6
1916 to 63.9%.    There was, however, the problem that, as

,, 5

4L. M. Cullen,__An Economic History..., op. cit., p. 163.

5Quoted in W. Alison Philips, The Revolution in Ireland...,

op. cit., p. 45.

6Erhard Rumpf, Nationalismus und Socialismus in Irland, op.

cit., p. 35.
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tillage increasingly gave way to pasture during this period,

farms were getting larger and fewer thus displacing many

7tenants who failed to become owners.    These either emigrated

abroad or migrated to the Irish towns and cities. With the

exception of Belfast, Irish urban centres had little to

offer to these technically unskilled peasants who had been

driven from the land. The Wyndham land measure, therefore,

led to a considerable decrease of agrarian pressures but

failed to eliminate them. A recent commentator has stated

that in the years immediately following 1903:

The land struggle was not, however, over. There
were many evicted tenants - victims of the land
war - who sought redress. There were also numerous
uneconomic holdings, especially in Western areas.
Evictions were still continuing and emigration
was running at a high rate. At the same time
there were many large, poorly-managed grazing ranches,
which were giving very little employment. Agitation
therefore persisted.8

Partly as a result of this agitation measures were passed

such as the Evicted Tenants Act of 1907 and the Land Act of

1909 which had the effect of further reducing the scope of

agrarian discontent. Sean O’Faolain has said of these

various Land Acts that they "were doing far more for Irish

prosperity than Home Rule was ever likely to do.’’9 This

7James Carty, ed., Ireland From the Great Famine to the

Treaty (1851- 1921) (Dublin, C. J. Fallon Limited, 1966)
p. 8.

8
D. Hoctor, The Department’s Story - A History of the

Department of Agriculture (Dublin, Institute of Public
Administration, 1971), p. 50.

9Constance Markievicz, (Dublin, Sphere Books, 1967), p. 69.
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almost exclusively in the

there were other problems

with the solution of the

for goods which remained

Scotland and of European

producers. In 1908 eggs

charges to London 16s 8d

per ton and those

France and Belgium paid

from Tipperary paid 35s

serious did not involve

grievance and struggle

ownership of land; and

diminished. The quality

improved for those Irish

tenancies, but conditions

different.

It is perhaps an

leadership of the Irish

century that having for
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rural

which
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increased saliency

Railway tariffs

those of England and

handicapped Irish

from Normandy paid in transit

per ton, those from Denmark 24s

from Galway 94s per ton. Butter from

between 20s and 22s, while butter

i0
per ton.     These problems while

survival and a long tradition of

similar to that associated with the

therefore, discontent on the whole

of life, in any case, had greatly

farmers who had purchased their

in urban Ireland were vastly

indication of the limitations of the

Parliamentary Party in

many years made use of

discontent as a background to their own

failed, once that discontent began

advantage of the increasingly acute

the twentieth

activities,

agrarian

they

to be relieved, to take

urban grievances of

10L. Paul-Dubois, Contemporary Ireland, op. cit., p. 332.
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Ireland. One obstacle to this course was the nature of the

Party’s support. A prosperous peasantry

advantages to the "gombeen men" who were

represented obvious

the backbone of

the Party, but a strong urban proletariat promised a

greater challenge and fewer advantages.

The major modern sociological study of Dublin makes the

point that the depressed state of Irish

with the influx of people who were forced

for the city:

industry, coupled

to leave the land

...made for the frustration of potential middleclass
elements in the urban population, restricted the
number of skilled artisans, and begat a mass of
general, unskilled labourers and unemployed struggling
to maintain themselves on a subsistence level. It is
not strange therefore that the pre-war years were
marked by industrial strife which culminated in the
great Dublin strike of 1913. Neither is it strange
that in those Irish political movements which re-
sulted in revolution and in the creation of the Irish
Free State urban interests played a crucial role. It
is highly symbolic that it was in Dublin City that
the Easter Rising of 1916 occurred.II

The process of urbanization occurring in a predominantly

agricultural community is at best a profoundly disorienting

experience, breaking up traditional patterns of relationships,

confronting the individual with radical discontinuities in

the process of socialization to which he has hitherto been

12
subjected.     Social theory has long been aware of such

changes as among the most significant features of the modern-

llAlexander J.

12Ioan Davies,
Macmillan and

Humphreys, New Dubliners..., op. cit., p. 46.

Social Mobility and Political Change
Company Limited, 1970), p. 13.

( London,
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ization process which is intimately linked with the emergence

of modern nationalism.13 If this is true of the urbanization

process when it is accompanied by industrialization which

offers material compensations to those who find themselves

uprooted from traditional societies with traditional values,

the Irish pattern of urbanization without industrialization

was even more alienating as it offered few if any material

compensations. It is not surprising that the form of Irish

nationalism was changed as this process of urbanization went

on. James Fintan Lalor’s perception of the crucial importance

of the land question to the older form of Irish nationalism

was obviously no longer fully applicable after that question

had been largely solved in the early twentieth century. Ever

since the French Revolution there had been in Ireland men

who were political nationalists and doctrinaire republicans;

but their support, when support there was, responded to de-

privations and frustrations connected with the land rather

than to the appeals of republican or even nationalist

ideology. This form of nationalism left behind it a tradition

of violence in pursuit of political objects with some success

and an identification of Britain as the source of all Irish

miseries with consequent bitterness and hatred. Both of

these elements would be carried on into the new twentieth-

13
Ernest Gellner, Thought and Change, op. cit., pp. 170 ff.;

Anthony D. Smith, Theories o_~f Nationalism, op. cit., passim.
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century form of Irish nationalism, but the settlement of

the Land Question removed the major mass appeal of both ex-

treme and constitutional nationalists. The appeals of

nationalism had to be built anew according to new criteria.

Raymond Aron, in a lengthy essay on the twentieth

century, has pointed out that the:

Advent of the industrial era aroused the interest
of the masses in demands based on nationality. So
long as most of them lived according to their own
local custom in village communities, the language
of the state and even the person of the sovereign
mattered less than civil peace and the quality of
administration. But when schooling becomes open
to everyone, when a changing social order replaces
a stable one and personal advancement becomes a
normal ambition, all men begin to take an interest
in the nationality of the state. Even those who
have no clear awareness of politics as such, or of
the unity of the state as the supreme consideration,
are affected in their personal lives by the con-
sequences of the sovereign’s nationality. Members
of minorities who are treated as inferiors have less
chance of succeeding in their private careers, and
at the same time may be excluded from any partici-
pation in government. As society and the State
draw closer, national claims or claims to statehood
inevitabi¥ become social and social claims become

national.I 4

Concern about equality, self-esteem and status

creased in relative importance as

Ireland seemed assured. This new

values in-

survival in rural

concern continued to fuel

the claim to self-government on the part of the rural Irish

population, and the Irish Parliamentary Party continued to

put the claim forward; but the type of men who had supported

the Land League with a willingness to risk the gallows if

necessary had largely vanished with the passing of the Land

14pro@ress and Disillusion (New York, New American
1969) , p. 72.

Library,
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Acts and the alleviation of their want deprivation.
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Robert

Kee, discussing the Plan of Campaign and the rejection of

Gladstone’s Home Rule Bills remarked that:

As usual the land war had a two-way significance as
regards Irish nationalism. On the one hand it showed
how the everyday issue of the land, a social issue,
took precedence in Irishmen’s minds over the political
national issue. NO one, after all, took to violence
or incurred prison sentences in protest against the
rejection of Home Rule. On the other hand the bit-
terness of each phase of the land war consolidated
emotional feeling against the government and indi-
rectly strengthened general "national feelings".16

The Land Acts, as frequently pointed out, were orig-

inally part of the "killing Home Rule with kindness" policy

of the Conservative Party. It failed to kill Home Rule,

but it did remove some of the urgency behind Home Rule

agitation and gave the succeeding British Governments a

breathing space during which other solutions could have

been tried. By the early twentieth century killing Home

Rule would have been a very difficult if not an impossible

task; and while the Liberal Governments which came to office

after 1906 recognized this, they were, for political and

ideological reasons, unable to grant a form of Home Rule

which was acceptable to Ireland. What the Liberals did

which was to have serious repercussions later was to con-

vince both themselves and the Irish masses that Home Rule

in some form represented the only minimal solution to the

Irish Question. The long and troubled gestation of the

15Sean O’Faolain, Constance Markievicz, op. cit., p. 69.

16The Green Flag, op. cit., p. 407.
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Land Acts also confirmed in Irish popular opinion the pro-

position that violence in the form of agrarian agitation

had been the efficient cause behind the Acts. Broad popular

acceptance of such views, whether

not, increases both the normative

17
ifications for further violence.

objectively accurate or

and the utilitarian just-

It also had the important

effect of increasing the divergence in what have been re-

ferred to as "evaluations of rectitude" between the British

and the Irish, thus further straining communications and

18
understanding between the two.

This question of different evaluations of rectitude

was a persistent one throughout the history of Anglo-Irish

relations. It owed much to the differences in economic and

social structure traceable to the Industrial Revolution

between the two islands, but it can also be attributed in

process. Most revolutionaries,

politically radical as a result

part to the socialization

it has been found, become

of confrontation

19
dysfunctions.

with a political system exhibiting severe

In Ireland as well as in many other areas

17Ted Robert Gurr, Why Men Rebel, op. cit., pp. 155 ff.

8H "The World Revolution of Our Time:
1 arold D. Lasswell,

A Framework for Basic Policy Research" in Harold D.
Lasswell and Daniel Lerner, eds., World
Elites: Studies in Coercive Ideological
(Cambridge, Massachusetts, The M. I. T.

55 ff.

Revolutionary
Movements

Press, 1966) , PP.

19Chalmers Johnson,                   "Revolution and the Social System" in

George A. Kelly and Clifford W. Brown, Jr., eds., Struggles
in the State: Sources and Patterns of World Revolution
(New York, John Wiley and Sons Inc., 1970), p. 93.



where the revolutionary situation was of

nationalist character there was also an

grievance which

socialization.

England, initially

quently reinforced

of the Irish Christian

tained

was

This
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a predominantly

inherited sense of

transmitted initially through family

sense of grievance directed at

transmitted through the family,

in the schools and particularly

Brothers. It was then further sus-

was fre-

by the various

which maintained

in those

religiously motivated organizations

a hostile or defensive posture towards

and cultural sense.

was expressed publicly, it

with authority and hence to

Protestantism in both the religious

When this sense of grievance

social-

which is a radicalizing ex-

many cases reinforced the sense of

of England transmitted through the

remained close to the surface of the con-

often gave rise to conflicts

the perception of dysfunction

process

inperience and which

grievance. Hatred

ization

many Irishmen;

conditions of

but with thesciousness of

in the living

th rough the

transformed

the peasantry

Land Acts, the catalyst, which

this emotion into action, had

from the Irish countryside. The peasants on

content to follow John Redmond and the Irish

Party who capitalized on this anti-English

Party took

which was

their Home Rule platform.

What the Irish Parliamentary

of was the new sense of grievance

great improvement

brought about

in the past had

largely vanished

the whole were

Parliamentary

feeling to support

little cognizance

being generated
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in the Irish urban environment and particularly in Dublin

as a result of migration and industrial underdevelopment.

The British Liberal Government, because of its need for

the support of Irish Nationalists in the House of Commons,

allowed the Irish Party to influence its administration of

Ireland; in later years it adopted a policy which "was to

pave the way to Home Rule and make any other solution of

the Irish political problem impossible.’’20 Under this

influence the British Government also largely ignored the

special problems of the Irish urban proletariat. The early

years of the twentieth century were a time of considerable

labour unrest in Great Britain, and the problems within

Great Britain, where they existed on a far larger scale,

understandably commanded more of the Government’s interest

than the grievances of Irish labour which was poorly or-

ganized and without a distinct parliamentary voice as well

as being further removed geographically. Neglect by the

Government and particularly by the Irish Parliamentary Party

led to the alienation from politics of much of the Irish

working class and created a reservoir of alienated and dis-

contented manpower which would later be drawn upon by

extremists and separatists once they had established their

2O
Leon O’Broin, Dublin Castle and the 1916 Rising (Dublin,

Helicon Limited, 1966), p. 15. See also Richard Hawkins,
"Dublin Castle and the Royal Irish Constabulary" in Desmond
Williams, ed., The Irish Struggle 1916- 1923, op. cit.,
pp. 164 - 5.
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hostility to the Irish Party as well as to the British

Government.

The Irish urban environment in the twentieth century,

the re fore, provided that discontented element of the in-

the leadership of nationalist re-

well as a politically alienated

a discontented lower middle class which

telligentsia from which

volutions is drawn21 as

proletariat and

provided

the Irish Nationalist

Not all supporters of

the "availables" from whom

revolutionary

the rank and file of

22
movement was    drawn.

the Irish Parliamentary Party were

oblivious to the urban problem in Ireland. Stephen Gwynn,

a Party Member of Parliament, was sympathetic to the plight

of the Dublin workers when they became involved in the

labour troubles in 1913; and T. M. Kettle, who had sat in

Westminster but by 1913 was the

Economics in University College, Dublin,

occasion of the 1913 troubles that:

Professor of National

wrote on the

Of all the great cities of the United Kingdom, Dublin
is the weakest in economic structure. It is a capital
of government officials, professional men, annuitants;
its wealth, such as it is, is concentrated in those
classes which the popular mind, untruly and yet not
fantastically, regards as parasitical. Their incomes
are drawn not from the volume of local production,
but from that large stream of national production
which is tributary to their specialized pursuits,
though not to others. The business world is occupied
chiefly with carrying or commerce, very little with
manufacture. The great body of workers are engaged

21
Anthony D. Smith, Theories of Nationalism, op. cit., pp.

133 ff.

22Ibid., p. 59.



in low-wage occupations.
of the population is constantly below
minimum. Housing is particularly bad,
street" being in the typical instance
"good street", planned originally for
and          unsuitablewholly

Not less than one fourth
the human

the "poor
a decayed
other uses

to that to which it has come.

There were two problems of relative

to affect the Dublin working class and

potential for violence. First its

when contrasted with its

counterpart; and second,

Catholic workers when contrasted

23

deprivation likely

to increase its
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relative deprivation

British and particularly its English

the relative deprivation of Roman

with Protestant

either Belfast or Dublin. There were also other

of future instability in

War. The numbers of the

had been halved

24
double d.

the years before

unemployed poor

1861 to 1910 butfrom

Furthermore in the decade

population of

decrease than

workers in

the

portents

First World

in Great Britain

in Ireland they had

ending in 1911 the

much smallerIreland decreased by 1.7%, a

that experienced in previous

periods; but the decline in the producing classes, agricultural

25
and industrial, during the decade 1901 - 1911, was 7.6%.

This was indicative of increasing unemployment or under-

employment though it must be borne in mind that as the Irish

population became urbanized, the marriage age in cities

tended to be lower, leading to an increase in the proportion

decennial census

23
"Labour and Civilization", Dublin Review CLIV (1914), p. 362.

24Louis Trequiz, L’Irlande dans la crise universelle

(Paris, Librairie Felix Alcan n.d.) , pp. 9 - 10.

25Rev.         T. A. Finlay,            "The Significance of Some Recent Irish

Statistics", Journal of the Statistical and Social Inquiry
Society o__[f Ireland XIII (1913 - 19), p. 160.



of the population below the age of employment. Patterns

of emigration also tended to increase the proportion of

dependent old people.

however, it remains true

of Dublin was classified

Despite such mitigating

that, in 1911, 56% of

in the "Indefinite and
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Class". While this included women and children,

a higher level

The livelihood

andporters

threat from

factors,

the population

Non-Productive

it reflected

and these

was often

other

of dependency than prevailed in Great Britain.

of general labourers, draymen, carters,

unskilled trades in Dublin was always under

country,

in Dublin

migrants coming to the city from the

were the people whose standard of life

"below the human minimum".

Of those who were listed as having an

Dublin in 1911, it has been estimated

27
third were unskilled workers

made up more than one quarter of

This, however calculated, was an

and was attributed by The Dublin

that "Dublin is much more

occupation in

that at least one

or otherwise that the unskilled

28
the entire male population.

unusually high proportion

Civic Survey to the fact

a commercial than a

city, and consequently the unskilled labourers,

quired at all city ports, predominate over the

manufacturing

so much re-

better paid

26

26Cd 6049 - II "Census of Ireland 1911 - Province of Leinster
Dublin County Borough" Parliamentary Papers 1912    1913 CXIV.8

27Alexander J. Humphreys, New Dubliners, op. cit., p. 48.

28David Alfred Chart, "Unskilled Labour in
Housing and Living Conditions", Journal of

and Social Inquiry Society o_~f Ireland, Vol.
19), pp. 160- i.

Dublin : Its
the Statistical

XIII (1913-



artisans.
,, 29

The British Board of Trade also made the
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point that while in Great Britain the presence of numbers

of unskilled workers in towns was necessitated for the

support of advanced industries; in Dublin it was due simply

to availability as a result of necessary migration from

30
rural Ireland.     A differential in pay between skilled and

unskilled workers is only to be expected, but in Dublin the

Great Britain.difference was considerably greater than in

It has been estimated that on average skilled

Dublin earned from 10% to 20% less than their

workers

British

in

counter-

parts but that unskilled labourers earned much

the case of general labourers,

what general labourers earned

unskilled workers in Dublin received from

third less than British

century the trade union

of skilled workers, but

among unskilled workers

stantly hung over workers and

32
process of organization.     A

less: in

the Dublin wage was 54% of

in London, and on the whole

one quarter to a

31
unskilled workers.     Early in the

movement had improved the conditions

it had made very little headway

where the fear of unemployment con-

effectively retarded the

1910 survey of 1,254 families

29
The Civics Institute of Ireland: The Dublin

(London, The University Press of Liverpool and
Stoughton Ltd., 1925), p. 58.

Civic Survey
Hodder and

3O
Quoted in Alexander J. Humphreys, New Dubliners, op. cit.,

p. 48.

31
F. S. L. Lyons, Ireland Since the Famine, op. cit., p. 56

and C. Desmond Greaves, The Life and Times of James Connolly
(London, Lawrence and Wishart, 1961), p. 200.

32L. M. Cullen, Life in Ireland (London, B. T. Batsford,
1968) , p. 168.
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revealed that family incomes averaged a little over 22s.

per week and that the vast majority earned less than 20s.

33
per week and heads of families earned on average 15s.ll½d.

For many families this meant barely enough to cover food

and rent, leaving nothing for clothing or medical expenses;

and even these inadequate earnings were uncertain as the

rate of unemployment among unskilled workers in Dublin in

34
these years hovered at around 20%.     Another consequence

of low wages for the Dublin working class was an inadequate

diet. In a pamphlet published in 1915 protein deficiency

was referred to as a chronic medical problem of the Dublin

35
working class.     The price of meat was 20% lower in Dublin

than in London, but as average wages for unskilled labourers

in Dublin were more than 20% lower than in London, cheaper

meat was of little relative benefit to Dublin labourers.

The overall cost of food in Dublin had increased by 15%

between 1905 and 1912, being a major contributing factor

in the 12% increase in the general cost of living in Dublin

during this period. During these years the cost of living

in London had increased by 8%, thus aggravating the relative

36
deprivation experienced in Dublin.     In many cases only the

33Ibid., p. 167 and F.S.L. Lyons,

op. cit., p. 56.

Ireland Since the Famine,

34L.M. Cullen, Life in Ireland, op. cit., pp. 167 - 8.

35W. H. Thompson, War and the Food of the Dublin Labourer

(Dublin, The Women’s National Health Association of Ireland,
n.d. (1915)), p. 4.

36
C. Desmond Greaves, The

op. cit., pp. 199 - 200--?--

Life and Times of James Connolly,



wage-earning head of a family ate any meat, and only once

a day, when employed, bread and tea being the staple food

at other meals and for the other members of the family at

37
all meals.     During the first decade of the twentieth

century the Dublin labourer was therefore in a far worse

not to

position than his English

respect to both wages and

hand, his opportunities

and the medical services

equal to those in Great

rate of Dublin. That

being worse than that

due to Dublin’s housing conditions

inadequate medical facilities.

Between 1901 and 1911

or Scottish counterpart with

cost of living. On the other

for schooling were somewhat better

available to him were at least

Britain despite

death-rate, often

of Calcutta or of

and
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the higher death-

referred to as

Moscow, was largely

inadequate sanitation,

per

averaged

its peak

exceeded

Dublin’s death rate averaged 24.7

for Ireland as a whole1,000, while the death rate

38
17.3 per 1,000.

at 27.6 per 1,000,

Calcutta’s and

In the year 1911

and this was the

Moscow’s death rates.

it reached

year when it

39
That such

a figure was considered remarkable in 1911 was not due to

any great deterioration of Dublin’s position but rather to

major improvements in British cities in general which were

not matched by Dublin. In 1874 the Dublin death rate of

37Davi "Unskilled Labour op. cit ,d Alfred Chart, ..., .

38L. M. Cullen,__An Economic History..., op. cit., p.

39Cathal O’Shannon, ed., Fifty Years of Liberty Hall

At the Sign of the Three Candles Ltd., 1959), p. 18.

p. 169.

165.

(Dublin,



26 per

centres,

was then

however,

most

slum

far
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1,000 was lower than that of many British population

such as Liverpool, Manchester and Glasgow, and it

also lower than Belfast’s death rate. Dublin,

was slower to improve its sanitation system

other United Kingdom cities and, because most of

population was housed in tenements rather than in

isolated dwellings, sanitary improvements in Dublin were

40
more difficult to carry out.

In 1913 a Local Government Board

of

than

to examine the housing conditions

in Dublin. The Committee

its

Committee was set up

the working classes

found that conditions on the whole

seven or eight rooms housing

in tenement halls and landings,

in the yards and in the passages of

accomodation used and misused

on most houses, some houses

were shocking: dwellings of

"could be more

up to 98 persons, filth

human excreta scattered

many houses, common closet

by all and sundry, bad roofing

which the Commissioners stated

cribed as shelters" with closets and a single

aptly des-

water tap in

common use for a number of houses, these common closets

being described by the Commissioners as in all cases "ex-

ceedingly dirty, and badly kept and unfit for use by persons

of cleanly habits.’’41 The Inquiry discovered that 20,108

40L. M. Cullen, An Economic History, op. cit., p. 165.

41Cd. 7273: "Report of the Departmental Committee Appointed

by the Local Government Board for Ireland to Inquire into
the Housing Conditions of the Working Classes in the City
of Dublin" Parliamentary Papers, 1914, XIX, pp 4, 5, 6
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families lived in one room and that 14,604 heads of family

earned less than 20s. per week, while 13,222 paid rents of

42
less than 3s. per week.     In the early twentieth century,

Dublin could be described as having the worst slums in

Europe. The fact that some of the tenement houses described

as unfit for human habitation were owned by members of Dublin

Corporation who were also esteemed supporters of John Redmond

was unlikely to enhance the popularity of the Irish Parlia-

mentary Party among the Dublin working classes. Support,

however, was unlikely to be diverted to Sinn Fein, at that

time active in local politics, since the Sinn Fein members

of the Corporation had opposed strenuously efforts made by

43
Parliament to strengthen regulations governing tenements.

What is often overlooked in examining this report on housing

and what is perhaps its most shocking finding was that it

revealed that there had been in the years before 1913 a

44
tremendous improvement in housing conditions.

One other factor which complicated the living conditions

was population density. The density of population in Dublin

in 1911 was 38.53 persons per acre, one of the highest urban

population densities in the United Kingdom, and within the

old city boundaries it was 71.1 persons per acre rising to

close to 140 persons per acre in Wood Quay Ward and being

over i00 persons per acre in all the central Quay wards.

42
Ibid., p. 8.

43Ibid., p. 153.

44Cd. 7317 Appendix to Report of the Departmental Committee
in Parliamentary Papers, 1914, XIX, pp. 49 ff.
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This was at a time when medical opinion held that any

density of over 50 persons per acre presented a serious

45health hazard under prevailing sanitary conditions.

The appalling housing conditions of the Dublin working

classes which were revealed in 1913 were due in large part

to the fact that the working classes had moved in large

numbers into what had been good and even luxurious single

family dwellings in the days of Dublin’s social brilliance

as a minor capital city in the eighteenth century before

the Act of Union had reduced it to a provincial administrative

and commercial centre and before the railways had encouraged

the gentry to move into the country. The mansions and town

houses of the aristocracy and gentry of the eighteenth century

were taken over by the working classes without any attempt

being made to convert them into suitable multi-family dwellings.

This and the lack of industrial prosperity in Dublin accounts

for the rather sharp contrast which existed between housing

conditions there and in Belfast. In the decade between 1901

and 1911 the population of Belfast had increased by 37,767

to 386,947, while that of Dublin had increased by 14,164 to

46
304,802 - rates of increase of 10.82% and 4.87% respectively.

In the same period the proportion of tenements of less than

five rooms in Belfast had been reduced by 12.0%, while

in Dublin the reduction had been 3.2%; and despite its much

45Cd. 6663, op. cit., and The

p. 42.

Dublin Civic Survey, op. cit.,

46It must be pointed out that the area of Belfast was 15,139

acres while Dublin’s was only 7,911 acres.



larger population increase, the population

Belfast in 1911 was only 25.91 persons per

a healthier environment than Dublin. The

of accommodation in Belfast and
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density of

acre, providing

relative character

Dublin is revealed by the

Borough 77,370 families

average

fact that in the Belfast County

occupied 75,172 houses, while in the Dublin

62,365 families occupied 35,477 houses; and

169 of these families occupied fourth class

while in Dublin 20,564 families were housed in this

of accommodation. The average number

for Ireland as a whole was 5, and the

the Irish average, 5; but in Dublin the

persons per house. In Dublin 21,133 people

room tenements, while in Belfast there were

The Belfast working class was on

highly skilled than its Dublin counterpart.

mechanical trade where Dublin had a slight

among electrical apparatus makers, all

48
were centred in Belfast.     In view

County Borough

in Belfast only

accommodation,

class

of occupants per house

number in Belfast was

was 8.2

of

lived in one

47
only 448.

the whole far more

The only skilled

preponderance was

other skilled trades

wage differentials

this meant that the Belfast working class was more prosperous

and resembled more closely the working classes of British

cities than it did that of Dublin. Relative deprivation in

relation to Great Britain was, therefore, less likely to be

experienced by the Belfast working class than by its Dublin

counterpart, and the prospect of Home Rule posed the implied

47Cd. 6663,

48
Ibid.

op. cit., passim.
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threat of being reduced to the level of Dublin; whereas in

Dublin Home Rule was portrayed as a means of rising out of

a depressed and deprived status.

The distribution of skilled trades between Belfast and

Dublin had another aspect which affected all economic and

social levels, and this was the relative position of the

various religious denominations in terms of employment.

In 1911 Roman Catholics made up 73.9% of the population of

Ireland but Roman Catholics made up 96.9% of coal miners,

86.3% of coal heavers, and 81.2% of General Labourers. In

the skilled trades, however, Roman Catholics generally did

49
not contribute more than 40% of the Irish total.     Roman

Catholic representation in the professional class was better,

but on the whole this was due to the fairly high level of

of the most numerous groups included

by the 1911 census: The police and the

The only other professional group,

clergy, wherein Roman Catholics made

of the total was that of

representation in two

among professionals

teaching profession.

with the exception of

up more than 50%

and journalists, generally a preserve of

The clergy was

authors, editors

the marginal members

the one professional
5O

of the intelligentsia.

group wherein Roman Catholics were in fact over-represented.

It has been pointed out that between 1861 and 1911, while

the Roman Catholic population declined by 28% from 4,505,000

49
Ibid.

50Ibid.



to 3,243,000, the number of priests,

creased by 158% from

significant in terms

5,955 to 15,397.

of perceived

of Romanthe under-representation

which we re

seven out

monks and nuns

51
Politically

relative deprivation

in offices

Catholics,

representation owed

which barred members of the

accepting office under the

High Court Judges and

Catholics

in-

more

was
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part of the Crown prerogative. There were only

of fifty Irish Privy Councillors who were Roman

though this particular instance of under-

something to the self-denying ordinance

Irish Parliamentary Party from

Crown. Only three out of fifteen

nineteen out of forty-nine Resident

Magistrates were Roman Catholics. In the Royal Irish Con-

stabulary, a preponderantly Roman Catholic body, only four

out of thirty-seven County Inspectors and twenty to thirty

Divisional Inspectors out of one hundred and twenty-four

were of that religious persuasion. The upper echelons of

the civil service also exhibited the phenomenon of Roman

52
Catholic under-representation.     One reason for this was

that the British Government felt uneasy about the

of Irish Roman Catholics in Ireland though it did

of their services in other outposts of the Empire.

surprisingly there was

loyalty

make use

Not

an element of self-fulfilling prophecy

51E. Strauss,
cit., p. 209.

Irish Nationalism and British Democracy, op.

2F "The5
. X. Martin,

in Desmond Williams,
op. cit., p. 8. See
Ireland, op. cit., p.

Origins of the Irish Rising of 1916"

ed., "The Irish Struggle 1916 - 1926,
also L. Paul-Dubois, Contemporary

189.
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in this attitude, but it was not entirely without foundation

as the nineteenth century Fenians had demonstrated. Yet

the Liberal Governments in particular had begun some efforts

to redress the balance slightly; in 1886 there had been

1,200 Roman Catholics out of 5,000 Justices of the Peace,

and by 1912 there werei 2,400 Roman Catholics out of a total

53
of 6,000.     The rate of improvement was, however, too slow

to have much impact on Irish public opinion, though it could

be used by the Irish Parliamentary Party to reassure them-

selves that their presence at Westminster did have positive

advantages for Ireland.

Irish public opinion in this period was described by

Paul-Dubois who, despite his basic sympathy with most man-

ifestations of Irish nationalism and with its anti-modernist

character, was as a foreigner hostile to the British concept

of civilization and progress, yet free from the Irish

paranoiac projection of all evil on Britain. He wrote:

Of Irish public opinion the best that one can say
is that, emerging as it is from childhood; it is
as yet hardly emancipated, and shows a great lack
of education and experience. Left without guidance
or support beyond that of a very small number of
independent men, it has all the naivety and thought-
lessness of youth, all its enthusiasm and illusions.
It is careless and ignorant; so that on such grave
questions as that of education it remains silent.
It has, too, the intolerance of youth; it lacks the
critical sense, and is impatient of all criticism.
People do not discuss, but dispute, they exchange
insults but do not argue, or examine their consciences.
They are lost in regrets for the past, and are never

53F. S. L. Lyons, Ireland Since the Famine, op. cit., p. 62.



done with the historical grievances of Ireland:
every misfortune of the present day is imputed to
England, as if it were an insult to patriotism to
suppose that the Irish could have faults. The
outlook is obscured by prejudices, passions, and

childish trivialities, in the midst of which the
good sense of the people can only struggle pain-
fully along.54
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The hold of the Irish Parliamentary Party on this public

opinion had been shaken by the Parnell split and the apparent

hopelessness of the Home Rule cause at that time. One effect

of Gladstone’s Home Rule measures, however, had been to

bolster the confidence of Parnell’s followers that Home Rule

for Ireland could be won by demonstrating that & substantial

section of British political opinion could be persuaded to

support it even if only reluctantly. But the fall of Parnell

and the consequent split in the Irish Party had resulted in

substantial political alienation in Ireland particularly on

the part of a significant portion of the intelligentsia

which redirected its energies into the Irish-Ireland move-

revival.ment and the Irish literary

The Conservative policy of

inevitably led among many Home

strains and disturbances which

"killing

Rulers to

provide a

Home Rule by kindness"

psychopolitical

partial explanation

for the withdrawal of interest in politics. The changes

which the Conservative policy wrought in Ireland were bound

to be generally welcomed and to encourage a positive political

response,

negative

but this was equally bound to conflict with the

political response evoked by the abandonment of the

54L. Paul-Dubois, Contemporary Ireland, op. cit., p. 166.



Home Rule goal; many years

paganda reinforced by the

and the Liberal Party had

a prime socialized political

strategy and propaganda had

acter of Home Rule and had

projection of Irish guilt feelings

ivities into which

diverted after

further secure that myth.

of political activity and pro-

success of converting Gladstone

firmly established Home Rule as

value in Ireland. Political
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stressed the basic value char-

contributed to the mythical

onto Britain. The act-

the energies of

Parnell’s downfall

In the

the intelligentsia were

served to expand and

short run these activities

and new enthusiasms successfully modified the salience of

political goals, but in the long run it inured those who

were involved in these movements to mythical thinking. When

the new goals of the Irish-Ireland movement became increasingly

politicized in the early years of the twentieth century, the

politically alienated intelligentsia were brought back into

a conflictful political situation wherein their mode of

thinking had become even further removed from that of British

politicians as well as from that of the leaders of the Irish

Parliamentary Party. It led to the emergence of what has

been called the "self-conscious quality" of Irish

Morley Ayearst further commented that:

No doubt this is the result of their feeling
longing to a minority group in a larger and

nationalism.

of be-
richer

political entity. Their language, customs and history
have given them a strong in-group feeling, reinforced
by real as well as fancied discrimination against them,
practiced by the majority groups. In the case of the
Irish, this discrimination and injustice was real enough



and sufficiently prolonged to explain the aggressive
nationalism of some Irish. This strong national
feeling is based upon a consciousness of race, of
belonging to a peculiar people descended from the
heroes of the Golden Age, the defenders of a great
civilization who were the victims of ruthless,
foreign invaders who were inferior in everything
but force of numbers. The truth or falsity of this
belief is unimportant    The fact that it is held
gives it significance[55
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The Irish-Ireland movement performed the highly important

function of bringing together the individuals who had with-

drawn from the political sphere, providing them with organ-

izations which enabled them to develop a sense of shared

same time helping to promote a newcommunity while at the

content for the notion of being Irish; this included the

building up in their own minds of an image which underlined

the fact that the Irish were a significant, cultured and

people. In both of these effects they were

the socialization already operating through the

56
Catholic Church.     The alienation from politics of

numbers of Irishmen in the late nineteenth and early

twentieth centuries was conditioned by the fact that settle-

ment of the land question and of the university question left

intelligent

reinforcing

Roman

large

55Morley Ayearst, The Republic of Ireland:

and Politics, op. cit., pp. 65- 66.
Its Government

56
The development of such an attitude was necessary before

Irishmen could attack the image of the stage Irishman.
For a parallel case see the discussion of farmers associations
in the United States during the nineteenth century in
James C. Davies, Human Nature and Politics, op. cit.,
p. 40.
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satisfied;

administration

as the only fundamental politicized

simultaneously the presence of a

led to the perception of the

system as ineffective for its satisfaction

by individual Irishmen as inefficacious to

sired change through the operations of

mental research has revealed that this

the

which took place at this time

Fein movement and the Irish

results in tension, feelings of threat

57
anxiety. It must be noted here that the

politics

The Sinn

Party, which

the existing

ificant and did

reflected a more active

political situation,

not experience any

supporters.number of their

type

and
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value un-

Conservative

political

and of the efforts

bring about de-

system. Experi-

of situation

free-floating

withdrawal from

was passive alienation.

Socialist Republican

form of alienation from

remained largely insign-

great expansion in the

But the hitherto monolithic

support of the Irish Parliamentary Party was weakened, and

only a convincing political victory on the Home Rule front

could significantly reduce the level of anxiety, tension

and psychopolitical disturbance of many of its supporters.

The support enjoyed by the Irish Parliamentary Party

was still quantitatively formidable and was quantitatively

and qualitatively improved by the return of the Liberal

Party to power in 1906, but the changed quality of this

support - its growing intransigence - was demonstrated by

57David          C. Schwartz,               "A Theory of Revolutionary Behaviour"

in James Chowning Davies, When Men Revolt and Why (New
York, The Free Press, 1971), p. 115.



the reception accorded in Dublin to the proposed Irish

Councils Bill of 1907. Such defiance of the leadership
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was

unusual and decreased the area within which Redmond and his

Party could manoeuvre at Westminster. John Redmond, a prag-

matic politician, was forced to shift his ground by the

United Irish League responding to increased pressure to

recapture the allegiance of the passively alienated intell-

igentsia and their supporters.

The Irish Parliamentary Party has frequently been .....

described as a middle-class party, but within the peculiar

Irish context this has a unique significance. The absence

of an industrial revolution in Ireland had a number of con-

sequences which have already been referred to, such as greatly

emphasizing the acuity of agrarian problems and creating an

almost unbridgeable conceptual communication gap between

Britain and Ireland. It also prevented the radical break

with the past which

in most modern

significance

it prevented

middle

has been a consequence of industrialization

58
and ultimately of far greater

Irish Parliamentary Party support,

Ireland of a modern urban

nations;

in terms of

the emergence in

59
class.     The middle-class

of the "gombeen men", a

economically, socially and

class of

culturally

which did emerge was that

small rural shopkeepers,

tied to the peasantry

58See Lord Killanin, "The Sickbed of Cuchuluin", Nineteenth
Century, LXXVIII (1915), pp. 161 - 2.

59E. Strauss, Irish

op. cit., p. 76.

Nationalism and British Democracy,



and subsisting in the same environment. They

whole but one generation removed from the land,

absence of any very strong economic motivation

too far separated by culture, interest

from the landlords to form any kind of

were on the

and in the

they were
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and hereditary hatred

6O
alliance with them.

The xenophobic tendency of peasant nationalism has al-

ready been noted, and one of the reasons advanced for this

feature as well as for the generally emotional type of

nationalism which prevails among peasant populations has

61
been their isolation.     Conversely, the commercial and

industrial middle-class, in particular, tends to be less

emotional, less authoritarian, less xenophobic and characterized

to a far lesser extent by paranoiac projections of evi}

onto scapegoats because wider contacts increase their toler-

ance, their need for rational persuasive intercourse and

makes such paranoiac projections harder to sustain. These

considerations, however, have not been found to apply to

anything like the same extent to the small businessmen and

entrepreneurs of smaller provincial communities, which des-

cription fits most of the Irish Roman Catholic middle-class

60D. R. O’Connor Lysaght, The Republic of Ireland, op.
cit., p. 40. See also Ernest Barker, Ireland in the
Last Fifty Years (1866 - 1918) 2 ed. (Oxford, Oxford
University Press, 1919), p. 77

61Carl Friedrich, "The Agricultural Basis of Emotional

Nationalism", Public Opinion Quarterly I (1937), pp.

50- 51.
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62
at the beginning of the century.     Isolation has thus been

found to be a major determinant of authoritarian and paranoiac

attitudes in politics which characterize extremist movements.

The cultural introversion of the Irish-Ireland movement,

the cultural myopia and spiritual exclusivity encouraged by

the Irish Roman Catholic Church, the geographical isolation

of an off-shore island and the isolation from cultural cross-

currents of a peasant population all contributed to the

mystical and emotional character of the Irish manifestation

of nineteenth century European Nationalism. Isolation also

contributed to the development of the intransigence with

which the Irish Councils Bill was received and which limited

Redmond’s freedom of action in dealing and negotiating with

the British Government.

By 1910 the British Government was willing to grant

Ireland a measure of Home Rule which would have been broadly

acceptable to Irish public opinion, but the Government’s

attitude to the question was purely pragmatic. Electoral

results had made the Liberal Government dependent on the

support of the Irish Parliamentary Party and of the Labour

Party in the House of Commons, and the Labour Party favoured

62S. M. Lipset, Political Man: The Social Bases of Politics

(New York, Anchor Books, 1963), pp. 105 and 137. Lipset’s
chapter 4 deals with working-class authoritarianism in
which he argues that the working-class is far more prone to
extremism than the middle-class but he does enter the
qualification that in most cases rural based populations
are more prone to extremism than the working-class. An
observation which was verified in the case of Ireland by
Erhard Rumpf, Nationalismus und Socialismus i__nn Irland, op.

cit., passim.



Home Rule so that retention of office seemed to

tingent on the granting of Home Rule to Ireland.

Liberal Government’s willingness to grant a

Home Rule to Ireland was entirely practical; they were

willing to grant the Irish what they wanted so long as in

the Government’s judgement no economic or strategic

John Redmond’s years of as-

at Westminster

to the Empire was involved.

sociation with British

impossible for him the

full acceptance of the

which characterized

emergence in the

tendency to move towards

Irish nationalism forced

ment from an inflexible

him and foreign to his

The context within

operated

politicians

be con-

The

measure of

sustained hatred

myth of positive

much of his following in

lower echelons of the Irish

a more rigid

him to deal with

position

character.

which

63

threat

which the Irish
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had made

of England and the

British malevolence

Ireland. The

Party of a

interpretation of

the British Govern-

was unfamiliar to

had a considerable influence

Parliamentary Party

on the image it projected.

63See Brian Barry, Political Argument (London, Routledge

and Kegan Paul, 1965), pp. 38 ff. on some of the differences
and difficulties in finding agreement between protagonists
relying on "want-regarding principles" and those relying
on "ideal-regarding principles". The Liberals were prepared
to discuss and to grant Home Rule as representing satis-
faction of an Irish want but the Irish were arguing on the

basis not of want so much as in the name of an ideal of
separate nationality endowed with a right of self-determination.
This fundamental difference in approach to the problem
clarifies the willingness of the Liberals to acceed to the
demands of the Ulster Unionists when these emerged as a

The Conservatives, far more closely
of a unified Empire, were closer
to Irish nationalists than were

strongly motivated want.
identified with the ideal
in their mode of argument
the Liberals.



At Westminster the

mination

text and

to act responsibly

to demonstrate the

Party’s priorities

within the

spirit of
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included a deter-

parliamentary con-

conciliation and

compromise

This had never been a

Redmond was trying

to demonstrate the

which characterized most parliamentary activity.

strong motivation for Parnell, but

to make a different point - he was trying

fitness of the Irish to operate within

the Irish constit-a parliamentary context of their own. In

uency context of an agrarian electorate,

isolated, psychoculturally predisposed to extremism

xenophobia, socialized into anti-British attitudes,

demanding simple solutions to complex problems, the

was forced to adopt a

reductionist approach

frequent appeals for

more militant posture

to political problems.

Irish-American financial

leaders of the Party adopted

appropriate to their appeals

an even

introverted and

community of

usually involved

United Irishmen,

to appeal to the

and

and

Party

and a more

In their

support, the

more    extreme    stance

to an uprooted, embittered

d~racine emigrants. These American appeals

the identification of the Party with the

the Fenians or some other analogy

memories nurtured by the emigrant

contributed twomunity. These rhetorical habits

listed by Peter Calvert as "anomic

in political socialization, namely

the habit of rhetorical appeals to

imitation of earlier anomic

designed

structures"

com-

elements

"oratorical

operating

violence or

violence" and "the

64
movements".     Both these

64A Study of Revolution (Oxford, Clarendon Press, 1970), p.26.



American appeals and the Westminster

members were widely reported

dissonance involved in coping

tended to increaseof the Party

65
Ireland.

The Liberal victory in the

Government’s dependence on the

in the

with
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speeches of Party

Irish press, and the

the conflicting positions

psychological tensions in

1910 elections and the

creased probability of a Home

circumstances, resulted in a resurgence

the growth of renewed positive support

iamentary Party. Sinn Fein, which had

significant portion of the alienated

dec lined further; in Cork, it

of course, was the stronghold

for-Ireland League

mentary alternative

which captured some

Irish Party, with the in-

Rule measure entailed in these

in popularity and

for the Irish Parl-

failed to attract a

electorate before

66
vanished altogether.

of William O’Brien’s

which provided

to the Irish

of those who

attracted to Sinn Fein. From the

Ireland at this time theappeal in

involved and complex

doctrine

a constitutional

to attract the

was anti- labour.economic

Parliamentary Party

might otherwise have

this,

Cork,

All-

plexity and mass appeal S. M. Lipset

The proposition that the
frame of reference is the

parlia-

and

been

standpoint of popular

Sinn Fein policy was too

peasant masses, and its

On the question of com-

pointed out that:

lack of a rich, complex
vital variable which

65David C. Schwartz,
op. cit., p. iii.

"A Theory of Revolutionary Behaviour",

66 Florence O’Donoghue, Tomas

Kerryman Limited, 1958), p.

MacCurtain
o

(Tralee, The
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connects low status and a predisposition toward
extremism does not necessarily suggest that the
lower strata will be authoritarian; it implies
that, other things being equal, they will choose
the least complex alternative. Thus in situations
in which extremism represents the more complex
rather than the less complex form of politics,
low status should be associated with opposition
to such movements and parties.67

The separatists were a small minority in Ireland at this

time and they were by no means all what are generally

referred to as "physical force men". Many were willing to

work for greater separation from Great Britain within the

context of the anticipated Home Rule settlement. Another

minority movement in Ireland, the labour movement, was also

uneasy about the prospect of Home Rule; but at this stage,

as demonstrated at the 1912 Irish Trade Union Congress,

Labour felt that in some respects a strong union between

68
Ireland and Great Britain was preferable to Home Rule.

At this time the labour movement was distinctly apprehensive

of the power which farmers and others with rural interests

would in all likelihood have in a restored Irish parliament.

The real opposition to Redmond and threat to Home Rule

did not come from these small groups, whose attitudes tended

to be ambiguous in relation to the desirability of Home Rule,

but from the larger minority who shared organized labour’s

distrust of the agrarian interests represented by the Irish

Parliamentary Party as well as a strongly socialized fear

67political Man, op. cit., p. 116.

68j. Dunsmore Clarkson,

op. cit., pp. 289 ff.

Labour and Nationalism in Ireland,



of the majority church, a fear that

rights as British citizens would be

threatened by a parliament which was

Catholic in composition.

future development

Professor Kettle

that Irish Roman

of Ireland,

dismissed

Ironically,

one of
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curtail the right

rialized Belfast,

somehow their individual

eroded or at least

predominently Roman

in the light of the

their fears which

as utterly without foundation was

Catholics might use

69
of divorce.     The

the civil law to

Protestants of

both employers and workers, were

indust-

apprehensive

of discriminatory taxation on their greater wealth for the

benefit of the poorer peasants of western Ireland and of

the imposition of protective tariffs designed to assist the

embryonic southern industry but which would place their

established industries at a disadvantage in the British market.

Protective tariffs were a major fear of Belfast businessmen,

and ever since Parnell they had formed an important element

of nationalist demands. This alone tended to make Home Rule

anathema to the Ulster economic community. In addition to

these rather practical fears, there was also a great deal

of emotionalism involved on the unionist side as well as on

the nationalist side in the Home Rule controversy. Many

Unionists in 1910 would have considered Lord Randolf

Churchill’s description of the first Home Rule Bill to be

still apposite with reference to later Bills for the same

purpose¯

69T. M. Kettle, The Open Secret of Ireland, op. cit., p. 115
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This design for the separation of Ireland from
Britain, this insane recurrence to heptarchical
arrangements, this trafficking with treason,

this condonation of crime, this exaltation of
the disloyal, this abasement of the loyal, this
desertion of our Protestant co-religionists,
this monstrous mixture of imbecility and extra-
vagance and political hysteria, better known as
"the bill for the future government of Ireland"

70

The unionists of Ireland had developed a sense of

solidarity and those of Ulster had set up the Ulster Unionist

Council in response to the Devolution Crisis¯ They thus had

an organization and were in basic agreement concerning their

71
reaction to the threat of Home Rule.      In 1910, when that

threat began to loom larger as a consequence of the Liberal

Government’s minority position in the House of Commons, the

wheels of resistance were set in motion¯ A Unionist con-

ference in Belfast on the 25th September, 1910 adopted the

following resolution:

That we, delegates of the Ulster Unionist Associations,
the Unionist clubs of Ireland and the Loyal Orange
Institution of Ireland, in united meeting assembled,
recognizing that the public peace of this country is
in great and imminent danger by reason of the threat
to establish a Parliament in Dublin, and knowing that
such a step will inevitably lead to disaster to the
Empire and absolute ruin to Ireland, the degradation
of our citizenship in the United Kingdom, and the
destruction of our material prosperity and our civil
and religious liberties, hereby call upon our leaders
to take any steps they may consider necessary to
resist the establishment of Home Rule in Ireland,
solemnly pledging ourselves that under no conditions

70Quoted in Conor Cruise O’Brien, Parnell and His Party
1880 - 90, op. cit., p. 194.

7IF.      S. L. Lyons,           "The Irish Unionist Party and the

Devolution Crisis of 1904 - 5", Irish Historical Studies
VI (1948-9), p. 22.
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shall we acknowledge any such Government or obey
its decrees, and we further assure our leaders
that those whom we represent will stand by them
loyally in any action they may take, and give
their unwavering support in any danger they may
be called upon to face.72

The unionist reaction was a deliberate challenging of the

democratic process as manifested in Parliament, and it has

been argued that this reaction was irrational; and as the

proposed Home Rule Bill granted only a severely limited

form of self-government, that no real threat to Protestant

unionists existed. The unionists, however, were aware that

there were within the nationalist camp many who would

attempt to enlarge the scope of whatever measure of self-

government was granted. The ethical commitment to demo-

cratic values was also at this time far more ambiguous

than it would become after the First World War. The Suf-

fragette movement was underway to obtain votes for women

but so far without signal success, and the assertions of the

right to ,ational self-determination echoing through the

Austrian Empire, in particular, were partly based on the

democratic will of the populations concerned but they were

by no means universally admitted. In Britain the absolute

right of the aristocratic House of Lords to veto proposals

of the House of Commons had only just been curtailed, and

the action was not without critics particularly among the

72Quoted in Denis Gwynn, The Life of John Redmond, op.

cit., p. 194.



Conservative allies of the

owed much to the spread of

Unionists.

democratic

moral influence he possessed over the

largely due to that Party’s readier

values. The relatively high esteem
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Redmond’s position

ideas, and whatever

Liberal Party was

acceptance of such

in which the Liberal

Party held democratic values, however, would prove to be

a two-edged sword as far as Irish nationalists were concerned

in that it was a major justification for the decision of

the Government to adopt a "no coercion" policy towards Ulster.

The Liberal position

was not unambiguous but

besides that of

on national self-determination

it did rest on certain principles

securing the expeditious defeat of the

in the war. The British position was a

wherein the existence of a political entity

Powe rsCentral

"statist" one

was a crucial element of any claim for self-determination.

The second and less persuasive principle was that the claim

to self-determination must be based on the expressed will

of the inhabitants of an area. What the British Liberals,

on the whole, rejected was the Fichtean romantic conservative

notion of the nation as an objective entity, abstracted from

the subjective will of its members or inhabitants, an

"ethnicist" notion of nationalism later to be eloquently

developed in the inter-war period by Charles Maurras as

"nationalisme integral". The form of Irish nationalism

adopted by the Irish-Ireland movement, by Arthur Griffith

and Sinn Fein, and by most of the Irish Parliamentary Party -
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that conception of a nation which they all opposed to the

partitionist stance - was this integral form of nationalism.

Ironically some of the strongest opposition to Home Rule was

based on a similar conception of the nation-state but with

a different nation in mind. The need to express the demand

for Home Rule in terms to which the Liberal Party could

respond, however, led Redmond to build his case on the more

liberal, more subjective concept of nationalism, and this

greatly weakened his position when partition was advanced

as a practical alternative to an all-Ireland measure of

73
self-government.     The Ulster Unionists also made use of

much the same ideological strategy as Redmond but in the

reverse direction. The distinction between the British and

Irish position on the idea of a nation could also be expressed

in more sociological terms by referring to the British

understanding of the nation as a gesellschaft structure

based on rational will and evaluated largely on the basis

of an interest calculus. The Irish saw their nation at

any rate as a gemeinshaft structure based on emotional will

and evaluated on moral and sentimental calculations. This

attribution is generalized and cannot be used to describe

the attitudes of any individuals but it may be useful in

understanding the general ideological tendencies which made

730n the question of the different types of nationalist theory

current around the time of the First World War, see Alfred
Cobban, The Nation-State and National Self-Determination,
op. cit., pp. 104 ff. See also Anthony D. Smith, Theories
of Nationalism, op. cit., pp. 175 ff. and Ernest Gellner,
T-hought and Change, op. cit., p. 150.
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it difficult for the Irish and the British to understand

each other’s positions.

In connexion with the unionist position it must be

borne in mind that they were fearful of being deprived of

civil liberties and rights which they enjoyed, and as most

recent research has suggested, "Men are likely to be more

intensely angered when they lose what they have than when

,, 74
they lose hope of attaining what they do not yet have.

On this basis the extreme reaction of unionists to what

was a very limited measure of self-government may be more

comprehensible. They were reacting to a very real threat

of economic deprivation coupled with what they perceived

as a threat to their fundamental constitutional rights.

Concern over individual rights and liberties was more salient

in British society than in the agrarian, traditionalist and

paternalistic society of southern Ireland where political

thinking had been moulded for many years by the problems

of the satisfaction of physical needs and was then shifting

to a concern for community or national rights. The position

may be clarified by a reference to Abraham Maslow’s famous

75
basic need hierarchy.     In terms of this hierarchy the

inhabitants of Ulster in particular had reached a more ad-

vanced stage than had southern Irishmen. The five categories

of needs forming the hierarchy postulated in Maslow’s theory

74Ted Robert Gurr- Why Men Rebel, op. cit., p. 50.

75A. H. Maslow,                 "A Theory of Human Motivation", Psychological
Review L (1943), pp. 370- 396.



are "physiological, safety, love,

actualization", and according to

these needs will be sought in order.

ignore the next need in the hierarchy

76
need has been met.     It may be

of this need hierarchy that the

with "self-actualization"

liberty and rights; while,

concern was with "esteem" needs, with

a sense of collective equality for an

area within the context

Kingdom and continental
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esteem, and self-

Maslow satisfaction of

Human behaviour will

hypothesized on

main concern

needs which required

in southern Ireland,

the need

economically

of a highly industrialized

Europe. This

the satisfaction of national rights as

The Home Rule movement launched by

time, under Parnell’s leadership, to

large body of Irish political opinion

goal. But as Belfast

the British economy,

Home Rule, relatively large in the

to insignificance, particularly by

increased the fears of the

until the previous

the basis

the agrarian

Protestants’

nationalists

cultural and

in Ulster was

individual

the main

to achieve

backward

United

involved emphasis on

the highest priority.

Isaac Butt led in

the unification of a

behind its over-riding

became increasingly integrated into

the Protestant element of support for

outlook of the Home Rule movement.

days of Butt, was reduced

the Land League which

industrialized north concerning

The Ulster

fears of the overwhelmingly

grew on a number of grounds,

economic. They feared

Roman Catholic

religious, social,

tariffs, discriminatory

76
Ibid., P. 394.
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taxation and the alleged propensity of southerners to waste

money. Sir Henry Robinson, who for many years headed the

Department of Local Government, described the difference

between local administration in the north and in the south:

...The chief characteristic of northern administration
was rigid economy. The members of the local bodies
were mostly business people with the Socttish instinct
to get value for their money strongly developed, and
they kept the rates down and seldom fell foul of the
auditor; while the southerners were characterized by
a greater open-handedness and a more high-spirited
contempt for the restrictions of English Acts of

77
Parliament, and had to be more closely shepherded.

The polarization

naturally took a

between Ulster and the rest of Ireland

political form. The self-denying ordinance

which prevented the Irish Parliamentary Party members from

joining in government facilitated the politicization of

southern Irish discontent by making irristibly

the temptation, to blame the government of the

and all difficulties experienced.

an alienating influence denying to

nationalists a sense of participation

which affected themselves,of policies

opinion was

democracy.

attractive

Conservative

that Party

potential

culturally

day for any

It was at the same time

Roman Catholic Irish

in the formulation

at a time when world

shifting to a greater emphasis on

The unionists were closely allied

Party and willingly served

was in office, thus greatly

political

with the

in government when

inhibiting their

for political alienation. They were, however,

alienated from the Irish-Ireland movement, from

77Memories: Wise and Otherwise (London, Cassell and Company,

1923) , p. 132.
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the Gaelic racialism of Arthur Griffith and later of

P. H. Pearse, from a society so closely allied to, if not

dominated by, a Church which held them to be heretics and

deprecated social and educational contact between its

adherents and Protestants, from a rural society beyond which

they felt themselves to have passed, from a political

opinion that seemed intent on weakening the Empire which

commercially and strategically appeared to be vital to

Ulster’s interests. Some of these fears may have been

irrational but no more so than the widespread conviction

that British rule in Ireland in 1910 was tyrannical.

The only political movement which attempted to bridge

the gulf between nationalists and unionists, the All-for-

Ireland League, was ignored by both sides. The League

favoured conciliation and conference in an attempt to dis-

cover whether a mutually agreeable solution could not be

found to the Irish question. Both unionists and nationalists

adopted the strategy of applying pressure at the centre to

obtain what both sides considered vital to their survival

without seeking to explore any other solution. Compromise

might have been as impossible in 1910 as it would prove

to be later in the Irish Convention, but in 1910 both sides

were so convinced that all the right was on their own side

that William O’Brien’s efforts at compromise were rather

contemptuously brushed aside.

The north of Ireland by 1910 had successfully made the
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transition into the industrial era, while the south had not

even had the opportunity to attempt it. Yet in the south,

in the early years of the twentieth century, society was

undergoing profound changes which resulted in a sense of

discontinuity which favoured the development of nationalism.

Urbanization, emigration and particularly the changes in

traditional social structure and roles following land reform

had in Ireland, as well as wherever such changes have

occurred, led to an increased emphasis being placed on

78
"culture".     This emphasis on culture and on all differentiae,

cultural, racial and religious, which set Ireland apart, was

developed by Irish institutions, old and new, to rouse in

Ireland a strong sense of national consciousness. Ireland

was undeniably culturally different from England and to a

less pronounced extent from the other regions of Great

Britain. Religion provided one of the major distinguishing

features, and this fact helps to explain why Irish nationalism

never shared to any conspicuous degree the anti-clericalism

which was so much a feature of nineteenth-century European

nationalism. Roman Catholicism in Continental Europe had

been opposed as a supra-national force destructive of

nationalism: In Ireland it was one of the most distinctive

characteristics of the assertive nation.

The emphasis on language associated with the activities

of the Gaelic League was from the first intended to emphasize

78Anthony D. Smith, Theories o_~f Nationalism, op. cit., p. 113.
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and re- in force the differences between Ireland and Great

Britain. Eoin MacNeill in 1891 had anticipated the eventual

conversion of Great Britain to Roman Catholicism through

Irish missionary efforts, and being a romantic nationalist

he felt that it was essential to the survival of national

consciousness that the Irish language be developed as

79
second line of defense.     MacNeill, like Hyde, Yeats,

others involved in Irish nationalism, was an

a

Pearse

and many

of the primitive way of life. This led all of these men to

try to raise more rigid cultural barriers to protect

from the wave of modernization on the crest of which

admirer

Ireland

rode

Great Britain. This was not an unusual reaction in the cir-

cumstances which existed in Ireland and Ernest Gellner,

discussing this wave of modernization, pointed out that:

...The wave creates acute cleavages of interest
between sets of people hit by it at different times -
in other words the more and the less advanced. This
cleavage and hostility can express itself with
particular sharpness if the more and the less advanced
populations can easily distinguish each other, by
genetic or rigid cultural traits. These aid dis-
crimination and humiliation, and thus further exacer-
bate the conflict. If such differentiae are lacking,
nothing happens: the "backward" area becomes de-
populated, or a depressed area within a larger unit,
or an object of communal charity and assistance.
If, however, the differentiating marks are available
whether through distance, ’race’, or cultural traits
such as religion, they provide a strong incentive
and a means for the backward region or population
to start conceiving of itself as a separate ’nation’
and to seek independence.80

79See Brian 0 Cuiv, "The Gaelic Cultural Movement and the

New Nationalism" in Kevin B. Nowlan, ed., The Making o_~f
1916: Studiesmin .__the History of the Rising (Dublin,
Stationery Office, 1969), pp. 9 - i0.

80Thou@ht and Change, op. cit., pp. 171 - 2.
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The population of the north of Ireland, not being any

longer significantly divided from that of Great Britain by

religion and having shared in the economic modernization

of the larger part of the United Kingdom, sought to main-

tain the impetus of this change rather than cut itself off

from it. Ulster Protestants, therefore, on the whole,

rejected the Gaelic League’s invitation to join in their

efforts to draw more closely the line of division between

Ireland and Great Britain which they simply did not look

upon as a political divide. Many unionists recognized the

existence of significant cultural distinctions between the

various parts of the United Kingdom, and they manifested a

dual loyalty to the regional unit as well as to the larger

entity. They, in many cases, felt proud to be Irish and,

like Sir Edward Carson, of speaking with a brogue, Many

loved Ireland with considerable ardour but they saw Ireland

as an integral part of the heart of the Empire not as a

separate political nation. Arland Ussher, referring to the

southern Anglo-Irish ’colonels’, wrote:

Strange and shocking as it must sound to Irish
nationalist ears, they had actually looked upon
Ireland - its mountains, rivers and noble Georgian
towns - as their dear country, which their ancestors
had won for the Empire with their blood as they had
won Canada from the Redskins and Australia from the
Black fellows - had transformed from a miserable
chaos of warring tribes into the orderly colony of
a great and progressive nation.81

The activities of the Gaelic League were important to the

81The Face and Mind of Ireland (London, Victor Gollancz
Ltd., 1949), p. 53.
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separatist cause in that they fostered an exclusively Irish

consciousness, but they also emphasized divisions within

Ireland as well as within the United Kingdom. The northern

unionists shared in the political, economic, religious,

cultural and social patterns of communication of the United

Kingdom; and while they may in many cases have had a Gaelic

tradition as part of their cultural background, they under-

played that factor as they saw economic and religious in-

tegration as vital to progress. The nationalists shared

little of the various patterns of social communication pre-

valent in the United Kingdom; a common language formed the

strongest cultural link between them, and this the Gaelic

82
League had set out to strangle as much as it could.

The activities of the Gaelic League were bound to increase

tension and to contribute to the potential for violence in

Ireland. The additional grievance and source of perceived

deprivation was exploited and the effectiveness of communi-

83
cations between Ireland and Great Britian was lessened.

In addition to attempting the breaking down of the

effectiveness of communications, the Irish-Ireland movement

and Sinn Fein were also at this time forging an alternative

pattern of society drawn in large part from the mythologized

82On the question of social communication links see Karl W.

Deutsch, Nationalism and Social Communication, op. cit.,
pp. 96 ff.

83Fredric Wartham, A Sign for Cain: An Exploration of Human
Violence (London, Robert Hale Limited, 1966), pp. 50 ff.
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an

of the nineteenth century. This somewhat vague and idealized

alternative was opposed to prevailing United Kingdom social

patterns. Irish nationalism, which had previously been

sustained primarily by specific grievances mostly of an

agrarian nature, was thus provided with a new ideological

dimension which for those who were subjected to the influences

of these movements made the likelihood of kindness killing

Home Rule even more remote and which made Home Rule itself

84
less likely to satisfy the vision.     The impulse towards

a more intransigent nationalism was strongly re-inforced

by the substitution of an ethnic-based ideology for the old

religious and land grievances, particularly when allied to

the weakening of channels of social communication. This

primarily to the

ethnic values to

ideological change deepened the gulf due

Industrial Revolution and added divisive

the list of value conflicts between Ireland

Benjamin Akzin pointed out that:

and Britain.

If a set of values is widely accepted within a
group of people which attaches central importance
to other-than-ethnic links - whether religious,
dynastic, class-oriented, cosmopolitan-humanistic,
individualistic, ethical, grossly materialistic,
hedonistic and so forth - inter-ethnic relationships
which, under different circumstances might have led
to acute frustrations, strong tensions and pro-
nounced nationalist reactions, may fail to produce

these results. On the other hand, when the ethnic

84
Donal McCartney, "Gaelic Ideological Origins of 1916",

Irish Times Special Supplement, 7 April, 1966. See also
for a theoretical discussion of the process Edward Shils,

"The Concept and Function of Ideology", Tnternational
Encyclopaedia of the Social Sciences, Vo~.~~, p. 69.
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minor
reactions. 85

frustrations easily arouse intense nationalist

Pearse and others were quite right when they saw in the

Gaelic League in particular a profoundly revolutionary

force in a nationalist direction.

economic and cultural forces which

southern Ireland pulled in the same

of securing greater independence

situation which reduces tolerance

86
towards extremism.     The British

and now the tremendously powerful

hostility

was still

iastic one.

All the political, social,

affected the majority in

broad direction - that

from Great Britain - a

and increases the impetus

connexion was devalued,

force of ethnic or racial

was being increasingly exploited though by what

a minority albeit a highly articulate and enthus-

The Irish Parliamentary Party still presented

solution to the Irish question and commanded

the vicissitudes of its existence

its

Irish

inability alike to obtain

demands from Britain or

the simplest

massive popular support, but

since the death of Parnell and

significant satisfaction of

to gain ascendancy over the forces of emotional nationalism

in Ireland decreased its appeal and its command over un-

questioning loyalty. As the major Irish political institution

of the early years of the twentieth century, it remained

dominant but its position was akin to that of those pre-

85State and Nation
p. 64.

(London, Hutchinson and Co. Ltd., 1964) ,

86S. M. Lipset, Political Man, op. cit.,

Louis A. Coser, The Functions of Social
Routledge & Kegan Paul Ltd., 1956), pp.

pp. 74 ff. See
Conflict (London,
76 ff.

also
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revolutionary institutions described by George Pettee:

The human forces which create and maintain institutions
have long since been withdrawn. They have gone into
new and attractive activities; for the most part they
are in the new activities, or into frivolity and dis-

sipation. Under such conditions the mighty inertia
of existing institutions declines rapidly, though with
almost no outward sign. The time comes when this
inertia is no longer stronger than the contrary im-
pulses of men. There the matter rests until some
incident suddenly makes apparent the already real though
latent situation. 87

The introduction of the third Home Rule Bill in 1912 seemed

to restore the Party to its former position in the public

esteem, but the nature of that support had lost much of its

emotional commitment and rested on more conditional pragmatism;

emotional commitment had merely been diverted, not suppressed.

87The Process of Revolution
1938) , p. ii

(New York, Harper Bros.,
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